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Synopsis

In recent years major structural changes have been taking
place within the UK economy. One of the major factors
responsible for this is the oil developments in the North
Sea, which have seen since 1980 the achievement of self
sufficiency in oil for the UK. At the same time as this
Development has been taking place, there has been a major
change in economic policy towards the control of inflation
through monetary and fiscal restraint as outlined in the
Medium Term Financial Strategy. Economic policy was now
to be framed within a medium term context, rather than in
the context of short term stabilisation. Demand management
policies were to be downgraded, and more emphasis was to be
placed upon improving the supply side of the economy.

This thesis is directed towards analysing the above
developments but in particular the effects of an oil
discovery, oil price increases and tight money upon the
structure of the economy as well as the dynamic processes
of adjustment involved. The evolution and final outcome
of the adjustment process obviously also depends crucially
upon the policies adopted by the Government, in terms of
its attitude towards such developments. Hence our analysis
would be incomplete without a discussion 01 present
Governmental attitudes as well as its appropriateness.
Tnis ultimately involves deciding whether marKet forces
should determine the reallocation of resources, or whether
grea~er involvement by the Government js required.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The past few years have seen a major adjustment process taking

place in the UK economy. Recent increases in the price of oil

and the rapid buildup of North Sea oil production, have resulted

in a transformation of the structure of the UK economy. At the

same time that this structural adjustment has been taking place,

there has also been an important shift in economic policy

towards controlling inflation through monetary restraint and

the framing of policy within a medium term context rather than

in the context of short term stabilisation.

The degree and severity of the adjustment pressures which the

UK has been facing, are perhaps best illustrated by developments

in the real exchange rate of sterling. During the early part

of the 1980's it reached very high levels, resulting in a

substantial loss of international competitiveness for the UK.

Such a large and rapid shift in the competitive position of

a major industrial economy is without precedent, at least in

recent history. The emergence of the UK as a major oil

producer, the increases in the price of oil as a result of

OPEC 2, and the tight financial policy stance adopted with

the implementation of the Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS),

have probably been the major influences on the behaviour of

the real exchange rate. It will be argued throughout this

thesis that it is predominantly through the real exchange

rate that these factors have brought about the major structural

transformations now taking place in the UK. However, it is

clearly very difficult to disentangle the relative effects of

each of these upon the real exchange rate, and hence upon

output and employment during the 1980's.
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The evolution and final outcome of the adjustment process

resulting from the above factors will also, of course, depend

upon the policies adopted by the Government. Not only in

terms of its attitude towards developments in the real exchange

rate, but also to the tax revenues it will gain from

expanding oil production, as well as its own monetary and

fiscal policies. Two attitudes in particular can be identified,

that of allowing any reallocation of resources to be left to

market forces or for greater public sector involvement.

Hence, not only is it regarded as being essential in this

thesis to analyse the economic effects of oil, oil price

increases, and tight money, but also to analyse the optimal

response by Government to these developments. Therefore we

are concerned in this thesis with analysing economic develop-

ments in the UK, reasons for these economic developments, and

finally the optimal policy response by Government to these

developments.

The remainder of this chapter proceeds as follows. In

Section 1 we outline the chapters contained in the remainder

of this thesis, and in Section 2 we discuss the methodology

adopted.

1.1 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 analyses in some depth the possible role which the

MTFS and North Sea oil have played in the deindustrialisation

process taking place in the UK economy. The size of the

manufacturing sector (as a proportion of GDP) has been falling

steadily in the UK economy for some time, however this whole

process has been considerably speeded up since 1980. It will
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be argued here that this has been due predominantly to the

effects of the MTFS and North Sea oil.

An outline of the MTFS is conducted and it will be argued

that its effects have been very deflationary, predominantly

due to its influence upon the real exchange rate and real

interest rate. The economic impact of North Sea oil is also

discussed, with two distinct views of its structural effects

for the UK economy being identified. These views differ over

the effects on the industrial base of the economy, following

the oil discovery. One view suggests an inevitable decline

in its size, while the other argues that there is no inevitability

about this. The latter view urges the need to maintain the

industrial base, whilst the former would not. Hence each

suggests a totally different policy response towards the oil

discovery. We attempt to resolve this dispute.

Chapter 3 is concerned with analysing the economic effects of

an oil discovery and tight money, by utilising existing

theoretical models. These can help identify the dynamic

adjustment processes which are likely to occur, given either

of the above shocks. However, the adjustment processes

observed will obviously depend upon the underlying assumptions

of each model for each circumstance, and once these are known

it will then be possible to decide whether an appropriate

policy response is required. The theoretical analysis

conducted here, is most appropriately viewed as a useful

complement to the structural analysis conducted in Chapter 2.
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In addition we also carry out a simulation analysis using

two of the theoretical models in particular, which then

allows a quantitative comparison of the adjustment processes

taking place as well as overcoming some of the ambiguities

arising from the short run dynamics. A quantification of

the cumulative effects upon non oil output and competitiveness

for either of the above shocks, is also conducted.

Chapter 4 analyses the economic effects of an oil price

increase for an industrialised economy with oil resources,

such as the UK. Here we draw upon recent evidence from the

OECD which suggests that for the industrialised economies

in general, the economic effects will depend upon that

economy's degree of short run real wage rigidity. The

greater the degree of short run real wage rigidity, the

greater will be the adverse effects upon output and employment

and squeeze on profits. Such a situation can lead to capital

deepening and labour shedding, and thereby to an increase

in structural unemployment.

Four wage adjustment processes are analysed in this chapter,

and this confirms the view that the smaller the degree of

short run real wage rigidity the ~maller will be the decline

in output and employment. If an economy such as the UK has

significant real wage rigidity, we then analyse an optimal

fiscal strategy which could be used to overcome some of the

difficulties associated with such a situation.
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Chapter 5 is concerned with policies for achieving and

sustaining economic growth of the UK economy, and it argues

the need for a two handed approach to be adopted. That is

there is a need to improve the supply side performance of

the UK, particularly in terms of productivity, but that this

in itself will not be sufficient to sustain economic growth

at a level sufficient to reduce unemployment significantly.

Hence a demand stimulation through monetary and fiscal

measures is also required, and given the comparatively tight

budget stance taken by the UK Government over the past few

years such a stimulation would not seem unjustified.

In addition, a general discussion of demand and supply side

policies and their aims is conducted, and reasons why the

Government has laid such emphasis on the supply side are

suggested. Specific policy measures which the Government

could take to reduce unemployment, for example, are suggested,

and we also emphasise the point that some of these measures

which would be classified as demand side go some way to

improving, and achieving the objectives set for, the supply

side of the economy.

Chapter 6 is concerned with the issue of whether monetary

and fiscal policy can be used effectively in the short run,

for stabilising output and employment. This chapter, the

author believes, is a crucial one and lies at the very

heart of the whole thesis. It is essentially split into three

parts.
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Firstly an analysis from an historical perspective is conducted,

in regards to why most western Governments moved away from the

position that active monetary and fiscal policy could and

should be used to stabilise output.

Secondly, we analyse some simple models and their assumption~

which conclude that monetary and fiscal policy is ineffective

for stabilising output. We then analyse alternative models,

and their assumptions, which arrive at totally the opposite

conclusions. These various models which are discussed in

regard to the policy effectiveness/ineffectiveness debate,

can be broadly classified as being based on either market

clearing or non market clearing assumptions.

Thirdly, we conduct an empirical analysis, using UK data, into

which of these views about market clearing is most appropriate

for the UK economy. But more importantly which view in regard

to the role of monetary and fiscal policy is most appropriate.

Chapter 7 returns again to the question of the economic effects

of North Sea oil, oil price increases, and tight money. As in

Chapter 6 it is divided into three main sections.

Firstly we construct a theoretical model which has been

derived from our analysis in previous chapters, but with one

major extension. Here we now introduce the current account

into the model, which would seem a logical extension given

that one of the major areas of impact resulting from oil

production has been felt on the current account. We also

introduce possible wealth effects arising from developments

in the current account, upon the demand for money and output.
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Secondly we then parameterise the model. This is achieved by

drawing upon previous empirical work in this area, as well as

utilising existing macroeconomic forecasting models.

In the third section we use the theoretical model in combination

with these parameter values and our discrete time computer

simulation programme, to simulate the model for each of the

shocks mentioned previously. In addition we also simulate the

model assuming that all three shocks occur together, in order

to observe the quantitative effects upon the variables of

interest. The two most important of which are non oil output,

and the real exchange rate.

Finally in Chapter 8 we present our summary and conclusions,

which draws upon our analysis conducted in previous chapters.

1.2 Methodology

This thesis is primarily a theoretical exercise, and the basic

method used is that of comparative statics. Essentially this

involves studying the economic system at a given state, and

to see how it is affected by various factors which at that

point of time can be taken as given. Throughout the factors

which are of particular interest are changes in the money

supply, oil discoveries, and oil price increases. In addition

we also analyse the evolution of the system (i.e. a dynamic

analysis), and the stability of the adjustment processes.

This analysis is of particular importance, since in the models

we discuss the general assumption is made that economic agents

possess rational expectations. This will have important

implications for the actual adjustment process, and speed of
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adjustment of economic variables. Some variables (jump) will

be affected instantaneously given an exogenous change, whilst

others (predetermined) will adjust only gradually over time.

Much of macroeconomic analysis proceeds in the above fashion,

so in this respect our approach is not very different.

However, our adoption of the assumption of rational expectations,

allows a more interesting analysis of economic models and

policies.

The dynamic analysis which we adopt, however, does have its

limitations. Restricting ourself to a two dynamic equation model,

allows a diagrammatic analysis of the process of adjustment

from an initial to a new long run steady state equilibrium.

With three or more dynamic equations this is clearly no longer

possible. In addition our dynamic analysis gives us little

idea of the quantitative adjustments of endogenous variables,

following an exogenous shock. Clearly having some idea of

these quantitative changes would be of most interest.

However, an alternative method often proposed for analysing

the dynamic properties of macro models, which overcomes some

of these problems, is that of numerical simulation. Whilst

this approach is also important, it too has its limitations.

The behaviour of a reasonably complex system depends critically

upon the exact parameter values chosen, and only rarely are

definitive answers provided to issues related to the dynamics

of the system. In analysing the simulation results which we

obtain, it is therefore necessary to bear this in mind. When
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assessing these results it is also important to have some

idea of the theoretical properties of the model, to serve as

background to which such a simulation can be related.

The simulation technique adopted here is that of a numerical

algorithm developed by Buiter and Austin (1982). The parameter

values chosen will play an important part, and when we come

to Chapter 7,in particular,we hope to make these as plausible

as possible so as to overcome at least some of the criticisms

of simulation analysis. The simulation results which we

derive throughout this thesis, are viewed as a useful complement

to our theoretical analysis.

Finally, in Chapter 6 we fit a price equation, based on UK

data, using the method of Ordinary Least Squares. In addition

we also report joint estimates (based on maximum likelihood

methods) for a price and monetary growth equation, but these

will be drawn from empirical analysis obtained elsewhere.
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ClUPrER 2

DEIRDUSTRIALISATIOR ARD THE U~ ECOROMY - THE ROLE OF TBE MEDIUM TERM
FIRDCIAL STRATmT AIID.ORm SEA On.

In this paper I wish to analyse some of the economic effects arising from

the UK Government's adoption of the (MTFS) since March 1980, as well as

looking at the conflicting arguments surrounding North Sea Oil and its

effects upon the structure of the UK economy. The UK has seen over the

last few years a decline in its industrial base, particularly in

maufacturing industry. Here we wish to analyse how the MTFS and North Sea

Oil could have contributed to such a situation. The paper proceeds as

follows:

In Section 1 we discuss in some detail the MTFS and how it has evolved

since 1980. We look at some of the underlying assumptions to see if these

are justified by the evidence, and to analyse what role it could have

played in the deindustrialisation process. In addition we look at some of

the difficulties involved in the actual implementation of the MTFS.

Section 2 is devoted to a discussion of the structural effects of North Sea

Oil for the UK economy. In particular we identify the two opposing views

in this case, that of Forsyth and Kay (F-K henceforth) (1980) and the Bank

of England (B of E henceforth) (1980).

Section 3 looks at the structural effects of oil again and attempts a
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synthesis of the F-K and B of E positions to identify the underlying

differences of assumptions of each.

Section 4 discusses the outcome and atti tude taken by the Government in

regard to the oil revenues, to see which viewpoint F-K or Bank of England

predominated.

Section 5 presents our summary and conclusions.

2.1.~ Mediua~ Financial Strategy - aims, targets, evidence and outcome.

The outline and aims of the MTFS have become widely documented within the

economics profession since its inception in the Budget of March 1980. Here

we merely wish to look briefly at the MTFS, and its possible contribution

to the deindustrialisation of the UK •

.!l§

The major aims of economic policy under the Thatcher Government are:

a) lower inflation/interest rates,

b) lower taxes,

c) a reduction in public spending as a proportion of Gross Domestic

Product (GDP),

d) a reduction in public borrowing as a proportion of GDP

e) faster economic growth

TARGETS

These aims were to be achieved by the MTFS, in which the Government

announced declining monetary growth targets during the period 1980-84 in an

attempt to reduce inflation. The monetary growth target chosen was that of

sterling H3 (£H3) which consists of notes and coins in circulation with the
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public plus all current and deposit accounts in sterling held by UK

residents in both the public and private sectors. At the same time the

Government also announced targets for the public sector borrowing

Req ui rem en t (PSB R) (esse n tially th e difference between Government

expenditure and revenue) as a proportion of GDP. The original targets set

for £M3 and the PSBR are outlined in Table 2.1 The Government believed

that the size of the PSBR had implications for the money supply, since it

could resort to the printing of money or borrowing from the banks to

finance its deficit, both of which would lead to an increase in £M3. Hence

if monetary targets were to be set, appropriate PSBR targets also had to be

announced in order to make the monetary targets credible. If the size of

the PSBR was excessive in relation to the monetary targets, these targets

could only be achieved by increases in the interest rate which would

obviously conflict with the first policy objective mentioned previously.

A vital part of economic policy therefore, was seen to be a reduction in

public expenditure and public borrowing. The MTFS explicitly recognises

the interdependence of monetary and fiscal policy and that the Government

was operating within a budget constraint. Finally as its name implied the

MTFS placed the emphasis on the medium rather than short term, and the

inflation objective was divorced entirely from any employment objectives.

Hence the MTFS represented a depar-tur-efrom previous Government policy,

particularly in regard to the objective of maintaining full employment.

pmaCE
The strategy was clearly based upon monetarist principles, and the question

we must ask is why the Government adoPted such a strategy. Evidence from

the mid 1970's (see Figure 2.1> tended to suggest support for the

monetarist assertion, that increases in the growth of the money supply

would after a period of 18 months to 2 years be reflected in a higher rate
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of infla tion.
The period 1973-75 in the UK appears to bear this out as the growth of £M3

peaked in 1973 and retail price Lnf'Lation peaked some two years la ter in

1975. The present Government appears to have largely accepted this

relationship as it lies at the heart of the MTFS. However, as we can

observe from Figure 2.1 the relationship between the growth of £M3 and

inrla tion has been much less clo se since then. This suggests the

following:

1. that there is no simple relationship between nominal money growth

and infla t i on, as changes in interest rates and in real income

lead to changes in real money demand which destroy any simple

relationship and
2. in the short run, changes in nominal money lead to changes in the

real money supply, inducing changes in interest rates and real

income. Only in the longer run is there a tendency for prices

and wages to adjust fully to restore full employment.

A second crucial assumption underlying the MTFS is the PSBR ~ £M3 linkage.

In Figure 2.2 we show the PSBR as a percentage of GDP, and the

corresponding annual rates of growth in nominal money, measured both by the
1

narrow M 1 definition and the broader £M3 definitio~ Particularly on the

wider definition, there seems little short run relation between money and

the PSBR even when we average annual data over 4 year periods. Figure 2.2

suggests that even during two decades when many people considered the PSBR

in the UK to be very high, there is not a very significant link between the

size of the deficit and the rate of growth of nominal money.

1. Ml includes notes and coins in circulation with the public plus sight

deposits (current accounts) in sterling held by the private sector only.
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OUTCOME

Table 2.2 shows the evolution of the MTFSsince March 1980. It suggests

tha t the original targets set for the PSBRand £M3were never achieved,

although through time these targets have been amended and new targets set
2

(as well as the introduction of targets for M and PSL2 ).o

The PSBRhas continually overshot its targets for the period 1980-84, and

some of the reasons advanced for this include:

1. insufficient allowance was made in the original targets for the

PSBRin regard to the Clegg Commission public sector pay awards,

which led in some cases to a 25S increase in wage costs,

2. a civil servants' industrial dispute in 1981/82 held up the

collection of £0.75 billion of revenue thereby distorting that

years figure. However this would have helped to reduce the

1982/83 figure;

3. the relaxation of cash limits within the public sector, resul ting

in increased nationalised industry losses,

4. the effects of the buH t in stabiliser. As the UKeconomy went

into recession, particularly during 1979-81 the Government

anticipated a 2S decline in GDPhowever the actual decline was

4S. As a result of this Government taxation revenue declined

while its expenditure increased as a result of rising

unemployment payments. The PSBRwould rise automatically as a

result, and attempts by the Government to cut the PSBR by

2. M - is notes and coins in circulation with the public plus money in
o

bank tills plus the banks' cash at the Bank of England. Private Sector

Liquidity 2 (PSL2) - consists of Ml plus bank savings deposits plus

building society deposf ta.
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reducing its own expendi ture (more easily achieved by cut ting

capital rather than current expenditure) would fUrther intensify

the deflationary process. Hence the MTFS itself turned out to be

strongly deflationary and we return to this pOint below.

In addition to the overshooting of the PSBR, £M3 has also continually

overshot its original targets. However recent revisions of these targets

has led to £M3 being within the target range.

A number of factors have been responsible for the overshooting of £M3:

1. the adoption of interest rate manipulations by the Government

instead of monetary base controls to hit a particular monetary

target for £M3 is essentially very imprecise. In some cases the

monetary target could have been achieved but only by letting

interest rates reach politically unacceptable levels,

2. Corset effects as a result of reintermediation,

3. the liquidity squeeze suffered by the business sector

particularly in the early 1980's led to distress borrowing, as
business borrowed in order to service payments on existing

borrowings and in order to pay for current expenditure,

4. the banks became increasingly involved in the early 1980's in the

mortgage business, an increasing amount of their lending was to

finance house purchases,

5. the overshooting of the PSBR may also have contributed.
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In general we can say tha t the original MTFS targets have been overshot

bringing about a revision of these targets which themself have been

overshot. It also became increasingly obvious that the adoption of £M3 as

being the monetary target was inappropriate for a number of reasons:

a) it was a poor measure of monetary conditions within the UK.
Although it significantly overshot its monetary targets in the

1980's suggesting monetary laxity, it was obvious that this was

not the case and that monetary conditions were tight. EVidence

for this is found from indicators of financial stress such as the

liquidity ratios of large industrial and commercial companies,

and the numbers of insolvences which rose significantly.(Table

2.3)

b) the increasing amount of distress borrowing by businesses, the

distorting effects from the abolition of the Corset, and the

increasing amount of mortgage business by banks suggested that

£M3 far from being an exogenous variable under the control of the

monetary authorities was in fact endogenous. As financial

conditions tightened £M3 in actual fact increased. The

Government recognised these problems and started to announce

targets not only for £M3 but Mo and PSL2.

The credibility of the MTFS as an anti inflation policy essentially

designed to influence people's inflationary expectations, must also be

undermined as a resul t of the non achievement of the targets set despi te

the Governments' claim of no U turn in policy. However, inflation has come

down steadily since 1981 suggesting that it has done so not because of the

success of the MTFS in influencing inflationary expectations, but rather in

the fact tha tit is essentially a deflationary policy which has brought
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about a decline in output and rise in unemployment and it is this which has

caused the fall.

Evidence in regard to the deflationary nature of the MTFS are contained in

Figure 2.3 in which we analyse Bri t aa nt s budget squeeze. I have already

argued perviously that monetary conditions in the UK have been tight

despite the high growth rate in £M3, although as I suggested this growth

rate was due to the tight monetary conditions resulting in distress

borrowing.

In regard to Britain's budget position over the four year period 1980-84 it

also becomes apparent the tightness of the fiscal stance. In Figure23 we

notice that in 1982 Britain's budget deficit (PSBR) was the smallest of the

top 7 western industrialised economies as a percentage of GDP, and one of

the smallest in the world. Pursuing this position further the Institute

for Fiscal Studies calculated the budget stance, if the increase in the

cost of unemployment arising since 1978-79 was deducted from the PSBR. We

notice that dod ng this implies that the fiscal stance has become

increasingly tight since 1980/81, and indeed since 1981/82 the fiscal

stance was actually negative. This suggests that excluding the additional

expendi ture on uneIIfloyment since 1978179, from 1981/82 the fiscal stance

was such tha t the Government was running a fiscal surpl us. Hence other

areas of Government expenditure were operating under very tight financial

condi tions.

Our discussion to this point suggests tha t the MTFS not only created tight

monetary conditions but also a very tight fiscal stance, which together

exerted very strong deflationary pressure upon the economy.
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.IBI~ JIm PE-INDUSTRIALISATION

The MTFS was implemented at a time during which the UK saw an unprecedented

loss of international competitiveness which reached its peak in 1981. Many

economists argue that the latter was predominantly caused by the former.

Since 1981 however. there has been a gradual recovery of international

competitiveness. The argument being that not only was the MTFS strongly
deflationary. but because of its effects upon the exchange rate it brought

about a loss of international competitiveness which further exacerbated the

situation.

The manufacturing sector in particular has had to bear the brunt of most of

the above effects. The adoption of the MTFS and the setting of inflation

as the UK's top priority. increased the attractiveness of sterling and

sterling denominated assets to foreign investors (such as the OPEC

countries who after the second oil price hike in 1979-80 (Opec 2) had the

funds available awaiting a suitable home). This would have exerted strong

upward pressure on the exchange rate contributing to the loss of

international competitiveness as already mentioned.

Rising real interest rates which have occurred since 1981 increased real

borrowing costs to industry, and this is particularly detrimental to those

business which are heavily geared. Distress borrowing was particularly

important at this time as many businesses were suffering a severe liquidity

squeeze, and this is particularly prevalent for the manufacturing sector.

Faced with on the one hand a loss of competitiveness due to the strength of

the exchange rate thereby requiring reductions in prices. and on the other

hand rising wage costs this sectors' profits were severely squeezed. The

manufacturing sector in an effort to cut costs ran down stocks, cut

production, and shed labour at an unprecedented rate. Manufacturing output

slumped during 1979-81 and has recovered somewhat since. but very slowly.
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Some economists and those in Government circles saw this as a necessary

process of weeding out the inefficient firms, so that once the recovery

came UK manufacturing businesses would be leaner and fitter to take on the

competi tors.

The final influence of the MTFS for deindustrialisation was the
deflationary influences of the policy itself. The tight monetary and

fiscal stance taken in the UK has obviously influenced the demand for

manufactured output, and as we have observed the dramatic shedding of

labour by this sector was a consequence of this.

In addi tion to the MTFS the Government has implemented (albei t in aless

than half hearted way in some cases) supply side policies, in an attempt to

improve the supply side of the economy. These included:

a) tax reductions, and the emphasis was to be placed upon raising

more revenue from indirect rather than direct taxes. This it was

believed would give a greater incentive for workers to supply

more labour and encourage enterprise,

b) reductions in the real value of social security benefits (again

an attempt to increase the supply of labour, since workers would

be better off in a job than on the dole),

c) privatisation of some public sector industries,

d) grants to industry to encourage investment in the new technology,

e) trade union reform, particularly in regard to restrictive

practices and the closed shop,

f) improving the mobility of labour,

g) retraining of workers for the new high tech industries.
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The MTFS in conjunction with these supply side policies placed the emphasis

upon improving the operation of market forces, reducing the involvement of

the Government within the economy, and leaving the private sector to

produce the jobs and growth.

Za2. IORTH.m .QlL AIm ~ STRUCTOBALMEets JllQI .IBI .Ill EeOlOO

The second major development to affect the UK economy during the late

1970's and 1980's was that of North Sea oil. Some of the statistics in

regard to oil are contained in Figures 2.4-2.8. Oil began to be produced

in significant quantities in the UK in 1976 and since then has had a major

impact on the UK's current account, as well as having led to a significant

improvement in its terms of trade and export volumes and it has increased

tax revenue to the Government.

The UK became self sufficient in oil in 1979, and it is estimated that oil

production currently constitutes some 5% of the UK's GDP. The effect upon

Government revenues has been substantial (see Table 2.4) and is currently

running at some £12 billion, which represents approximately 8% of the

Government's total revenue in a financial year. Oil makes a substantial

contribution to the UK's current account. In 1983, for example, the

current account surplus was some £2049 billion, however the non oil trade

deficit was - £7375 billion. This was offset substantially by a large

surplus on the oil balance of £6875 billion. The years 1983 and also 1984

have seen for the first time since the industrial revolution, the UK

importing more manufactured goods than it exported. This is a point we

return to below.

It should come as no surprise, given our previous discussion, why recent

developments in the oil market (falling oil prices) caused such a slide in

sterling. While as a proportion of GDP oil output is relatively small, it
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contributes a disproportionate influence on the UK's current account and

hence balance of payments. This influence is even more crucial given the

huge non oil trade deficit.

The oil revenues have made it possible for the Government to consider tax

cuts, or at least for maintaining ex i s t.Lng tax levels. It has also made

the attainment of the PSBR targets more credible and hence also the

monetary targets. North Sea oil has improved the UK's terms of trade, and

the additional revenues have boosted real incomes and stimulated

expenditure. The oil revenues have also stimulated private overseas

investments which amounted to some £10.56 billion in 1983. This has

actively been encouraged by the Government through the abolition of

exchange controls in 1979, and these investments should lead to future

income for the UK. This is an issue we return to discuss below.

A final influence which we can identify in regard to oil is that sterling

is now regarded as a petro currency, its value is linked strongly to

developments in the oil market. This is reinforced, as we noted above, by

the major contribution which oil makes to the UK's balance of payments.

To this point we have identified some of the major developments in the UK

economy as a resul t of the oil discovery. We have noticed the waning of

the non oil trade balance and the decline in the manufacturing/industrial

base of the economy (see Figure 2.9). I wish now to discuss two opposing

views in regard to the structural effects which an oil discovery will have

upon an economy to see if these can help explain the developments which we

have identified. These are classified as:

1. The Forsyth and Kay (1980) argument

2. The Bank of England view (The Governor's Ashbridge lecture 1980)
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These are two quite contrasting views regarding the econmic effects of 011

upon the structure of the UK economy, and they are directed towards the

longer run economic effects of oil.

1 •Forsyth .mMl .In arguaent

Forsyth and Kay (F-K) argue that North Sea 011 makes it necessary for there

to be an adjustment in the structure of the UK economy, in particular there

must be a large contraction in the relative size of the manufacturing

sector. They use a com para tive static analysiS to describe wha t the UK

economy was like before oil began to be produced in significant quantities,

and they take the structure of the economy in 1976 as their starting pOint.

They then look at wha t North Sea oil at peak production might do to th at

structure. Effectively they are examining the long run impact of a given

quanti ty of North Sea oil for the UK economy, and the whole analysis is

conducted at 1980 oil prices.

The essence of the F-K argument is as follows. Compared to what would have

happened had oil not been discovered, the North Sea oil adds to the output

of the UK economy. However, this addition to output takes a highly

unbalanced form, it comes wholly in the form of traded goods. This

increase in output is matched by an ex ante improvement in the current

account, as indigenous oil is either exported or substituted for imports.

North Sea oil also increases National Income and this is due to the

economic rent earned at current oil prices. There is however no reason to

expect the additional expenditure financed out of this rise in income to be

similarly unbalanced, demand rises for traded and non traded goods alike.

Supplying the extra demand for traded goOds is no problem, it can be met:

1. by higher imports, or
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2. by diverting exports onto the domestic market.

However, the additional demand for non traded goods can only be satisfied

out of domestic production. There are two alternatives:

a} either total non oil output from existing resources must rise to

meet the increase in demand for non traded goods or

b} resources must be diverted from producing traded goods, leaving a

greater proportion of domestic demand for these goods to be met

by imports than was the case in the absence of oil.

F-K believe that there is little reason to suppose that the production of

oil will significantly alter the potential supply of non oil output. They

reject the notion of a balance of payments constraint, and argue that the

principle constraints upon growth in the UK have been on the supply side

rather than deficient demand. Hence (b) above is the only realistic

possibility within the framework of their analysis.

The sequence of events following the discovery of oil would depend upon the

Government's policy towards the exchange rate. If the exchange rate was

kept fixed, the higher demand for non traded goods would drive up their

price, allowing employers in these industries to pay higher wages. This

would create a differential between wages in traded and non traded goods

industries or, more probably, cause a general rise in wages putting

pressure on profitability in traded goods industries. The real exchange

rate would appreciate via this means, and there would be an incentive for

resources to shift into non traded activities. At the same time the

structure of consumption would shift in the opposite direction, in response

to the rise in the rela tive price of non traded goods. The real exchange
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rate would rise until the ini tial excess demand for non traded goods was

removed. In equilibrium however, the relative size of the non traded goods

sector will have grown and that of traded goods industries other than oil

will have shrunk.

If the nominal exchange rate is flexible, however, there would be little or
no change in the average domestic price level. In this case the rise in

the nominal exchange rate would lower the price of traded goods and permit

a higher r-ela tive price of non traded goods, and the real exchange rate

would have appreciated through this route.

The F-K analysis is then essentially concerned with two situations, one of

which we have a pre oil economy and secondly where we have a post oil

economy. F-K assume that -

1. in both situations the current account is in balance and

2. that non oil output is the same in both circumstances

It then follows that oil, by increasing exports, will reduce manufacturing

exports but leave total non oil output unchanged. In the new situation the

output of non traded goods will have increased, domestic manufacturing

output reduced and the demand for traded goods will be met from imports to

offset the boost to the current account from oil. The F-K scenario is

therefore very depressing for manufacturing output, but they argue that

this is the only way the UK can achieve any benefits from the fact that we

have oil.

Essentially the mechanism which will bring about the demise of the

manufacturing sector, is an appreciation of the nominal exchange rate by

some 22J according to F-K. This represents the difference between an
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exchange rate of £1. equal to $1.85 and £1 equal to $2.25, required in

order to maintain current account equilibrium between an economy without

and with oil. According to F-K this appreciation is inevitable if the UK

is to make any gains from having oil resources. The only way to prevent

this structural adjustment is to invest all the oil revenues overseas and

the interest received from these investments, otherwise the above scenario

must follow.

F-K argue further that there are only three ways of investing the oil

revenues.

1. the UKcould increase the level of investment in the domestic

economy,

2. the UKcould invest oil revenues by leaving the oil in the ground

by controlling depletion or,

3. the UKcould invest the oil revenues abroad.

They argue tha t the first option is not on, unless we drive down the ra te

of return to derisory levels in order to make adequa te provision for the

future. The second option they believe too la te to re think, as it would

make little sense to control depletion after development expenditures have

occurred and the exchange rate has already anticipated the full growth of

UKoil output. Hence they see option three as being the best choice for

two reasons:

a) the funds available are large in relation to the UKeconomy, but

not large in relation to the world econom~ The UK could

therefore be more confident that the rest of the world could give

it the return which was required and,

b) investment abroad has as its counterpart a balance of payments

surplus on current account. It would therefore give some relief

to the immediate problems of manufacturing by lowering the value

of the exchange rate. Paradoxically, they argue capital exports
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would help domestic industry not harm it.

F-K then analyse the best way in which this overseas investment could take

place. The Government could invest directly abroad itself, however they

argue that the City has more expertise in handling foreign investment than

Whitehall, hence it would be best if this investment was done privately.

In addition, the best way this could be achieved is to use a substantial
proportion of Government revenues from the North Sea to cut the PSBR. This

according to F-K would have two advantages:

1. it would be wrong to stimulate private consumption by the full

amount of North Sea benefits, which would be the consequence of

using all the revenues for tax cuts,

2. by reducing official sales of gilt edged stocks it would put cash

into the hands of financial institutions who could then be

encouraged to place it overseas. The balance being available for

reducing taxes and increasing public expenditure.

In conclusion, the F-K scenario is a very depressing one for manufacturing

output which is seen as ineVitably shrinking in size and this is the only

way in which the UK can gain from having oil. We now turn to discuss an

alternative scenario.

2 ..lIII .UJl.Dr QGLARD nD

The B of E take a totally different attitude towards the North Sea oil.

They argue that the UK is self sufficient in oil and is likely to remain so

until the end of the century and while the UK is better off than if it had

to import oil at present world prices, taking into account what we had to

pay in order to develc.1>the North Sea i e. the real resource cost of the oil

we are not much better off than we were in 1970 when we imported oil at a

much lower world price. In 1970 the resource cost of importing oil

amounted to 1% of GOP.
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The B of E argue that the costs of oil from the North Sea are now in real

terms comparable with, and in fact somewhat higher than, the costs of

obtaining imported oil in 1970. Hence the resource costs of the oil we are

now producing and using is somewhat greater than that of the oil that we

imported in 1970. In 1970 the UK produced exports to pay for oil, but now

uses these resources more directly in the North Se~ To a large extent we

are still exporting other goods and services to meet the cost of the oil we

consume.

The B of E therefore believe that the North Sea endowment has not made the

UK better off than in 1970, however the UK is better off than it was in

1974 or 1975 after the first oil price increase (Opec 1) but before the

North Sea 011 came on stream. The UK is also clearly better off in this

regard than countries with no oil of their own, but it is their position

which has deteriorated whilst the UK's has remained broadly unchanged.

This is of great significance since there is a difference between receiving

a large windfall gain and avoiding a large windfall loss that applies to

others. The economic response in the two cases should be quite different

for the UK as a na tion, its self sufficiency should be seen as a reprieve

rather than as a bonanz a,

The assumption that the UK gains from higher oil prices only holds if the

UK were likely to be a net exporter over an extended period. For a country

that may not be able to count on more than approximate self sufficiency

over a number of years, higher prices will have little direct effect on

ei ther the balance of payments or potential living standards. Generally

the rise in oil prices has had harmful effects on world economic prospects,

and it has accelerated inflation both here and world wide, it has slowed

world growth and it has exacerbated international political tension. As an

open economy heavily dependent on world trade, we do not avoid these
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effects •

..l:U __ .E .' pte' p .tH~ mil .m.l. industrial .au
The possession of North Sea oil is seen by the B of E as sparing the UK

from the need to industrialise further to pay for its oil. But this is

quite different from the F-K position that it is desirable that the UK
should accept a reduction in its production of traded goods other than oil.

This might have been an arguable position if the UK's industrial structure

had adjusted in the wake of the oil prices rise in 1973 before the UK

became self sufficient. But. the evidence clearly suggests that there was

no expansion in manufacturing during 1973-74 and in fact the reverse was

the case.

If we accept the B of E view that the UK is an economy approximately self

sufficient in oil and in which the real costs of oil are of the same order

as in 1970, then the UK is one of the few countries in the world where

change in the size of itsindustrial sector is not req uired as a reau lt of

higher oil prices. However adaptation within the economy is required as

industry responds to the higher cost of energy, and moves from the

production of exports to pay for oil to the production of capital and other

goods needed to support oil output. But these changes will take place

within the industrial sector and does not involve or require any reduction

in the size of that sector. Other countries have to increase the scale of

their industrial base within a short time span in order to pay for higher

cost imported oil.

The posi tion taken by F-K of an inevi table decline in the UK's industrial

base is seen as being needlessly depressing and more importantly

misleading. What the B of E regard as being true is that the maintenance

of the UK's industrial base will require substantial adjustment within the
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non oil economy. It is regarded as being important to develop new areas of

enterprise and activity to replace those that decline due to the process of

economic change. The needs of North Sea operations themselves are seen as

being relevant here. Many British companies have already acquired a

considerable capabili ty and bul1 t up substantial business in support of

North Sea operations. Over the next decade or so investment in the North

Sea and other offshore oil opera tions will be on a very large seal e, and

that this offers immense possibilities not only in UK waters but in other

parts of the world ego China.

The B of E also turn their attention to another major consideration and

this is in regard to the future life of the North Sea reserves. They argue

that if the UK fails to maintain a strong industrial presence during the

years of self sufficiency, it will face very costly and formidable re-entry

problems when the oil starts to run out. The UK would not only have

consumed the depleting asset, but it would also have left the next

generation without an ability to produce the goods and services to pay for

the imported oil when our own has run out. In addition in some of the new

high technology areas, prices might be raised quite sharply against the UK

if it had no productive capability of its own and became dependent on

others.

On the other hand, there is the optimistic scenario which suggests that as

the oil runs out the UK's native enterprise would enable us to move quickly

into the new non oil areas of activity ie. a soft landing. But the B of E

argue that we should not underestimate the scale that many modern

technological processes require in order to operate efficiently. If the UK

neglects them during the period of oil self sufficiency, the re-entry costs

into such industries in terms of:
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a) technology

b) management

c) specialist skills required

might be very large indeed.

The important conclusion which can be derived from this is that
improvements in the UK's standard of living continues to depend. despite

North Sea oil, on the UK's success in its non oil areas of activity.

Improvements in a tough world environment depend upon a combination of:

a) cost competitiveness in conventional areas of activity, and

b) speed and flexibility in seizing the opportunities that will

exist. particularly in support of the oil industry itself.

These will help to generate products and services which are not only

competitive in price, but also technologically and in other non price

respects ahead of the competition.

Copm'.t10D .£.§ InyestMDt

Regarding the question of consumption as against investment. the B of E

make the following observations:
1.North Sea oil is a capi tal as se t. a part of the UK's na tional stock of

wealth. It can be used to raise the UK's living standards by,

a) borrowing against it or.

b) raising the production of oil so as to become a substantial net

exporter of oil in the short term. thereby consuming the extra

imports which we could buy.

In ei ther case the UK would be living better now, but a t the expense of
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future consumption. However, the B of E argue that the rate of depletion

should be determined as an investment decision, and not with a view to any

particular benefit in terms of consumption in the short term.

2. Not only is North Sea oil seen as a capi tal as se t, it is also a wasting

asset. There is a great deal of uncertainty in regard to the number of

years of self sufficiency which lie ahead, however it is certain that the

oil will eventually run out. In addition it is confidently expected that

the resource costs of oil are likely to increase. The B of E argue that as

we use up North Sea oil, the UK should to a considerable extent replace it

with other assets by greater investment either at home or abroad.

Since 1979 wi th the removal of exchange controls investment abroad has

significantly increased, but the B of E believes that the returns on this

is unlikely to match the resources required in order to safeguard the UK's

future position. Hence over the longer run the UK needs to match a

substantial part of the depletion of its oil reserves by investment Ak
home.

How could this home investment be encouraged. Given the prospective rising

revenue from North Sea oil production, the Government could reduce its own

borrowing needs (PSBR) thereby helping to reduce interest rates, or by

operating an easier fiscal policy particularly in regard to taxation.

Hence the B of E points to the need for a bias in favour of investment

rather than in consumption.

EUectl .2Il .lIlA gch.pse na
The UK is seen as being fortunate in not having to expand its production of

traded goods to pay for the same quantity of dearer 011. However other non

oil countries are, and they will require a lower exchange rate relative to
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the UK. Hence sterling will appreciate relative to these other currencies.

Secondly. the additional purchasing power to the oil producing economies

(OPEC) will increase their demand for imports from the non oil economies.

They are also likely to buy goods and services from the UK. and as part of

their external portfolio management to buy financial assets in sterling.

Both of these factors would increase the value of sterling.

Finally the recession and the strength of economic policy against inflation

will affect the exchange rate. Since this as we mentioned above will

increase the attractiveness of sterling. It is a difficult task however to

disentangle and measure the effect of North Sea oil alone on the real

exchange rate.

There are offsetting benefits to the UK from having a stronger exchange

rate:
1. it leads to an improvement in the UK's terms of trade. and

2. lower import costs improve domestic costs and prices.

However. in the short run such exchange rate movements are seen by the B of

E as creating difficulties for some sectors of manufacturing industry.

obstructing the need to maintain this sector in the long ru~

.l S1JlNRT 1£ .llII ~ JIm DIll .Q[ EIGLAND PQSIUOIS

( a) .lI. there .& bon'nl' ~ .21l1

.l:.I. - the UK economy is unambiguously better off from having oil. and an

expenditure bonanza is therefore justified. They take as the relevant year

1976. and look at its structure following an oil discovery which is assumed

to be maintained indefinitely.
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Bank ~ England - the UK is not necessarily better off because of oil.and

the time period we are looking at is important here. The UK was better off

in 1976 when we first started to produce oil in comparison to the 2 years

prior to this when we produced no oil and its real resource cost had

increased (because of the oil price increase of 1973/74 (Opec 1».

However. in 1980 when we achieved oil sel f sufficiency we were not
necessarily better off in comparison to 1970. when we imported oil and when

the real resource cost of oil was low. The real resource cost of oil in

1980 is comparable to that of 1970. No bonanza is therefore apparent or

spending spree justified. The oil revenues instead should be regarded as

preventing a decline in welfare for the UK rather than a bonanza.

(b) Should B .'ntain .tM non .21l. industrial base?

L:K - it is inevitable that the non oil industrial base. particularly

manufacturing. will decline. It is the only way in which the UK can

benefit from having oil. The re-entry costs by implication are considered

negligible.

1limk st: England - the non oil industrial base should be maintained. Any

future improvements in the UK's standard of living depends directly upon

future developments within the manufacturing sector. as has been the case

in the past for the UK. In addition the high re-entry costs after oil

production ceases. should be avoided.

( c)Copsuwption~ Inult_nt?

l::.l - favour investment rather than consumption. If the best investments

are found abroad these should be encouraged. and they will earn the UK

income in the future. This investment should be encouraged by for example

abolition of exchange controls and cuts in the PSBR leaving more funds in
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private hands. Any tax cuts would obviously benefit consumption.

Jli.Dk~ England - like F-K they favour investment over consumption, and
would not discourage overseas investment. However, they see the future

income from this as not generating sufficient funds for the maintenance of

future living standards. They emphasise the need to encourage investment at
home, again by either reducing the PSBR to reduce domestic interest rates

or by fiscal stimulation (tax cuts) and preferably that which would

encourage investment.

(d)Elchange ~ effects
.l:I - the exchange rate both nominal and real would unambiguously

appreciate. This would be desirable as it would bring about the decline of

manufacturing exports. It would also improve the UK's terms of trade

(stimulating consumer expenditure) and aid in the fight against inflatio~

~ ~ England - the exchange rate is also anticipated to appreciate

relative to the UK's other non oil producing competitors. Capital flows

would also tend to strengthen it. This would improve the terms of trade

and inflation, but would exert severe pressure on some areas of the

manufacturing sector. Hence oil price increases by strengthening sterling

results in short run distortions from the long run situation where the

industrial base is maintained.

ZJ..! SJlTBRSIS .m: .ID .l=l .m Im.m: ElfGLABD YIEWS

This section attempts to analyse the welfare implications for the UK

following an oil price increase, and a discovery of oil, and to see what

assumptions have been made by F-K and the B of E in arriving at their

conclusions.
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.Ill!. welfare 1"Plications o~ .m oil discoven
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FIGURE 2.10

Assume that the UK economy before time period 0 produces a small quantity

of oil output (say 0) as was the case prior to self sufficiency in 1979/80.

This oil production is not sufficient for the economy's needs, hence oil

imports will take place. Therefore the economy is a net oil importer

before ti me O. At time 0 the economy produces oil in significant

quantities (0 >O-)such as to now make it a net exporter of oil. At time T

it returns once again to being a net importer of oil, and this remains the

situation indefinitely thereafter. We assume that this situation is well

known and understood by economic agents. This situation is shown

diagramma tically in Figure 2.10. We can make the following observa tions

about the diagram:

Area A = net oil revenues given by net oil exports x

price of oil in dollars. For simplicity we assume

here that oil revenues remain constant for each period

during O-T.
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Area B = net oil imports, given by net oil imports x

price of oil in dollars, are again assumed for simplicity

to remain constant during each time period.

This simple diagram raises a number of important points which we now wish

to discuss briefly. The first point is in regard to the net welfare
effects of an oil discovery from time 0 onwards. In order to assess this

we must calculate the permanent income value of the net oil revenues. This

calculation in continuous time can be written as follows:

QP
R

T

J -r*t
aXe dt

o

00

- r*t
fire dt

T

where Q~ - permanent value of the net oil revenues
OX = net oil export revenues (net exports x price of oil (in

dollars) )

OM = net oil import costs (net imports x price of oil (in

dollars) )

r* = long run steady state value of the real interest rate.

We would anticipate a positive value for permanent income from oil during

O-T, but a negative value from T -+ 00 This suggests three possible

situations :

a) the economy is a net exporter of oil in permanent income terms,

the permanent income arising from the oil revenues is positive,

b) the economy is self sufficient in oil in permanent income terms.

c) the economy is a net importer of oil in permanent income terms,

the permanent income arising from the oil revenues is negative.
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In the first case of a net exporter of oil in permanent income terms, we

have identified a case where there is likely to be a net injection of

demand for non oil output arising from oil revenues. Addi tional

discoveries of oil or an increase in the price of oil will lead to an

increase in the permanent income value of oil for this economy. The

country's oil reserves have resulted in an increase in that economy's

welfare.

In the second case where the economy is just self sufficient in oil in

permanent income terms, the discovery of oil should not lead to a net

injection of demand for non oil output. However, a further discovery of

oil after time 0 may tip the balance in making the economy come into case

{a}. It is apparent in this case that oil price increases should have no

effect in permanent income terms, and hence no net injection of demand into

this economy. However we can say that the economy is better off than in a

situa tion where it had no oil. and is clearly better off than its

competitors who have no oil of their own. But the oil discovery has

maintained its position rather than making it better off. hence no change

in welfare.

The final case suggest that the oil discovery and production during O-T is

outweighed by the import costs after T. Hence it is still a net importer

of oil in permanent income terms. It should be noted that such a country

is better off with the oil discovery in permanent income terms after time 0

than if it had not made these discoveries. but higher oil prices makes it

worse off and its welfare is reduced.

Which of these three cases best represents the position for the UK? The F-

K view in regard to the UK po sd tion best fi ts into case (a) in which they

argue that the oil discovery leads to a large injection of demand. and
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improvement in welfare,because the UK is unambiguously better off because

of oil. 011 price increases therefore by implica tion also makes the UK

better off. F-K however tend to take an extreme posi tion in that they

merely concentrate upon area A in the previous diagram where the economy is

producing at peak production 0 during O-T, and compare this to the economy

prior to time O. They neglect totally the significance of area B. In

addi tion an 011 price increase may make a permanent net exporter better

off, but it is significantly less so than F-K suggest, because of the

consequent increase in the real import cost of oil after time T. Hence an

oil price increase and oil discovery for a net exporter does not imply it

is significantly better off. This would seem to take a very narrow view of

the situation. Once an allowance is made for area B the permanent income

value of the oil revenues is significantly reduced, even though area A is

greater than area B. F-K then are essentially concerned with income from

current production of oil, their analysis ignores the permanent income

aspects and production completely.

The al terna tive view regarding th e UK oil revenues is tha t of the B of E,

who regard the UK as being somewhat short of being self sufficient in oil

in permanent income terms. Their view takes into account both areas A and

B in their final calculation as to the worth of the UK's oil revenues, and

its welfare effects for the UK. Hence they regard the UK as being in

category {Cl. Here we can say that after time 0 the economy 1s better off

than if no oil had been discovered a t this time. In addi tion we can say

that oil price increases from time 0 onwards will make this economy worse

off. Hence the B of E argue that the UK is not unambiguously better off,

we may be better off than our competitors who do not have oil, but this

benefit is eroded as oil prices rise. Indeed we could be worse off if the

real resource costs of oil rise despite the fact that we have 011. Hence

in 1970 the UK was marginally better off when we imported oil and the
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resource cost was low, than in 1980 when we had oil but its resource cost

was high.

The final case (b) of an economy which is self sufficient suggests that the

oil discovery makes the economy no worse off after time 0 the most

optimistic scenario for the UK, and hence can avoid the structural

adjustments which its competitors must accept. The oil discovery Prevents

or saves the economy from the need for such structural adjustments. Oil

price increases have no effect upon permanent oil income and hence welfare.

Which view is taken will obviously have an important implication for

economic policy towards the oil revenues. If the F-K view is taken then

the oil revenues will make the UK unambiguously better off and

significantly so, hence the rest of their scenerio would be a fair

representation of what should happen. However as we have seen the F-K view

is based upon an extreme view disregarding area B in our above diagram. By

merely looking at the effects of peak oil production on the UK economy they

are ignoring it. The B of E view regards the UK's welfare because of oil

after time T as being reduced, but by less than if it had no oil since it

will be a permanent net oil importer. At best it would be maintained where

the UK was self sufficient in oil in permanent income terms. Further oil

discoveries greater than initially anticipated would obviously improve the

UK's welfare position, but oil price increases would make it Worse off for

a net importer or at best neutral where the UK was self sufficient.

I believe the B of E view to be the more realistic position. Actual oil

discoveries and production and oil price increases during O-T will

obviously increase actual net oil exports (area A), and this will have

short term effects upon the exchange rate and non oil output

(manufacturing). The effect of such short term disturbances is to cause a
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decline in manufacturing output as F-K emphasise. However. this decline is

not justified in the long run and certainly not on the F-K scale where the

UK is a permanent net oil importer or is self sufficient in oil. Their

scale of adjustment is not even justified where the UK was a permanent net

oil exporter. since this would neglect the costs associated with area B.

Hence in the short run policies may be required to maintain the industrial

base, which if left to market forces and the temporary effects which actual

oil production and oil price increases imply would not occur. This would

help to prevent the decline in the industrial base which is not justified

on permanent income grounds.

The implication from this is that there is no bonanza or spending spree

justified from the oil revenues. and therefore no need for the scale of

structural adjustment implied by F-K. Instead the B of E view appear-s a

more realistic representation of the position for the UK arising from its

oil revenues.

2ATBE QUl'COME !1m GOYERlfMM POLICY TOWARDS .IIII .QlL REYENUE-F-K .QR 1tAB. .Q[

EHGLARD
In this section some of the factOrs which make it possible to identify

which of the two viewpoints the Government has decided to adopt are

discussed. This is done under the following headings:

a) The maintenance of the non oil industrial base,

b) The manufacturing trade balance,

c) Overseas investment,

d) domestic investment in manufacturing,

e) attitude to the tax revenues from oil,

f) at titude to the exchange rate.
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(a) .IbSt .' ntenftnceor the non oil industrial .RY!t

The manufacturing base of the economy has been steadily declining in the UK

and this process has been continued since 1979. Manufacturing as a

percentage of GDP is now less than 25% (see Figure 2.11). The F-K scenario

suggested that the industrial base would shrink while the B of E argued

that the UK needs its industrial base. and that there was no inevitability

about its decline. This tends to suggest that the Government's hands-off

policy has not heeded the latter viewpoint but has instead stood aside as

the industrial base has shrunk. On this basis it is nearer to F-K's

position.

( b) ~ pnutaqturing trade balance

The UK's manufacturing trade balance has worsened considerably since 1983.

In fact the UK now runs a substantial deficit on trade in manufactures (see

Figure 2.12). and this is forecast to rise to £4!;zbillion in 1985. This

again falls in line wi th the F-K posi tion in which the oil exports would

squeeze out manufacturing exports. These figures suggest that the UK's

trade in manufactures has deteriorated considerably.

(c) overseas investlent

Both the F-K and Bank of England see overseas investment occurring as a

result of the oil revenues. In the F-K view this is the more likely

situation since the funds while large in relation to the UK are not so in a

world context. and secondly overseas investment is more likely to achieve

higher rates of return which would benefit future income for the UK. The

evidence suggests that there has been large overseas investments by UK

residents since 1979.

Figure 2.13 shows that during 1981-83 overseas investment averaged over £10

billion annually. with an increasing emphasis being placed upon portfolio
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manufacturing as a percentage of gdp 1970-1983
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uk overseas investment 1978-83
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investment. The Government has actively encouraged such outflows by the

abolition of exchange controls. It took the F-K stance that the funds

availabe should be allowed to go where the highest returns could be

achieved, and as Figure 2.14 shows in regard to manufacturing, the highest

r-ates of return are abroad. These outflow s would benefi t manufacturing

industry by constraining the rise of sterling.

The B of E view that the funds generated by such overseas investments would

be insufficient in the future to maintain the UK's standard of living,

appears to have been ignored.

(d) Domestic Investaent .ill p"ufacturiDS

The second direction which investment could take is that in domestic

manufacturing. As Figure 2.14 demonstrates domestic rates of return in

manufacturing are well below those abroad. However the B of E argues that

domestic investment in manufacturing is essential for the reasons already

discussed, hence the domestic non oil industrial base should be maintained.

The figures not surprisingly tend to suggest that this has not happened

(see Figure 2.15). In fact in real terms manufacturing investment over the

period 1979-83 declined by over 38%. Clearly the funds generated from 011

are not being invested at home. The F-K view dominates here, so that funds

are not invested at home if their rates of return are low.

This suggests a lack of suitable investments at home, or that their is an

unwillingness or indeed inability to invest in the new manufacturing

industries closely related to North Sea oil productio~ Given the business

being generated from the North Sea, it does suggest that British firms are

not competing successfully for this or are being hindered due to lack of

funds from investing in these areas. The B of E view would suggest a bias

by the Government in generating such investment. It appears not to have
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happened.

In general the evidence suggests that UK investment levels are proving to

be insufficient, not just in regard to manufacturing investment but also in

construction and infrastructure. In fact for expenditure in these three

areas, recent evidence suggests that the UK comes bottom of the DEeD league

This could prove to be a worrying trend, and the B of E viewpoint would

argue this to be so. Investment is seen as being one of the best

indicators of future prosperity. A country which does not invest loses out

in terms of improved productivity. Without such improvements the prospects

of long term gains in income is limited. The need to improve and maintain

the industrial base is seen by the B of E as being important for future

income and prosperity as it has been in the past, and that the UK cannot

rely purely on foreign investment income to maintain its standard of

living.

Figure 2.16contains information regarding real investment per head (in

dollars) and investment as a share of real GDP per head. It makes

depressing reading. Although the figures refer to 1980 when British

investment was relatively depressed by its early and deep recession

compared to other countries, the differences are so large that much more

than merely cyclical factors are at work. Both the absolute and the

percentage of real GDP per head figures, suggest that Britain lags well

behind its major competitors. There is the oil factor which makes the UK

unique from this sample, but as the B of E suggest we need to maintain

investment at home.

( e) GoHrnweDt attitude towards .1K .21l. .w. revenues
The Government appears to have taken a very neutral stance towards the tax

revenues. The revenues are large. and they are anticipated to peak in 1985
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at £13~ billion. They appear to be being used predominantly to help the

Government reduce the PSBR, in line with the MTFS. F-K and the B of E both

regard a reduction in the PSBR as being desirable, since it will leave more

funds in the hands of the private sector to use for investment. However,

we have seen this investment is predominantly going abroad.

The cut in the PSBR would help to reduce interest rates, ease the borrowing

burden of industry who could then invest. But as we have seen this has

certainly not happened in the case of domestic manufacturing industry. The

B of E go further in advoca ting if necessary fiscal easment by reducing

taxes, in such a way that the funds would be used for investment rather

than consumption purposes. Reductions in the National Insurance Surcharge

on employers or tax relief on investment profits would be more desirable.

Hence the B of E view tends towards a more active use of the 011 revenues

to stimulate domestic investment.

(f) Attitude towards ~ excbange ~
The F-K position argues that the exchange rate must appreciate following an

oil discovery or an oil price increase, the B of E also. In 1981 the

exchange rate reached very high levels leading to a substantial loss of

international competitiveness. F-K view this as being inevitable and will

have offsetting benefits for the terms of trade and inflation. The B of E

also recognises these benefits but argues that some sectors of

manufacturing will suffer, and given that they see the need to maintain the

industrial base this may require, by implication, some offsetting action.

The B of E appears to be advocating a much smaller appreciation of the

exchange rate than that envisaged by F-K, however this is not explicitly

stated. Hence they would not have been willing to accept the exchange rate

levels reached in 1981.
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The Government's posi tion agai n appears closer to that of F-K, since the

exchange rate was to be left to find its own level irrespective of what

that level was. It would also benefit the fight against inflation.

The evidence in this section has suggested that the outcome for the UK

economy of it having oil reserves has come closer to the position taken by

F-K. In addition the Government's attitude to oil and oil revenues appears

likewise to be closer to F-K than the B of E.

These conculsions do not suggest however that the F-K scenario was

inevitable or indeed correct. The adjustments which we have seen are short

term occurrences, but this does not suggest that it also represents the

long run posi tion or indeed the most desirable outcome. The B of E come

down on the side of caution of allowing such short run influences. as a

resul t of Bri tain currently being a net exporter of oil. to dominate the

longer run posi tion. In the long run the UK will reeor-t to beI ng a net

importer of oil. and oil price increases now and in the futUre imply a

higher real resource cost of oil which we must pay in the future. When

this day arises we will need our industrial base in order to pay for these

imports. Hence such short run disruptions should not be allowed to impede

the necessity of maintaining our industrial base. How this can be achieved

is open to debate. Should we leave it to market forces or for state

intervention?

One major conclusion which we made regarding the F-K model. was that it

ignores the re-entry costs involved once the oil runs out. In our analysis

we effectively showed that it was not a true long run analysis of the

structural effects of oil. From Figure 2.10 we concluded that it was only

concerned with analysing the effects upon the structure of the UK economy

when it was producing at peak production (area A). implying that this would
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continue indefinitely. The important point made by the B of E is that the

re-entry costs are not painless and that eventually the oil will run out,
and we therefore need to include area B in the final calculatio~

z..2. SUMMARY AIm CONCLUSIONS

This paper has attempted to identify the roles played by the MTFS and North

Sea oil in the process of de-industrialisation which has taken place in the

UK. Where de-industrialisation represents the diminution of the
manufacturing base of an economy.

In regard to the MTFS we took a highly critical stance, suggesting that it

was ill conceived and based upon shaky empirical foundations. In the event

it has turned out to be highly deflationary and by strengthening the value

of the exchange ra te it has exerted severe pressure on the manufacturing

sector. Which since 1979 has seen a period of decline and then sluggish

recovery. The contribution of the MTFS to de-industrialisation should be

seen in this context.

North Sea oil has also played a large part. We discussed the alterna tave

viewpoints in regard to the likely structural effects for the UK economy.

The Government appears to be taking the F-K position, but as we have seen

their analysis is subject to maj or cri ticism particularly in regard to

their belief that the UK is unambiguously better off because it has oil and

that this is likely to be sustained indefinitely. The B of E I believe

takes a much more realistic attitude in regard to oil, and argues for the

need to maintain the industrial base (but not the older manufacturing

industries) for the day when oil runs out. Hence the UK's future standard

of living will, as it has in the past, still depend upon developments

within this sector. The de-industrialisation process taking place in the
UK is therefore neither inevitable nor desirable.
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The UKeconomy is moving along the lines of the F-K scenario. but as we

have argued this appears not be be the appropriate one.
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CHAPrER 3

THE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF IN On. DISCOVERY AND TIGHT MOREY - A THEORETICAL

~ SIMULATION EXERCISE.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is predominantly concerned with discussing the dynamic

adjustment processes involved, following a discovery of oil for an open

economy. A large amount of theoretical research has taken place to outline

these adjustment processes, and such papers as Buiter and Miller (1981),

Buiter and Purvis (1980), Eastwood and Venables (1982), Neary and Purvis

(1981> and Neary and van Wijnbergen (1984) are examples of recent

contributions in this area. In this paper we shall be concentrating upon

the contributions of Eastwood-Venables (E-V), Buiter and Miller (B-M), and

Neary and van Wijnbergen (N-W).

These theoretical models are based upon the Dornbusch (1976) model

assumptions that financial markets are efficient, forming their

expectations in a forward looking way and adjusting rapidly. In addition

capital is assumed to be perfectly mobile internationally, equating

expected rates of returns across different currencies. On the other hand,

however, it is assumed that non financial markets are inefficient, forming

their expectations in a backward looking way. Prices in these markets move

slowly, so that they are usually in disequilibrium. Although these mOdels
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tend to be very simple and therefore to be capable of giving clear cut

results, the effects upon domestic prices and activity turns out to be

entirely ambiguous.

Theoretical research has concentrated in particular on outlining the

dynamic adjustment process for an open economy with oil. On the other hand

applied research has focussed upon the long run effects of North Sea Oil,

with the Forsyth and Kay (1980) paper being the best known example of this

kind of research. Econometric models have rarely been used to investigate

the dynamic response, and the most obvious example of this type of work is

that of Minford (1981).
This chapter reports some Simulation results for two models in particular,

E-V and NW, and the results are designed to give quantitative estimates of

the various responses likely to be involved when a shock occurs in the real
world. The estimates derived should be treated with some reservation,

since the coefficients used and the structures upon which they are based

are uncertain. As will become apparent, different models will often give

different results for this reason.

The simulation results were obtained by utilising a computer program

developed by Buiter and Austin (1982). This presents a numerical algorithm

for computing the solution given in Blanchard and Kahn (1980), for rational

expectations models represented by systems of first order linear difference

equations with constant coefficients. This allows an analysis of the

adjustment prOcess of various variables following a shock, such as an oil

discovery or a reduction in the money supply. These two cases are

emphasised here, since they are of most relevance in explaining recent

economic developments in the UK. The simulation results obtained, help to

throw some light on the behaviour of the economy in response to such

shocks.
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The chapter proceeds as follows. In Section 1 we discuss the Dornbusch

type theoretical models of B-M, E-V and N-W. In doing so we identify their

long run equilibrium condi tions, as well as the short run dynamic

adjustment processes involved for each. This allows an identification of

their underlying differences and similari ties. A brief summary of each

models' conclusions for the economic effects of an oil discovery are then

presented.

Section 2 is devoted to a simulation of the E-V and N-W models, and a

quantitative comparison of the dynamic adjustment process involved for each

following a monetary contraction and a discovery of oil is emphasised.

Section 3 quantifies the cumulative effects upon non oil output and

competi Uveness for either of the above shocks. In essence to estimate the
relative sensitivity of non oil output and competitiveness to changes in

the money supply and an oil discovery.

Section 4 discusses the implications of there being a perfectly flexible

price level, rather than sticky price adjustment. This introduces us to

the debate as to whether an oil discovery creates a macroeconomic problem,

in terms of reduced non oil output and unemployment, or whether no special

macroeconomic problem arises from oil revenues. In the former case active

intervention by the Government may be required in order to maintain non oil

output, while in the latter case no intervention is required. This is also

very similar to the debate between Forsyth and Kay (1980) and the Bank of

England (1980), regarding the structural effects of oil. Active

intervention is advocated by the B of E, no intervention is required

according to F-K. This debate centres around the assumption of whether

prices are sticky or perfectly flexible.

Section 5 presents our summary and conclusions.
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The E-V model is representative of the theoretical models which we

mentioned above, and is the one outlined here.

The Model

The E-V model is based upon that deve~ed by Dor-nsbusch (1976) to analyse

the dynamic response of the exchange rate to a monetary shock. This model

has been deve}:lpedby several authors and its characteristics are now well

known. The equations of the E-V model are as follows, where all of the
1rvariables except rand r are in logs:

where

m

Pc =

y

r =

r* =
e =

p =

f =

1.

2.

J.

4.

5.

m - Pc kv - \ r

*rDe = r -
y = 5(e-p) + yy - 0 (r-Dp) + ~ (f + e-p)
Pc = :).P + (1-:).) e

Dp = 3 (y-y)

= nominal money stock

consumer price level

= non oil output (in the absence of 011 revenues equals

national income)

domestic interest rate

foreign interest rate (assumed constant)

nominal exchange rate (a rise represents a
depreciation)

price of domestic output

the infini te term annuity val ue of oil revenues

measured in foreign currency (dollars). Assumed to be

posi tive, hence this country is a net oil exporter in

permanent income terms.
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= full employment value for y.

differential operator.
Y

D =

Equation 1 represents money market equilibrium, with the nominal money

supply assumed fixed. The demand for real money balances (where _ is

deflated by the consumer price level) depends on income and the interest

rate. It is assumed that the money market always clears, so that equation

1 always holds.

Equation 2 represents a forward looking exchange market equilibrium

condition, which embodies the assumption of perfect capital mobility and

perfect foresight in the foreign exchange market. This equation holds at

all dates except those at which unanticipated shocks occur within the

system. At such dates, both e and r may move discontinuously.

Equation 3 is a standard Keynesian demand function for domestic (non oil)

output. Demand depends on the relative price of domestic and imported

goods, the real interest rate, and the demand effects stemming from the oil

revenues.

Equation 4 shows that the consumer price level is a weighted average of the

price of domestic output and of imports.

Finally, Equation 5 is a backward loking Phillips type relationship,

indicating that the price of domestic output changes if y varies from i.

Jdmg J:!m equilibriua

The long run solutions to the model can be obtained by setting De and Dp to

zero, and substituting 2,4, and 5 into 1 and 3 to get the long run goods 6

and money 7 market equilibrium conditions:
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(l-y)~ = (5+n)e - (5+1)p _
k- *m = y - ~r + ~p + (l-~)e

*Jr + llf 6.

7.

These conditions are represented by the IS and LM schedules in Figure 3.1

The first of these is a 45° line, and the second has a negative slope which

depends upon the parameter et. Equations 6 and 7 can be used to

•

LIlO

FICUU 3. 1
p

Lona Run Equilibriua

solve for the equilibrium values of p and e,which is given by the point E

in Figure 3.1 It can be observed that an increase in the money supply will

push the LM curve outwards along an unchanged IS curve.

To analyse the long run effects of an oil discovery is more complicated, as

a number of possibilities exist and these we wish to discuss now. Firstly

we analyse the effects wi thin the E-V model as outlined above, and then

within the B-M and N-Wmodels •

.H Model

As the model stands at presen t, equations 6 and 7, an oil discovery will
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only influence equation 6 via f. In the E-V model an increase in oil

revenues is similar to that of an increase in overseas investment income or

exports. It results in an increase in demand for domestic non oil output y.

without changing its long run supply. In terms of Figure 3.1 it has the

effect of moving the IS curve from ISo to say IS1. but the LM curve will be

unaffected as the oil revenues do not affect the demand for money. The new

long run equilibrium would be at a point such as e, where e has appreciated

and the domestic price level has risen. At e the real exchange rate will

have apprecia ted, and thi s is the posi tion taken by F-K in regard to the

oil. This we can call the F-K effect deriving from oil. Non oil output is

maintained at j at both E and e, but exports of the domestic good will

obviously be reduced.

As we shall see E-V's assumption that oil production does not affect the

demand for money is a crucial one. With the supply of money fixed, the LM

curve and the consumer price level ap+(l-a) e is unchanged. The relative

price adjustment involves a rise in domestic output prices and a fall in

import prices, brought about by an exchange rate appreciation. Hence at e

e has appreciated and p has risen. This latter effect we call the ~

effect.

~ (1981)pel

The B-M model is very similar to that of E-V , however they adopt a

slightly different approach. In their model a= 1 hence the consumer price

level and the domestic price level are the same and the exchange rate does

not influence the consumer price level. Their basic amendment to the E-V

model is the inclusion of an actual oil production effect upon the demand

for money. EQuation 1 now becomes:

m - p
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where 0A represents actual oil production expressed as a fraction of real

non oil income (assumed to be constant and lasting only a few years).

Hence equation 7 now becomes

m = ky + kOA - Ar* + p
1

7

Equation 3 is unchanged in the B-M model. therefore 6 is unaffected.

The B-M model assumes that actual oil production takes place during time

period O-T. After T no oil production takes place, however the economy

still has its permanent income from oil as a resul t of actual production

during O-T. When we analyse the short run dynamics below we discuss the

implications of this. At present it is sufficient to say that the long run

equilibrium will be at a point such as A in Figure 3.1.

N-W Hodel

This model comes closer to that of B-M in that oil will influence the
demand for money (LM). as well as the demand for non oil output (IS).

However in this model it is the permanent income derived from the oil

revenues which is of importance. The N-W model then, like B-M, includes an

oil effect upon the demand for money, however it is based on permanent oil

revenues and not actual oil production. N-W amend equation as follows:

m - etp - (1 -et) e 1 1ky - A r + s (f+ e-p) 1

Equation 3 is unchanged. The long run equilibrium conditions consists of

equation 6 as in E-V and equation 711

-m - ky + Ar* - sf (et+s) p + (l-et+s) e 1 1
7
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We now discuss briefly the implications for the long run equilibrium, given

the amendments made by N-W. If the oil production causes an increase in

the demand for money, then the effect on the domestic output price becomes

ambiguous. In this case the LM curve will shift inwards towards the

origin, making it possible that the new long run equilibrium position is

south west of the ini t IaI one say at D in Figure 3.1. This becomes

apparent when we calculate the equilibrium conditions for e and p in the N-

W model, which are as follows:

[cc - " (l-:l ) ]p m - ~+- '1
f

e m - [[~ + .1.'1 ]5 + r.
f

8.

9.

A fall in the domestic output price will occur where the condition so>n (l-a)

and this is more likely where:

1. the larger the increase in the demand for money (shift in LM)

arising from permanent oil income (s),

2. the larger the relative price elasticity of demand for domestic

output (shift in IS, as given by 0) ,

3. the smaller the direct effect of the exchange rate on the

consumer price level Cl-a ) (the slope of the LM) and

4. the smaller is the elasticity of demand for non oil output

resulting from the permanent income from oil (n).
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If these conditions are satisfied, the domestic price level will fall

rather than rise in the new long run equilibrium following an oil

discovery. The B-M model would arrive at similar conclusions regarding the

need for the domestic price level to fall, but this is only the case where

there is actual oil production which will affect the demand for money (LM
shifts left) but there is no influence upon the IS curve (the permanent oil

income effects have not arisen). This would be the case during O-T in B-

M's model. We define the decline in the domestic price level following an
oil discovery, as the N-W effect.

The decline in the domestic price level will not happen in the E-V model,

since with E= 0 it will unambiguously rise. It will also rise in the N-W

model if n(l-a)>d;, and for this to arise the opposite conditions to those

previously mentioned above must exist. Hence we can see how the ambiguity
about changes in the domestic price level can arise•

.! diagrammatic summary of the various long .I:.!!A equilibrium positions

following An oil discovery

e
LMI (B-M) LMO (B-M)

B-M (Actual oil
production only
O-T)

B-M (Permanent oil income
only, from T onwards)

;"

FIGURE 3.2 Summary of long run equilibrium positions p
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Figure 3.2 summarises the possible long run equilibrium positions for the

E-V, B-M and N-W models following an oil discovery. Note that for the B-M

model the LM schedule is vertical. Assuming that the initial equilibrium

was given by point E, an oil discovery can lead to the following long run

equilibrium positions:

Point A B-M model in which permanent oil income domina tea in the

long run (T onwards)

Point B B-M model in which actual oil production domina tes in the

long run (O-T only)

Point C E-V model

Point D N-WModel

In the B-M model actual oil production lasts T periods, but if it lasted

indefinitely point B would be the long run equilibrium position. If only

permanent oil income exists in the long run A would be the relevant

position.

The remainder of this section is devoted to an analysis of the short run

dynamics associated with each of the three models, that is the adjustment

of e and P from one long run equilibrium position to the other.

Short l:YIl 4mB" cs

The dynamic behaviour of the models above is dictated by a stable

sadd1epoint property. Associated with every equilibrium point there is a

line, known as the stable manifold, which shows the set of disequilibrium

paints which are consistent with long run stability. Figure 3.3
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consistent

e

Dp .. 0

S ~ ..

.... ... ....
M .. ~J.

~s

De • 0

FIGURE 3 ·3 Short run dynamics and stable manifold p

with the equilibrium position E. If the system starts out froma point such

as M it will move along SS until it reaches equilibrium. If it starts out

from some other point (such as N) the dynamic equations of the model 2 and

5 will push it progressively away from the stable manifold. Such unstable
paths (or speculative bubbles) are ruled out by assumption.

The slope of the stable manifold in the E-V model may be positive or

negative, depending upon the effect of a rise in the domestic output price

on the demand for money and interest rates. This is ambiguous, since the

direct effect is to raise the demand for money whereas the indirect effect

of lower compeU tiveness and output is to lower it. We might expect the
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demand effect to dominate (that is a(l-y-aB) >ok) in which case the line

representing the satble manifold would have a negative slope. The work of

Dornbusch, E-V, B-M, and N-W and others is based upon this assumptio~

We turn to analyse the dynamic adjustment of e and p following an oil

discovery for each of our three models. The emphasis in later sections

will be placed upon the E-V and N-W models rather than B-M. However, we do

discuss it briefly here. To do so and to make apparent the differences for

each model we utilise Figure 3.4.

l:Y B-Y .odel. short run dyna.ics f'ollowing.All.QJ..l discovery.!..n2 de.and

Assume that the initial equilibrium is given by point E, and that C is the

new long run equilibrium following the oil discovery and its impact upon
permanent income. In addition, we assume that initially there is no delay

in the demand effects for non oil output arising from the oil discovery.

When the oil discovery takes place, the stable manifold will move from SS

(associated with the old equilibrium) to a position such as S1.} associated

wi th the new equilibrium. If there is no lag in the effect on domestic

demand, then the exchange rate must move immediately onto the new stable

manifold (point L). Since domestic prices cannot immediately adjust, the

exchange rate must jump so as to be on the new stable manifold at the

original price level.

Assuming that SS is negatively sloped, E-V note that in their model the

exchange rate will undershoot its long run equilibrium value in both

nom inal and real term s. Thi sis because an appr eoIa tion of the exchange

ra te reduces the consumer price level, and wi th it the demand for money.

Since the money supply is fixed this means in turn that the domestic
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interest rate is lower than the overseas interest rate during the

adjustment period, and given 2 the exchange rate must be appreciating. At

the same time, there is an excess demand for domestic goods and an

increasing domestic goods price, so that competitiveness is lost gradually

as the system moves towards c.

..II!st ~ !1l. .A de-,nd .lig

E-V also consider the case in which there is a lag in the effect of the oil

discovery on domestic demand. They suggest that this could occur either

because consumers fail to perceive the future tax cuts associated with

future Government oil revenues, or because credi t market imperfections

prevent them from doing so. In these cases there will be a delay between

the date at which the discovery is made, and the point at which the

revenues increase demand. During this period (O-T) demand will be

depressed by an appreciated exchange rate and domestic prices will be

falling.

The stable adjustment path will, in this case, be given by a path such as

EFKC in Figure 3.4. The exchange rate will jump in order to move the

system from E to F. The jump by the exchange rate is such that it puts the

system on that unstable path, which will at time T cut the stable manifold

S'.) During O-T the system will move gradually from F to K as domestic

prices fall and the exchange rate appreciates. Thereafter the system will
move into an expansionary phase, moving along the stable manifold as in the

previous case. This final phase is characterised by a further appreciation

of the exchange rate and rising domestic price level, and therefore

appreciating real exchange rate. At pOint C non oil output is restored to

ita full employment level.
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Dp=O (Pre oil)

Dp =0 (Post oil)

..

~ ---- ----~~D:ea_O~(p~o~S:t~o~l~'l~)~__'-'~S~l_l_l De = 0 (Pre-oil)

FIGURE 3.4 p
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B-M .odel • .ill. discovery short .nm dypaaics

B-M assume the following situation. At time 0 there is an oil discovery,

and actual oil production will last until time period T. From time period T

onwards actual oil production will cease, however the economy will still

have the permanent income derived from the period of actual oil productio~

Hence during O-T the new steady state will be determined by actual oil
production (OA), and this will then determine the motions of adjustment of

the system duri ng th is ti me period. The new steady sta te during O-T is

given by B in Figure 3.4 At T the permanent oil income effects on the

demand for non oil output take over, and this pushes the economy to point

A. Notice that at this pOint the original price level will be restored.

Point A is, relative to the steady state of pOint B during O-T, in that

zone characterised by a deprecia ting exchange ra te and falling domestic

price level. A typical adjustment process for the case we are analysing

would be EMNA. The nominal and real exchange rate appreciates on impact,

and the extent of this initial appreciation depends upon the length of time

period T. The longer is T the larger will be the initial nominal and real

exchange rate appreciation. From O-T the economy experiences a recession

with p falling and e depreciating so that competitiveness is being

regained, but this is not sufficient without the demand effects from oil to

maintain non oil output. At T we reach the point. and from this point

onwards the economy goes through a boom period with y > y. The permanent

income from the oil revenues brings about an excess demand in the goods

market, and the real exchange rate appreciates from T onwards.

Competitiveness is lost and this helps to reduce demand for non oil output

continually, until the point A is reached.

The B-M model, as we have seen, is a bit more complicated to analyse than

that of E-V, because we have a combination of actual oil production effects
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influencing LM during O-T and permanent oil income influencing the IS curve

from T onwards.

The period of interest here is that during O-T in which a recession is

brought about because of the discovery of oil. This suggests that as in
the delayed demand case with E-V there are macroeconomic problems arising

from oil, and that the process of going from one long run equilibrium

position to another is not a painless one. During O-T intervention by the

Government may be required if the objective is that of maintaining full

employment (y = y) .

II-Vpel ~ short run dynaaics following 1mR!! discovery 1.!m d,.,nd .l.I&l

In terms of Figure 3.4 an unanticipated discovery of oil (no demand lag)
will appreciate the nominal and real exchange rate on impact, so that the

m 111system jumps onto the new stable manifold S S at point H. The appreciation

of the exchange rate reduces the consumer price level and this reduces the

demand for money. However, the increase in permanent income arising from

the oil revenues increases the demand for money. In the N-W model the

latter effect dominates requiring the domestic interest rate to be above

the foreign interest rate during the adjustment period, hence the exchange

rate must be depreciating. In the goods market deficient demand exists for

non oil output. The initial appreciation of the real exchange rate by such

a large amount reduces the demand for non oil output, since this swamps the

addi tional demand for non oil output deriving from the increase in

permanent oil income. Hence the domestic price level will be falling.

m8l
As the system moves along S S to its long run equilibrium, competitiveness

is being regained as the exchange rate depreciates and domestic prices

fall. Ultimately competitiveness will be attained at a level sufficient to
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offset the permanent income effects from oil, so tha t y is restored. In

this case the economy goes through a period of recession from the moment

that the permanent income effects from oil arise. This continues until the

new long run equilibrium at D is achieved. Unlike the E-V no demand lag

oil discovery case, but like the B-M and E-V demand lag cases, there is a

macroeconomic problem arising from the oil discovery. In the latter cases

there will be a period of declining non oil output, requiring an apropriate

macroeconomic response (Government intervention) if non oil output is to be

maintained.

N-W like E-V discuss a situation where there is a delay in the demand

effects arising from an 011 discovery. Again this case is analysed wi th

the aid of Figure 3.4 The assumptions which N-W make in their analysis of

this case is as follows. While there will be a delay in the demand for non

oil output deriving from the oil revenues, this will not be the case in the

asset market (LM). Hence there is no instantaneous adjustment in the goods

market therefore Dp=O will not change on impact, however the adjustment

will be instantaneous in the asset market i.e. De=O will move on impact.

Assume that the demand effects for non-oil output arising from oil will not

occur until time period ~ During O-T the goods market will be unaffected,

but the asset market will adjust immediately given the news at time O.

During O-T the steady state equilibrium will consequently move from E to B
in Figure 3.4, which will then determine the motions of adjustment in the

system during this time period. At T when the demand effects arise, the

new steady state equilibrium D will dominate the final adjustment along the
111 m

stable manifold S S. Notice that relative to the pOint B the stable
111mmanifold S S, which the economy must be on at time T, is in a zone

characterised by a depreciating exchange rate and falling price level.
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Hence the adjustment process in this case will be something like EGJD. The

initial jump of the exchange rate would depend upon the length of time

period T. The longer this time period the greater will be the initial

appreciation of the nominal and real exchange rate. The recession induced

as a result of the loss of competitiveness without the demand effects from
permanent oil income, would be greater the greater is time period T.

The appreciation of e would reduce the consumer price level and also reduce

the demand for money. The oil revenues however would increase the demand

for money, and once again the domestic interest rate would lie above the

foreign interest rate and the exchange rate would be depreciating. From a

point such as G the exchange rate would depreciate throughout, and the

price level would decline throughout. Non oil output would be at less than

full employment, and this would be more prolonged and severe the longer is

T. Once again this case would suggest that there is a macroeconomic pnblem

arising from the oil revenues.

Our discussion to this point of the three models can be summarised using

Table 3.1. In all of the cases which we have identified, except the E-V no

demand lag case, there will be a period during which non oil output will

lie below its full employment level ~ Hence these scenarios suggest that

there is a macroeconomic problem arising from a discovery of oil.

Therefore if the maintenance of full employment of non oil output is an
important priority, some apprspr-Lat e action may be required by the

Government ot achieve this. This argument is very similar to that of the

Bank of England's (1980) regarding the need for intervention to maintain

non oil output, with the emphasis being placed upon the maintenance of the

industrial base.

This section has demonstrated the usefulness of our theoretical models in
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TABLE 3.1
SHORT RUN DYNAMICS
Summary and conclusions regarding the economic effects of an oil discovery

E-V Model Non Oil Output

No demand lag case lies above y throughout
the adjustment process

Demand lag case lies below y during O-T,
but lies above y from T
onwards until the long
run equilibrium is
achieved.

N-W model
No demand lag case

lies below y throughout
the adjustment process

Demand lag case lies below y throughout
the adjustment process

B-M
A mixture of actual
and permanent oil
revenue effects

lies below y during O-T,
but above y from T onwards

Competitiveness (real
exchange rate.)

the nominal/real exchange
rate appreciates on impact.
Both appreciate further
during the remainder of the
adjustment process.

the nominal/real exchange
rate appreciates on impact,
and the extent of this
depends on the length of
time period T. Some
ambiguity during O-T, but
from T onwards the real
exchange rate appreciates
further.

the nominal/real exchange
rate appreciates on impact,
and this is likely to be by
more than in the E-V case.
The real exchange rate then
depreciates throughout the
remainder of the adjustment
process.

the nominal/real exchange
rate appreciates on impact,
and the extent of this
depends on the length of
time period T. From T the
real exchange rate
depreciates throughout the
remainder of the adjustment
process.

the nominal/real exchange
rate appreciates on impact.
During O-T the real exchange
rate depreciates, but after
T the real exchange rate
appreciates again.
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analysing the dynamic process involved in gOing from one long run

equilibrium to another. and hence should be properly viewed as being a

useful complement to the structural models of F-K and the B of E.

We wish now to quantify. where possible. the dynamic adjustments which are

taking place as a resul t of an oil discovery, and to clear up some of the
ambiguities which have arisen from our analysis of the short run dynamics.

In order to do so we simulate the E-V and N-W models to observe the

different adjustment processes taking place, and this we now do in Section

3.2.

a.a Sf.Jlat1on 5!t ~ ~y Dil.l=l{ .ooe1s

This section is devoted to a simulation of the E-V and N-W models for three

possible cases. These three cases are:

1. an unanticipated discovery of oil (no demand lag case),

2. an anticipated discovery of oil in the 5th period (demand lag case)

3. an unanticipated monetary contraction

The simulation results reported here were obtained by using the following

parameter values:

a 0.8
Cl-a) 0.2
B 0.2
k 1
A 2

n 0.01
r* 0.05
6 0.5
y = 0.2
E 0.01
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Whilst recognising the somewhat arbitrariness of some of these parameter

values, they are used here as a first approximation and sufficient for our

purposes at present in that they satisfy the conditions of the E-V and N-W

models. These parameter values can be relaxed if required. In addition

the simulation results, as we might expect, are sensitive to the parameter

values chosen, a possible area for future research.

Before analysing our results we need to mention how the simulation results

for the N-W model were obtained, and this is best explained with the use of

Fi gure3 .5.

e
Dp 20 (Pre oil)

s (Post oil)

s~
....

/: F
.... , S

-~' H

1- ~
I
• G De=O (Pre oil)
I

De"'O (Post oil) .. 1"S

P
FIGURE 3.5
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In the N-W model the goods market adjusts slowly but the financial markets

adjust instantaneously. An oil discovery with no demand lag would cause an

instantaneous appreciation of e from E to H, then the system moves along sl
1S to D. Our simulation technique gives an identical process of adjustment

to that of the N-W case, where there was no demand lag. However, our

numerical algorithm gives a different adjustment process to that of N-W's

model itself, in the case of an oil discovery with a delayed demand effect.
According to N-W's analysis a typical adjustment process would be given by

EGJD in Figure 3.5, which we have already discussed previously. The reason

for this being that De=O moves on impact, but Dp=O stays as it is

initially. Hence the new steady state is point B during O-T. Therefore we

get the adjustment process just described. Using our numerical algorithm

however the steady state would remain at pOint E during O-T, and the

adjustment process obtained would be given by EFJD. Because our numerical

algorithm cannot allow for the steady state changing during O-T, we get a

slightly different adjustment process. It is the same in terms of the

adjustment of P which will fall continually, the major departure is in

terms of the adjustment of e. It initially appreciates an impact and then

appreciates further during O-T, but then depreciates from T onwards along
1 1the stable manifold S S until point D is aChieved. The scenario in the N-W

model is an ini tial apprecia tion of e on impact, but it then deprecia tes

continually until D.

In our simulation results for the N-W model then, the demand effects

arising from oil for non 011 output and money is assumed to occur slowly.

In N-W's own analysis the latter effect as we have seen occurs

instantaneoulsy. This should be borne in mind when analysing the

simulation results.
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The variables simulated which are of particular interest here are - the

real exchange rate (e-p), non oil output (y), the nominal exchange rate

(e), the price of domestic output (p), and the nominal interest rate (r).

We start with the case of an (unanticipated) oil discovery (no demand lag

case) and discuss the different results obtained for the E-V and N-W models

(see Figure 3.6). We notice an impact that the nominal exchange rate

appreicates in both cases, but the appreciation is noticeably larger in the

N-W model. In both cases with slow adjustment in the goods market, p is

initially unchanged. Hence on impact the real exchange rate appreciates.

The appreciation of e will reduce the demand for money, but with a constant

money supply this requires a change in one or all of the following

variables as follows:

1. a rise in y,

2. a fall in r,
3. a rise in demand for money as a result of the oil discovery.

In the E-V model the third possibility does not exist, only 1 and 2 are

equilibrium in the money market.

Hence Y rises and r falls in the E-V model to restore

*If r falls then it must be below r,
available.

implying that the nominal exchange rate must be appreciating further. We

notice from our simulation results that this further appreciation is

relatively small. Hence on impact the system has jumped from E to L in

Figure 3.4 After the impact effect e will be appreciating and p will be

rising since y>y, hence the real exchange rate will be appreciating

further. Non oil output will be above y, the price level will be rising, e

will be appreciating, (e-p) will be appreciating, and r will be rising

until we reach the long run equilibrium at point C in Figure 3.4.
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As for the N- W model, all three options are availabl e as a reauIt of the

reduction in the demand for money. What happens in this case is that

option 3 dominates causing an excess demand for money, thereby requiring a

fall in non oil output and a rise in the interest rate to maintain

equilibrium in the money market. Hence al,though the demand for money is

reduced because of the appreciation of e, this is swamped by the increased

*demand arising from the oil discovery. With r above r the nominal exchange

rate must be depreciating, and with Y'1 the domestic price level will be

falling. On impact the system jumps from E to H in Figure 3.4. Thereafter

e depreciates and p falls with the real exchange rate depreciating. This

in conj unc tion with the deamand for non oil output deriving from the oil

discovery, brings about a recovery in non oil output. Going from H to D is

characterised by e depreciating, p falling, y rising, r falling and e-p

depreciating. Ultimately the long run equilibrium point D is obtained.

Our previous discussion about whether there is a macroeconomic problem

arising from an oil discovery is obvious from this. In the N-W model there

is a problem, as non oil output remains below y throughout the adjustment

process. For the E-V model the only problem, if any, is inflation with a

rising price level, but in regard to non oil output there is no problem

other than excess demand.
An anticipated discoverY of 011 (delayed de.and case) .!ill period)

Let us concentrate firstly upon the adjustment process involved in the E-V

model for this case (see Figure 3.7). On impact e appreciates and the

extent of this depends on time period T. The longer is T the small er the

ini tLa l, appreciation of e. The appreciation of e with p initially

unchanged will reduce the demand for money. Again option 3 is not

available in the E-V model hence with a given money supply y must rise or r

must fall or both. In fact what hapens is that r falls but by such a large

amount that there is an excess demand for money, requiring a fall in non

011 output. With r<r*the nominal exchange rate must be appreciating
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further. Hence on impact (moving from E to F in Figure 3.4) the real

exchange rate has appreciated, non oil output is falling, the nominal

exchange rate has appreciated, and the domestic interest rate has falle~

During O-T e will be apreciating further and p will be falling, since y<y,

and in addition r will be faling in line with the appreciation of e. At T
(5th period in this case) when the demand effects arise non oil output will

- -rise above y, hence y>y, and p will start to rise. The nominal exchange

rate will be appreciating but buy a relatively small amount, and the real

exchange rate will also be appreciating furthe~ From K to C in Figure 3.4
- *y>y, prising, e falling, e-p falling and r rising gradually back to r.

In the N-W model (bearing in mind what was said above in regard to this

case) the exchange rate depreciates on impact, and with p initially fixed

the demand for money falls. Options 1 2 and 3 exist here. The oil

discovery will increase the demand for money and the fall in r will do

likewise. However the first two effects cause an excess demand for money

requiring a fall in y to restore equilibrium in the money market.

Therefore on impact the system jumps for E to G in Figure 3.4. With r<r*

the exchange rate must be apprecia ting, and wi th y<y the domestic price

level must be falling, and the real exchange rate has appreciated.

During O-T e is appreciating and p falling, y<y and r<r: At time T we are
1 1at the point J in Figure 3.4, and are on the new stable manifold S S.

After T e depreciates, p fall s further (y4), and r ri ses but by a small

amount. The real exchange rate starts to depreciate due predominantly to

the fall in p.

Once again for both cases we can conclude that there is a macroeconomic

problem arising from the oil discovery. For the E-V model it only arises
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during O-T when y<y, thereafter y>y and a boom period occurs. In the N-W

model however y<y throughout the whole adjustment process, and hence a

problem does exist for all of the adjustment process. Indeed the longer is
T the longer the period in the E-V model where y<y.

The final simulation discussed in this section is that of a monetary
reduction (see Figure 3.8>' As we would have anticipated the adjustment

process involved for each model in this case is essentially identical.

On impact a monetary contraction appreciates e and with p fixed this

reduces the demand for money. However, the reduction in the suply of money

will have the opposite effect. On balance the latter effect will dominate

requiring either a fall in y or a rise in r or both to maintain equilibrium

in the money market. The rise in r means *r >r and hence the nominal

exchange rate will start depreciating (an example of exchange rate

overshooting). On impact e falls, e-p falls, y falls and r rises (but in

our simulation by a very insignificant amount). After the impact effect e

will depreciate in both models, p will start to fall(y<y), y will start to

rise and e-p depreciates. The long run equilibrium occurs where y=y, e-p
.~is unchanged, r=r'and e and p have fallen in proportion to the proportional

reduction in a. A summary of this section is contained in Table 3.2.

l..l. A quantitative coaparison of .Yut.l:.l..iUlll I-V aodel's 19.n.2l.rum.21l

output ~ coapetitiveness. following AD Ril discovery ~ aonetary
contraction.
In this section we extend upon the simulation results obtained in the

previous section. In particular we wish to quantify where possible the

loss of non oil output and competitiveness following an oil discovery (no

demand lag, and demand lag cases), as well as tha t of a monetary

contraction.
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TABLE 3..2
SUMMARY OF SIMULATION RESULTS

MODEL IMPACT
EFFECT O-T T-EQUIL . IMPACT-EQUIL.

E-V oil Discovery
(no ,demand la~ case) e ~p yj r J, et pi y > y

(e-p)J ri (e-p) ~

N-W oil discovery (no
demand lag case)

e] P y1 r T ei p J., y<y

(e-p)J. (e-p)'T'r t

E-V oil discovery
(demand lag case)

e~ p y L r J et p], y 1 r ~ e ], pl' y > y
(e-p)t (e-p)1- rt (e-p)J.,

N-W oil discovery
(demand lag case)

et p y ~ r L
(e-p) t

Jj\ 1 -el p y < y
r't (e-p)1'

E-V monetary contraction eJ.-P yt ri
(immediate) and N-W (e-p) t
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Wehave used two simple techniques in this section to obtain the resul ts

reported here. Firstly using the simulatiDn resul ts we can fit a

polynomial (in most cases of 15th degree) to the data allowing us to

integrate and obtain the resul ts desired. The cut off point adopted for

our simulations is 20 periods. The alternative technique used here is

fitting a gamma function to the data. The area underneath the curve can be

calculated and hence the cumulative loss/gain for the relevant variables

for the whole adjustment period however long this takes. Note that the

latter technique can only be used where the initial value of the relevant

variable is re-achieved in the new long run equilibrium. Hence the gamma

function cannot be used in all the cass of interest here. Where this is

not possible we can draw upon our polynominal results to get some idea of

the cumulative changes.

Table 3.3 summarises the results in regard to the cumulative loss in

competitiveness and in non oil output following a 1% monetary contraction,

and a 1% discovery of oil (unanticipated (no demand lag), and anticiapted,

(demand lag) cases) for both the E-V and N-Wmodels.

The results obtained make interesting reading, however we do stress that

these results are inconclusive and depend upon the parameter values chose~

For the monetary contraction case the cumulative effects upon

competitiveness and non oil output are very similar, for both the N-Wand

E-V models, as we would expect. We nottfrom Table 3.3 how sensitive output

and competitiveness are to changes in the money supply.

A 11 monetary contraction leads after 20 periods to a 6.7-6.9% cumulative

loss of competitiveness, and the overall cumulative loss amounts to between

7.3-7.7% in these models. In regard to output there is a cumulative loss
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TABLE 3.5~UMMARY OF RESULTS

MODEL Competitiveness Output

Anticipated Oil Discovery (1%)
(after 5 periods)

20 20
Periods CD Periods OD

-6.74% -7.3% -4.86% -5.22%
R2:z97.9 2 R2..98.l R2=99.9R =99.9

1DW-1.89 DW-2.l7

-0.5267% - -0.1% -0.1105%
R2.97.6 2 R2.1Q0R -98.1

DW-2.l2

-0.62% - -0.0978% -0.0998%
R2=98.7 R2-93.6 2R -98.9

DW-D.93

-6.9% -7.7% -4.9% -5.33%
R2:a97.98 2 R2=97.6 R2=99.9R =99.8

DW=l. 36 DW=2.13

-0.3613% +0.018% 0.0198%
R2"'98.27 - R2=97.l R2=99.1

DW-2.43

-0.3387% - +0.0159 -
R2=99.1 R2..65% 2

R2=98.3

N-W Model
Money Contraction (17.)

Oil Discovery (1%)

Anticipated Oil Discovery (1%)
(after 5 periods)

E-V Model
Money Contraction (1%)

Oil Discovery (Ii.)

1. Durbin-Watson statistic.
2. A polynomial had to be fitted for two separate time periods

in this case.
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of between 4.8-4.9% after 20 periods, and an overall loss of between 5.2-

5.3% •

For an unanticipated oil discovery (no demand lag case), a H rise in 011

revenues results in a 0.36-0.52% cumulative loss of compet1tiveness after

20 periods for the two models. However there is a 0.1% cumulative loss in

non 011 output in the N-Wmodel after 20 periods, but a gain of 0.018% in

the E-V model. The overall cumulative effects on non oil output are a loss

of 0.1105% in the N-Wmodel, but a gain of 0.0198% on the E-V model.

Finally in the anticipated oil discovery case (delayed demand case) after

20 periods the cumulative loss of competitiveness ranges between 0.33-0.62%

for both models. The N-Wmodel predicts a cumulative loss of 0.09% in non

oil output after 20 periods with an overall loss of 0.0998%. The E-V model

in comparison suggests a cumulative gain of 0.0159% in non oil output after

20 periods.

The results presented here, for the parameter values chosen, suggest that

in regard to oil discovery effects the N-Wmodel indicates Significantly

worse effects for non oil output. The E-V model suggests a gain in non oil

output as a result of an oil discovery, be it anticipated or unanticipated.

However as we have seen there will be a period in which Y<y in the former

case. The N-Wmodel suggest that after 20 periods and indeed overall

there is a cumulative loss in non 011 output in both cases, Clearly the

larger are the oil revenues and the longer is time period T the larger will

be this loss according to N-W.

1. Also see Gillespie (1944) for a more thorough discussion of tha gamma

function
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Briefly we also notice the sensi tlvi ty of output and compeU tiveness to

changes in the money supply. If both an oil discovery and monetary

contraction are taking place simultaneously strong deflationary forces

would be in operation, particularly so in the N-W model.

~ The i.portance of price stickness/flexibility for the adjust.ent
process
The assumption of price stickness made in the previous sections, was

crucial in deriving the short run dynamics which we did. Just how sticky

prices are will be important in determining the cumulative loss of non oil

output and competitiveness during the adjustment process. The importance

of the degree of price flexibility can be demonstrated as follows. In the

E-V model the price adjustment equation is given by:

Dp =P( y-y)

(reproduced here for convenience). The ~ value chosen in section 3.2's

Simulation resul ts was 0.2. If we analyse the E-V model again but

concen tra te for simpli ci ty upon the unanticipated monetary contrac tion

case, and letting ~ vary while still satisfying the E-V model's assumptions

we can obtain the following results. These are demonstrated with the aid

of Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Figure 3.9 shows the adjustment of non oil output

following a monetary contraction, given that Scan vary in value from 0.1 to

0.3. It is apparent that the slower the adjustment of p (Le, the lower S)

the smaller is the impact upon non oil output, however, the recovery of

output back to its full employment level is much slower. The cumulative

loss of non oil output is greater the less flexible are prices.

Turning to the adjustment of the real exchange rate as given in Figure

3.10, we notice that on impact it appreciates by less the larger the value

for B. As in the case of non oil output, the recovery of competitiveness

is quicker where prices are more flexible. Hence the cumulative loss of
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competitiveness Is less, the quicker prices adjust to changes in non oil

output.

We now look briefly at the implications for the adjustment process, of

making the price level p perfectly flexible. This can be incorporated

wi thin the E- V or N- W model s by adopting the following price adjustment

equation:
Dp = S (y-y) + ¢Dpe

e ewhere p is the expected price leveL If we assume that pe p then we can

write our above equation as follows:
BDp = T-¢ (y-y)

If ¢= 1 and rational expectations exist, then we have a vertical Phillips

curve both short and long run. Where prices are perfectly flexible (¢;l)

it must be the case that 7 is always equal to y.

This approach to modelling the dynamic response of an economy to a monetary

shock or an oil discovery shock, is clearly that of the New Classical

School in which adjustment is instantaneous. The New Classical School

employs three postulates which made adjustment instantaneous. These are:

(i) rational expectations exist,
(ii) the "surprise" aggregate supply schedule exists,

(iii) there is instantaneous market clearing.

If markets always clear (ii) rules out deviations of unemployment from its

natural rate unless actual and expected prices differ, an eventuality ruled

out in a non stochastic model by (i). Notice also that assumption (iii)

implies that asset and goods markets clear instantaneously, unlike in our

pervious analysis where only the asset market did so.
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What then are the implications for the E-V and N-W models for a monetary or

oil shock given the assumption that prices are perfectly flexible, and that

instantaneous adjustment in both the goods and money markets takes place?

Where prices are perfectly flexible we now have two variables e and p which

can move instantaneoulsy. If we return to Figure 3.1 we can now analyse

the adjustment process following an oil discovery or a monetary

contraction.

Assume the economy is initially at point E and an unanticipated oil

discovery (no demand lag) takes place. What would happen is that e and p

would both jump instantaneously, so as to put the system at po i nt C. The

real exchange rate will have appreciated and by a sufficient amount to

negate the increase in demand arising from oil, hence i will be maintained.

The case of an anticipated oil discovery would be similar. Before time T,

when the demand effects arise, the economy will remain at point E, and as

soon as the demands effects arise the system jumps from E to C with y

maintained at i throughout.

A monetary contraction (implemented immediately) would cause the system to

jump from E to B in Figure 3.1, and again there would be no loss of non 011

output.

In the New Classical view there is no macroeconomic problem in regard to an

oil discovery, or indeed to a monetary contraction. Non oil output is

maintained throughout at its full employment level. The assumption of

perfectly flexible prices rules out any of the macroeconomic problems we

identified from the previous models, which did not assume continual goods

market equilibrium and that prices were sticky.
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l.5. su•• aa and CODclua1oDB

This chapter has analysed some of the theoretical models which exist to

explain the dynamic adjustment processes involved following a discovery of

011 predominantly, but also that of a monetary contraction. We concluded

that they should be viewed as useful complements to the structural models

of Forsyth and Kay and the Bank of England.

The most important assumption underlying each of these theoretical models

was that the goods market was inefficient and did not clear

instantaneoulsy, but financial markets were efficient and did clear

instantaneously. The price level was assumed to be sticky or slow to

adjust, while a variable such as the exchange rate was capable of jumping

instantaneously. This assumption lay at the heart of our analysis in

sections 1,2 and 3. From this we concluded that only in one of our models

discussed CE-V) and only then for a specific case of an unanticipated

discovery of oil, did the macroeconomic effects of such a resource

discovery prove painless.

boom period throughout.

In this case the non oil sector went through a

In all the other cases non oil output was below

full employment for part or all of the time, suggesting that the adjustment

process is not painless and that there was a macroeconomic problem relating

to an oil discovery.

In section 3.2 we attempted to quantify the effects upon the relevant

economic variables as a resul t of such disturbance, using our numerical

algorithm. Section 3.3 was devoted to quantifying the cumulative effect

upon non oil output and competitiveness for the three cases identified. We

found that the N-Wmodel painted a gloomy picture and E-V an optimistic

picture. However the introduction of a monetary contraction suggested

addi tional problems for non oil output and competitiveness.
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Section 3.4 analysed the adjustment process again, but this time based upon

New Classical postulates. These essentially imply instantaneous adjustment

in the money and goods market, and that e and p both move discontinuously.

This case suggested no particular macroeconomic problems following an oil

discovery or indeed for a monetary contraction. Non oil output was

maintained throughout for either case.

This contrast in view between price stickiness and price flexibility leads

to the question of the need for intervention. The latter case comes close

to the posi tion taken by Forsyth and Kay. In their analysis an oil
discovery will appr-ect a te the exchange ra te, and hence the system moves

from E to the new long run equilibrium pOint C in Figure 3.1. The

theoretical models attempted to show the possible adjustment process from a

point such as E to C. All of them except one had a period where y < y.
Forsyth and Kay do not direct their analysis to such a short run situation

but merely compare one long run equilibrium with another. Thei r discussion

is similar to looking at the case where prices adjust instantaneously, and

we move immediately from E to C. Non oil output is maintained within the

framework of their analysis, but its com po sItion will have changed from

traded to non traded output by the real exchange rate appreciation.

Forsyth and Kay at no point direct themselves to any adjustment

difficul ties (arising from sticky prices), and the whole process appears

painless wi th no macroeconomic problem arising.

Government intervention.
Hence no need for

The Bank of England view, on the other hand, does see a problem with

declining non 011 output. This being due to the decline of non oil traded

output. They do direct t.hei r analysis to the sorts of macroeconomic

problems identified using the theoretical models. This view suggests that

the adjustment process is not a painless one, and that there is a need for
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Government intervention if a major objective is the maintenance of non oil

output. The Bank of England would be more specific in arguing that the

intervention should be directed towards the maintenance of the non oil

industrial base.

In conclusion the debate over whether there is a need for intervention
arising from an oil discovery, appears to hinge upon the variability of a

nominal variable, such as domestic prices (but also nominal wages). The

goods market assumption adopted by Dornbusch, E--V, B-M, B-P, N-P, and N-W

implying slow adjustment and non discontinuous movements of domestic

prices, appears a more reasonable one than that of the New Classical

School. As principally on the grounds of casual empiricism, wages and

prices do appear to move less sharply than interest rates and the exchange

rate. In addition the New Classical School view in regard to the surprise

supply function which suggests that employment only deviates from its

natural rate for as long as it takes expected prices to adjust to actual

prices, is difficul t to reconcile wi th eVidence on the dura tion of

unempl oymen t.
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CHAPTER !.

OIL PRICE IIICREASES. REAL WAGE RIGIDITY. AND STRUCTURAL UNEHPLOYMEIfT

IlfTRODUCTIOR

This chapter is concerned wi th analysing the economic effects of an oil

price increase for an open economy, with particular emphasis placed upon

the UKeconomy. The theoretical models which exist for analysing such a

shock such as Buiter and Purvis (1980), Eastwood and Venables (1982), and

Neary and van Wijnbergen (1984), are considered insufficient here as they

emphasise only the demand effects arising from such a shock. ClearlY an

oil price increase will not only influence demand but also the supply of

output, and it is therefore crucial to incorpora te such an effect wi thin

our analysis. In doing so we utilise a simple macro model developed by

Bruno and Sachs (1979a), which explicitly incorporates a demand and supply

side effect arising from an increase in the price of an intermediate input

(in our case oil).

One major influence upon the way in which the supply of output responds in

an economy following an oil price increase, is the way in which real wages

adjust. Evidence from the OECD suggests, as we shall see, that the

different responses by the industrialised economies following an oil price

increase in terms of output, inflation and unemployment is closely related

to each economy's degree of real wage rigidity.

Due to rigidities which can exist within an economy's labour market, the

adjustment process following an oil price increase can be a painful one.

Such rigidities can contribute to a situation where real wages do not
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adjust sufficiently quickly following an oil price increase, and this can

have consequences for profits, inflation, output and employment. This

chapter directs its attention primarily towards labour market rigidities

arising from wage indexatio~

In this chapter we attempt to incororate both the demand effects arising

from an oil price increase (for an economy wi th oil), and also as we have

just mentioned the supply of output effects. It is necessary to

incorporate both effects in order to get a more complete picture. The

chapter proceeds as follow s,

In Section 4.1, we analyse recent evidence from the DECOregarding the

degree of real wage rigidi ty opera ting wi thin the major industrialised

economies. This also allows us to put into context the relative

performance of the UK in this regard. This information can be used to

compare the relative performance of each in terms of unemployment

increases, to see if this is rela ted in some way to each economy's degree

of real wage rigidity.

Section 4.2 constructs a simple economic model similar to that first used

by Bruno and Sachs (1979a), where oil is viewed as the intermediate input.

This model is used to analyse the economic effects of an oil price increase

arising from four possible wage adjustment processes. These are:

(a) nominal wage rigidity, but real wage flexibility (no wage

indexation case),

(b) nominal wage flexibility but real rigidity case (full wage

indexa tion case),
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(c) gradual nominal wage adjustment towards the attainment of a

target real wage (sticky nominal wage adjustment case),

(d) real wage adjustment arising predominantly due to developments in
output/unemployment, rather than prices.

Section 4.3 simulates the model outlined in the previous section given wage

adjustment process (c) for the case of an oil price increase, and a

monetary contraction. We also calculate here the cumulative loss of non

oil output and competitiveness arising from each adjustment process.

Section 4.4 analyses an optimal fiscal policy response to an oil price

increase, where real wages are rigid. This situation would call for a

reduction in labour employment taxes and/or a reduction in indirect taxes.

Simulations are also carried out for these cases, and a comparison of the

cumulative losses in non oil output and competitiveness is made.

Section 4.5 presents our summary and conclusions.

!a1...Q!b PRICE INCREASES. BDL lW!.E RIGIDITY AND UREMPLOYMENT =- EVIDENCE

FRat .IBI OECD

It has been suggested by some economists that the relatively poor

performance of Europe and the UK, in terms of real growth of output and

unemployment, is due to the labour market rigidities which exist there.

Such rigidi ties include wage indexa tion, minimum wage legislation,

employment protection legislation, and poor labour mobility. These

rigidities can prevent a rapid adjustment of real wages which may be

required following an external supply shock, such as an increase in the

price of oil. This inflexibility of real wages could lead to a SQueeze on
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profits. falling demand for labour and rising structural unemployment. and
falling output.

In a recent study by the OECD into structural unemployment and real wage

rigidity, they suggested that the relative performance of member countries

in terms of unemployment was a reflection of:

(a) real growth of the economy and

(b) the adjustment process taken after OPEC 1 and OPEC 2.

In regard to (b) the OECD suggest that this path was strongly influenced by

the behaviour of real labour costs, in particular the way in which nominal

wages reacted both to the parallel rise in inflation and unemployment and
to breaks in productivity trends.

The OECD argue that those ecomomies with real wage flexibility would

experience a decline in real wages following an external price shock.

Likewise. real wage flexibility in the face of a trend decline in

productivity would result in a prompt downward adjustment. If this

happened there need be no lasting acceleration of inflation and little

squeeze on profits, and no significant increase in unemployment and reduced

growth.

On the other hand an economy which experiences real wage rigidity following

an oil price shock results in increased inflation, reduced growth and

increased unemployment. In this case, real wage growth exceeds terms of

trade adjusted labour productivity advances and a "real wage gap" opens up.

Three mechanisms however operate to close such a gap:

(a) labour displacement due to substitution of capital for labour,
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(b) labour shedding due to cuts in unprofitable output,

(c) eventual downward pressure on real wages in the face of weakening

demand for labour.

In conditions of prolonged real wage rigidity the real wage gap may

disappear because of cost induced productivity gains (the consequence of

the first two mechanisms), rather than real wage moderation. In this

situation the demand for labour shrinks pushing up structural unemployment

(particularly if the labour force keeps growing), and creating mismatches

between the employment capacity of the profitable capital stock and total
labour supply. A narrowing or a negative real wage gap, is not necessarily

a sign of real wage flexibility or indicative of a return to an equilibrium

wage level.

To justify these assertions the DECD present the following evidence (Figure

4.1) in regard to member country's short run real wage rigidity and rise in

unemployment, between the cyclical troughs of 1975 and 1982.

Short run real wage rigidity is calculated as follows:
SOOn run elasticityof money wages with respectto inflation(derivedfrom moneY wage equations)

elasticity of lI'D~ wages with r-espect to uranpJ..oyment.

In a situation of an external inflationary price shock, low values for the

wage/price elasticity and high values for the wage/unemployment elasticity

would point to real wage flexibility and vice versa. Countries with a low

ratio are classified as having displayed real wage flexibility, and those

with a high ratio as having real wage rigidity. Increases in unemployment
(and reductions in output) following supply shocks could be expected to be

large for countries with "rigid" real wages, and small for those with

"flexibl.e" real wages.
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SHORT-RUN REAL WAGE RIGIDITY
AND UNEMPLOYMENT
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Table 4.1

IAng-dura.ion unemployment for prime-age adults"

1973 1975 1979 1982 1983 1984

United Stales 3.9 5.6 4.7 89 15.8 14.1
Japan 20.0 16.4 11.3
Germany 5.1 9.0 16.6 21.2 296
France 21.0 16.7 31.7 39.8 42.7 42.4
United Kmgdom 21.4 11.4 27.0 36.9 39.5 42.3

Canada 2.0b 4.4 5.7 110
Austria 7.4 5.9 7.8 5.6 10 J 15.4
Belgium 40.4 31.0 62.0 6U 67.1
Netherlands 124 12.1 30.9 3~.0 47.6

D) Percentage s~ar e of long-term uncml'loymcnt .n total uncmplo~ment for
pflmcaec adul .. (12 months and over).

/0) 1976
Sourc« OrCD £",pIOI,"~.' 0..,1001cSeptember 1983
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The evidence in Figure 4.1 is consistent with such an hypothesis. Most

European countries experienced strong increases in unemployment between the

cyclical troughs in 1975 and 1982, while the measured degree of real wage

rigidi ty is also shown to be high. Note tha t the UK has had the highest

degree of real wage rigidity, wages appear to adjust twice as much to
inflation than to a rise in unemployment, and has experienced the highest

increase in unemployment.

In addition Table 4.1 suggests that both the level and the increase in long

run unemployment in the 1970's and early 1980's have been high in countries
with ini tially "rigid" real wages, and low in those where they have been

flexible. The comparatively high degree of real wage rigidity in Europe

(and in particular the UK) reflects strong short run reactions of money

wages to inflation (reflecting wage indexation mechanisms).

As noted previously, an initial failure of real product wages (defined as

nominal wages per employed person deflated by output price) to adjust

promptly to reduced productivity growth is likely to produce a mismatch

between the growing labour force and the employment capacity of the

economically viable capital stock, at least in the short term. In Europe

the deterioration in the relationship between unemployment and capacity use

has been dramatic, and particularly so in comparison to that in the US and

Japan, as illustrated in the "Okun curve" (Figure 4.2). The OEeD argues

that this development seems due only in part to increased frictional

unemployment, the major part being explicable by a combination of:

(a) cost induced scrapping and capital deepening and

(b) insufficient incentives for capacity expanding (job creating)

investmen t.
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Whatever the causes of the initial unemployment rise (demand or profit
deficiency), the observable capital/labour mismatches imply that at given

factor prices and cost/price relationships Europe would probably be left

with high unemployment in the short term even if existing capacity were

more fully used. In contrast, in the US and Japan, unemployment has risen

little relative to capacity use as would be expected for countries with

relatively more "flexible" real wages. The US has seen a strong decline in
unemployment during its current recovery, without running into early

capacity constraints.

U A BinG-SACHS TYPE HODEL

This section expands upon the assertions discussed in the previous sectio~

In particular we analyse the economic effects of an oil price increase

arising from four possible nominal wage adjustment situations, and these
are:

(a) Nominal wage rigidity, but real wage flexibility,

(b) Real wage rigidity, but nominal wage flexibility,

(c) Lagged nominal wage adjustment,

(d) Real and nominal wage flexibility,

We discuss each case in some detail later o~ For now we outline the model

which will be used here •

.Ill!. gel

1. m-Pc = ky - ,\r
2. De = r-r*
3. Pc = ap + (l-a) e
4. s - ~1(w-p)-~2(e+p*oily = - p)
5. d °l(e+O+P*oil-p) + °2(e-p)Y = + °3Zt6. w = WO+8 Pc+<py
7. Ow = lJ!(w t - w)
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these variables are as follows; all of which are in log form except that of
the nominal interest rate r;

m

Pc

y

r =
e =
r* =

w =
p =
P*oil=
0 =

z =
tw =

Wo =
El =

D

= nominal money stock (assumed exogenous)

= consumer price level

=
snon oil output (y - output supply

Y cl output demand)

domestic interest rate

nominal exchange rate

foreign interest rate (assumed constant)

nominal wages

domestic output price

price of oil in foreign currency (dollars)
permanent oil income (assumed positive, hence this economy
is a net oil exporter in permanent income terms)

exogenous demand

target nominal wages

minimum nominal wage level (asumed exogenous)

a measure of wage indexation (9=0 - no wage indexation, 9=1

- complete wage indexation).

= differential operator.

This model assumes that the economy is producing two goods, one

intermediate (oil) and one final non oil good (which can be consumed

domestically or sold abroad).

Equation 1 represents asset or money market equilibrium, and is assumed to

hold at all dates.
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Equation 2 represents the familiar forward looking exchange market
conditio~ which embodies the assumption of perfect capital mobility and

perfect foresight in the foreign exchange market. This equation holds at

all dates except those at which unanticipated shocks OCcur within the
system. At such dates, both e and r may move discontinuously.

Equation 3 shows that the consumer price level is a weighted average of

domestic and foreign goods prices.

Equation 4 represents the determination of output supply. It is assumed to
depend (negatively) upon the real product wage (w-p), and (negatively) upon

the relative price ratio of the intermediate good and the final good. A

worsening of the terms of trade between these t e, a rise in the price of

oil relative to the final good, will reduce the output of the final non oil

good.

Equation 5 is a Keynesian demand function. Demand for non oil output

depends upon the permanent income revenues deriving from oil, the relative

price of domestic and imported goods, and exogenous demand (such as fiscal

expendi ture) •

Equation 6 shows the targetted nominal wage level. This is assumed here to

be determined by three possible factors - a minimum nominal wage level Wb,
the consumer price level Pc, and the level of output (a proxy for the level

of unemployment).

Equation 7 represents a lagged adjustment of nominal wages towards the

targetted level given in Equation 6.

Equations 6 and 7 suggest four possible nominal wage adjustment processes,
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and these are:

Case 1

e =0, ¢ =0 - nominal wage rigidity, but real wage flexibility (no wage

indexation case)

8=1, cp=O- real wage rigidity, but nominal wage flexibility (wage

indexation case)

lagged adjustment of nominal wages towards a nominal wage target (similar

to 8=1, cp=O case in the long run).

8=0, ¢>o - real and nominal wage flexibility case.

There are a number of pOints which can be made here in regard to these wage

adjustment processes. In cases 2 and 3 nominal wage adjustment depends

upon changes in consumer prices totally, and does not respond to changes in

output. In case 4 nominal wages adjust to changes in output (unemployment)

predominantly and are not influenced by prices. Obviously in case 1

nominal wages do not adjust at all.

Secondly workers are concerned in cases 2 and 3 with the real value of

their wages in terms of consumer prices ie.~ = wt (assuming Wo=o for
Pc

simplicity). Employers on the other hand in determining their demand for

labour are concerned with the real product ~ w the value of real wages
P.

in terms of domestic prices. The reason for the divergence between Pc and

P is due to developments in the price of foreign goods. For a given p a

fall in e would reduce Pc reducing v, and hence the real product wage would
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be reduced.

We now analyse each of these nominal wage adjustment processes in turn, to

see what economic developments occur. Three shocks are analysed in

particular - an oil price increase, an oil discovery, a monetary

contraction.

Cases 1and 2.=- 110wage/wage indexation version
In the follow ing analy sis we asume tha t et> =0 so tha t if nominal wages do

adjust they do so as a r-es ul t of changes in the consumer price level, and

are not influenced by the level of output (unemployment).

Jdmg 1:.Y.D equilibria
The long run equilibrium condition for these two cases is found by setting

De and Dw equal to zero, and by manipulating the remaining equations we can

obtain the following:

~..o + ( :5 1H22 ) P*o; 1 + ~jZ + ' , J = Gl+02 + lile (1 -a) + l22] e, . l' 0

+ G1 +62 +111 ( 1-0. .~) + 112] P ( IS) 8.

~J+62 + Il? +\":1 ( 1-uD m + ~nJ (O]+62~ Wo ~3k (Q, +n,( 1-0 ll] z
D D b.

+ k ~1l2 ( 1-0. ) )] * - [ olk (l-Cl)) ] oo - 61 1"2) P oil (122+l2] ClP + (l-a)e (LM) 9./ =
D D

where b. = ( 0 1 + 62) (1+kl2d1-c)) + l22 + l2dl-Cl»O

In analysing changes in the long run equilibrium following a change in any

of the above shocks we need to know the value for 8. In Figures 4.3 and

4.4 we look a t changes in e and p given 8=0 or 0:1. In addi tion Tabl es 4.2
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TABLE 4.2

Summary of ~su1ts ~=O!nomina1 wage rigidity-oil price increase, oil discovery,
monetary contraction.

e = m -

de > 0
dm

de *aP oil < 0 de < 0
00

y = ~1(::+O') ] m - [ ",0, - 6 III d 1 -Cl ) J P*oil
111

+ 61 ~2+(:;') n, J 0

* >0 ¥* < 0
~ > 0pail

.
p = [01 +:~ to,] [01(1-.)+n,(1-.+o,k) ] *m +

P oil
111

+ cl [l-:;kn, ] 0 where

III = (Cl+C2)(1+knl)+nL+nl(1-Cl) >0

QQ_* >0
aP Oil ~ > 0
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TABLE 4.3

e;;; m -

Summary of results 8;;;1, real wage rigidity

[;0(02+0tl +k(Ot:~2-n2(Ot+621 - ,0tOtl ] *P Oil

de = 1, de * < 0,
rm aP oil

de > 0
eR)

y = - [_l"i_",8_2_-_::-~_l"i_1_(l_-_('(_I J P*0 il +

dy = 0, ¥* <0 dy > 0
Om pail dO

p = m + [:Ot(l-al(l-kntl + °2(1-a+02kj J P*oil
62

+ 0t l= (l"i2 + .n,( 1-0)) ] 0
0.2

E£ =dm QQ*aP oil
> 0, ~ > 0

dw = 1,
Om

dw* > 0,aP oil
dw <0
dO

where
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and 4.3 summarise the long run equilibrium values of e, p, y and w for

changes in the money supply, an oil discovery, or an oil price increase.

Concentrating in particular upon Figures 4.3 and 4.4 we can make the

following comments. The IS curve is a straight line with an angle of 45"

in the 8=1 case. In the 0=0 case it has an angle from the p axis greater
ethan 45. In the case of an oil price increase both 0 values predict an

increase in p and appreciation of e. In the new long run equilibrium the

real exchange rate has appreciated. We have a similar result in the case

of an oil discovery. In the case of a monetary contraction the real

exchange rate is unaltered for the 8=1 case, but appreciates where 8 =0.

We now extend upon the analysis given here as follows. We can argue that

8=0 or 8=1 are extreme situations and are each unlikely to hold continually

or indeed instantaneously. An alternative approach is to view nominal

wages as being fixed on impact following a shock (8=0), but then adjusting

with a lag so that real wages are restored in the long run (0=1). The

inclusion of equation 7 into the analysis, allows us to analyse the short

run dynamic adjustment process toward the long run equilibrium. Hence we

are now analysing how the system adjusts from one equilibrium position to

another, for the case where 9=0 on impact but 9=1 in the long run.

Case 1. lagged nominal ~ model z, (equivalent.1Q short run dynamics of

Short ~ dyp"'ca
Making use of equations 1-7 above, allows us to obtain the following

dynamic system (assuming still that +=0 and that 0=1).



~J= [: :1 - :]

[: ] m
+ 0 + +

+ P*oil
+ 0 + + + r*

Wo
Z

0

A fuller description of this is contained in the appendix.
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The model has two roots, one negative and stable root associated with v

(the non jump variable) and one positive and unstable root associated with

e (the jump variable).

The model dynamics can be shown diagrammatically (see Figure 4.5). Assume

that the initial equilibrium is at point A and associated with this is the

stable manifold ss. We now use this model to briefly analyse the dynamic

adjustment processes following either an oil price increase, an oil

discovery, or a monetary contraction.

The adjustment processes following an oil discovery and an oil price

increase are very similar, although the ultimate effect upon non oil output

will be different. In the former case non oil output rises, while in the

latter case it falls. Figure 4.5 shows the adjustment process following

either an unanticipated oil discovery or unanticipated oil price increase.

In the case of ei ther of the above shocks the adjustment process will be
similar to that given by ABC. The nominal exchange rate appreciates on
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impact to point B, so as to put the system on the new stable manifold S·S'

associated with the new equilibrium pOint C. Thereafter e appreciates
further and v rises. The major departure being that for an oil discovery
at point C non oil output has increased.

In the case of an anticipated oil discovery or oil price increase, the

adjustment process, depending upon the length of time T, would be given by

a pa th such as ADEC. Assuming that the asset market is always in

equilibrium.

An unanticipated monetary contraction (Figure 4.6) results in the

adjustment process given by AFG. In this case non oil output is maintained

at the same level at both points A and G.

We return in the following section to simulate this model for two cases of

interest - an oil price increase, and a monetary contraction. We also

attempt to calculate the cumulative effects upon non oil output and

competitiveness in each case.

Case !.Real and Dollinal.1fiYm flexibility

The final wage adjustment process which we discuss, is that where nominal

wages adjust predominantly due to changes in output/unemployment ra ther

than to prices. A situation where we have real wage flexibility, using the

DECD definition mentioned previously. In this case we assume 8=0

and <P>O and we merely analyse the long run equilibrium conditions, hence,
De and Dv are both set equal to zero. The major results for this case are

summarised in Table 4.4

1 Note tha t we could also obtain the short run dynamics for this case, as

in case 3, however, this we do not do here.
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TABLE 4.4

Summary of the case where ¢ > 0

e = f'1 +6 2)( 1+:: .) +01+02 ] m

de > 0, de * < 0 de < 0
diii aP Oil ctl

y = ["I+~:)OIJ m [;"2'2-01'1(1-0) ] * + [, 1(02:; 1-0)0 1) ]0- Pail
63

dy > 0, ~* < 0, dy > 0
dm d P oi 1 et)

p = [01+62)(1+.01) +r22
]m+ ( 1-a H8 J {l +~ J ¢ ~+112 ~ +'2k02 ] p* oil

63 63

+ [ '1((1-0)(1+01.) - k02) }
t:.3

dp > 0, dp > 0,
~

> 0
dm aP*oi 1

w = ~d'~:02) J [0202 - 8r(1-a)1l1 J 1"'0;1 + [01(02 :~1-o)otl ] 0m -
t:.3

dw > 0,
dm

dw <0,
ap* Oil

dw > 0
cm
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Aco.parison ot the equilibriu. adlust.ent .!2l.rum ~ output ~ do.estic

prices atter~ oil price increase (Cases 1,2,~)

Effects ~ outPut

ClHl -[ ] *
8 = 0 y = K

P oil
tlI <0

~~

~ICI Y = - [ f2l *P oi 1 <0

Ciu~
¢>O Y = -[i,] *Pail <0

where
K= S"lz 02 - 01 S"ll (l-a)

and t,3 > t,l > t,2

Conclusions

Non 011 output declines in all three cases, however the decline in

output is less in the following order:

1. ¢>O (real and nominal wage flexibility)
2. 8=0 (nominal wage rigidity, real wage flexibility)

3. 8:1 (nominal wage flexibility, real wage rigidity)

Where nominal and real wages are flexible, this produces the smallest

change in non oil output. Hence it would be desirable in this case for
nominal wages to respond more to output/unemployment than to prices.
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Effect ~ ~918sticprices
~ ~ p = [6J (l-a) ~ r2z(1-a+62k)] P*oil >0
8=·0 -1

CAUZ. P = [6dl-a)(1-kr2d + l(2(1-a+62k)] P*oil >0

8 =1 L2

~ 4.. p = [8dl-a)(1+r;J~) + l(z(1-a+62k) ] P*oil >0

¢>O to 3

These results are not as unambiguous as the change in non oil output

results. However if we use the parameter values used in the following

section for simulation purposes, the rise in domestic prices is greater in

the following order:

1. 8=1 )

2. 8=0
)
)

3. ¢>O )

Domestic prices rise by more the greater the responsiveness

of nominal wages to price changes, and by less the more they
respond to output/unemployment.

The ambiguity in regard to the extent of movements in domestic prices is

eliminated if we assume that a=1. That is, the consumer price level is

equivalent to the domestic price level. In this case the results for

domestic prices would be:

laHl [ 0, "k
+0, ]0=0 P = (61+62)(l-k~1) P*oi 1 >0

CAB Z. [ Q,02k ]0=1 P = 61 +6 2 +l(2 P*oil > 0

CIa !. t: o,o,k ~
¢>O P = ,il+62)(l+)ll (~+k) )+)12 P*oil > 0
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Hence domestic prices would rise unambiguously more in the following order:

8::1

0::0

pO

In addition non oil output will decline by more in all three cases, but in
the same ranking where a=l.The greater the weight of foreign prices 1n the

consumer price level, the smaller the decline in non oil output but the
larger the effect on domestic prices. The latter result was derived by

using the parameter values chosen in the next section's simulation

analysis, due to the ambiguity in the mathematical results obtained here.

!....l SIMULATIO • .Q[ THE LAGGED WAGE APJUS'l'MENl' HODEL (CASE 31.

In this section we simulate one of the wage adjustment models analysed in

Section 4.2. Specifically case 3, where nominal wages adjust with a lag

towards a nominal wage target. We concentrate in the following upon two

shocks in particular, and these are:

(a) an oil price increase

(b) a monetary contraction

The simulation results obtained, help clear up some of the ambiguities with

the ma thema tical results contained in the previous section. They can also

indicate the quantitative adjustments of the variables of interest during

the adjustment process itself, which the mathematical results clearly

cannot. However it must be borne in mind when analysing these results, that

they heav ily depend upon the parameter val ues cho sen. Indeed changes in

the parameter values themselves can make the whole dynamic adjustment

process totally different. Bearing these comments in mind, the simulation
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results presented here are based upon the following parameter values:

15 1 = 0.01
152 = 0.5
Cj = 0.5
154 = 0.2
)11 = 0.5
122 = 0.2
Cl = 0.8
Q -a) = 0.2
k = 1
A = 2
tj; = 0.2
•"t = 0·05"

The first simulation discussed is that of an oil price increase, and the

results for this case are contained in Figure 4.7. We can make the

following observations here:

(a) real product wage C W-P) - this declines on impact helping to offse t

somewhat the effects of the oil price increase on non oil output supply.

However, during the remainder of the adjustment process the real product

wage rises contributing to a further fall in non oil output. Note that at

the new equilibrium position real product wages will be less than at the

old equilibrium. However, as we note below this decline is not sufficient

to prevent a fall in non oil output.

(b) real exchange rate ~ - this appreciates on impact (it undershoots)

reducing the demand for non oil output. Thereafter the real exchange rate

appreciates further.

(c) Nominal interest rate w.. - this declines on impact, returning

gradually back to 1"* during the remainder of the adjustment process.

(d) Non .ill output hl - this declines on impact, due on the supply side to
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the oil price increase not being offset by the decline in the real product
wage. On the demand side the decline is predominantly due to the real

exchange rate appreciation, which more than offsets the boost to demand

from the extra permanent oil revenues.

(e) Domestic prices ifL - this rises on impact, thereby bringing about the

initial decline in the real product wage. Throughout the remainder of the
adjustment process domestic prices rise further.

(f) Nominal exchange rate ~ - this appreciates on impact, and this

decline in combination with the rising domestic price level appreciates the

real exchange rate. Note that this initial appreciation on impact results

in an undershooting of the exchange rate. During the remainder of the
adjustment process the nominal exchange rate appreCiates further.

(g) Nominal wages ill - this remains constant on impact, but rises

continually throughout the remainder of the adjustment process. This rise

in nominal wages reflects the attempt by workers to regain their targetted

nominal (and therefore also real) wage level.

~ .cnetan contractiop ~ (Figure ~

From our simulation results we can make the following observations
regarding the adjustment processes involved in this case.

(a)~ product ~ (W-P) - this rises on impact and would obviously

contribute to a decline in non oil output supply. During the remainder of

the adjustment process, (W-P) falls continuously back to its initial level.
(b) ~ exchange rate (e-p) - this appreciates quite significantly on

impact, thereby contributing to a decline in non oil output on the demand

side. During the remainder of the adjustment process it depreciates back

to its initial level.

(c) Nominal interest ~ 1J:l - this rises on impact, remaining at

approximately the same level for a short period of time and then falling

back to r*.
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(d) Non Q1l output iYl - this falls on impact for reasons suggested

previously, but then recovers back during the remainder of the adjustment
process to its initial level.

(e) Domestic prices ill - falls on impact, and then falls further

throughout the remainder of the adjustment process.

(f) Nominal exchange rate ~ - this appreciates on impact (it overshoots),

thereafter depreciating throughout the remainder of the adjustment process.

(g) Nominal wages ill.- this again remains constant on impact, but then

falls gradually throughout the remainder of the adjustment process. This

should come as no surprise, since with Pc falling throughout (since p falls

and e appreciates significantly) this will be reflected in a decline of

nominal wages.

The previous analysis overcomes the ambiguities arising from the
mathematical results. It is important however to emphasise again that the

simulation results are sensitive to the parameter values chosen. But this

simulation analysis does provide a useful indication (given the choice of

parameter values) of the direction and quantitative adjustment of the

variables considered to be of most interest. Hence these results should be
viewed as a useful complement to the mathematical results.

Before concluding this section we now attempt a quantification of the

cumulative effects upon non oil output and competitiveness for the two
cases just discussed. These results are summarised in Table 4.5.

We turn firstly to the cumulative loss of non oil output case. Using the

simulation results it is possible to fit a polynominal and gamma function

to the data, which can then be used to Quantify the effects desired.
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TABLE 4.5 Bruno-Sachs type model - Cumulative non oil output and

Competitiveness effects
Non Oil output
Oil price increase (1%)

Gamma Polynomial
20 periods
- 2.218%

Monetary contraction (1%) - 1.57% - 1.443%

Competitiveness
Oil price increase (1%) - 4.74%

Monetary contraction (1%) - 3.186% - 3.038%
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Bruno .§.Icbs~ .adel =- cu.1latiYe DOD oil output loss
~ price ipcrease

A H increase in the price of oil produces a cumulative loss in non oil

output of 2.218% after 20 periods. This result was found by fitting a

polynomial (15th degree) to the data and integrating over 20 periods (the
cut off point for the data). A gamma function is of no use in this case.

MonetarY contraction
A 1% decrease in the J110nf'Y supply produces a cumulative loss in non oil

output after 20 periods of 1.443%, found by fitting a polynomial (15th

degree) to the data. However a gamma function can also be fitted to the

data, and this allows a calculation of the total cumulative loss of non oil

output throughout the whole of the adjustment process. The resulting

calculations in this case showed that a 1% monetary contraction produced a

cumulative loss of 1.57S for non oil output.

Hence these tentative results appear to suggest that non oil output is more

sensitive to oil price increases.

BrupceSacbs ~ pel =- Ct.alat1ye cOIII)etitiveness(&-p) loss

~ price ipcrease
A 1S increase in the price of oil produces a cumulative loss in

competi tiveness of 4.74S after 20 periods by fitting a 15 th degree

polynomial. The gamma function cannot be used in this case.

MopetarY contraction
A 1% reduction in the money supply resu1 ts in a 3.038% cumulative loss in

competitiveness after 20 periods using a 15th degree polynomial, and a

total cumulative loss of 3.186% from fitting a gamma function.

These results again tend to suggest. given the parameter values chosen
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here, that competi tiveness is more sensi tive to changes in the price of

oil.

M OPIIJW. FISCAL RESPORSE .IQ AI jUL PRICE INCRRASE

The previous discussions in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 made the following

observations:

(a) the UK economy appears to have significant short run real wage

rigidi ty. Using the OECD's defini tion, this im plied that nominal wages

adjust significantly more to changes in prices (inflation) than to changes

in output/unemployment. OECD evidence suggested that this was in the ratio

of 2 to 1.

(b) in order to minimise the effects upon non oil output and domestic

prices in the case of an oil price increase, it was desirable for real

wages (real product wage) to fall. This was more likely to be achieved

where nominal wages were more responsive to changes in output/unemployment

than to prices. The real product wage had to fall or else unemployment

would rise.

Given the degree of real wage rigidity within the UK, it obviously operates

closely to the case where 9=1 and + is very low (we assume for simplicity
in the following that it is effectively zero). In such a situation for our

above model in Section 4.2, workers are concerned wi th the real value of

their wages in terms Of consumer prices. They will negotiate for a

targetted nominal wage on this basis, that is

wt = W
Pc

real wages in terms of consumer prices, workers negotiate so
as to maintain this real value.

On the other hand, the demand for labour will be determined by the real
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product wage facing employers ie.

w
p

real product wage, it is this which will influence the demand for
labour.

In an open economy any change in e for a given domestic price level will

resul t in a movement of w, thereby causing a change in the real product
wage and the supply of output. An 011 price increase, as we noted above,

will appreciate the nominal exchange rate and the domestic price level will

rise. The consumer price level will rise or fall depending upon the size

of the relative movements of e and p, and the weight of each in the

consumer price level. From Our previous simulation results Pc falls and

hence nominal wages will also, bringing about a decline in the real product
wage. However our resul ts suggested that the decline in the real product

wage was insufficient to offset the oil price increse effect upon output

supply. Because of wage indexation the real product wage does not fall

sufficiently to maintain non oil output.

Clearly the greater the influence of the domestic price level on nominal

wages (i e, the grea ter Cl. ), the grea ter w ill be the fall in non oil output

following an increase in P*Oil. This case can be easily demonstrated using

our mathematical results above. On the other hand the greater the weight

of foreign prices in consumer prices, the larger will be the fall in the

real product wage. In the early 1980's the Thatcher Government allowed the

exchange rate to go to unprecedented levels to check consumer price

inflatio~ This would be effective in constraining nominal wage growth as

long as the weight of foreign prices in the consumer price level was large.

However, it does appear that relying on the strength of developments in the
exchange rate to constrain the growth of nominal wages, will not be enough
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to reduce the real product wage sufficiently to retain non oil output.

Here we pursue an alternative approach to offsetting the effects of an oil
price increase, and this involves reductions in taxa tion. The ideas

presented here are not new as they have already been advanced el sew here

(see Flemming (1980)). We merely wish here to analyse the effects upon the

variables in our model. given a change in taxe~ The taxes considered here
eare the Na tional Insurance Surcharge on employers (NI), the tax on jobs,

and value added tax (V).

The National Insurance Surcharge increased industry costs and reduced

profits, but this could be offset by industry passing on these increased

costs in higher prices. Hence changes in the National Insurance Surcharge

will influence domestic prices, which ultimately affects the consumer price

level. Value added tax does not lead to an increase in industry costs, but

will directly lead to an increase in the consumer price level. In addition

to these effects there will also be an effect upon Government revenues (Le,

the net budget stance) as a result of changes in either of these taxes.

This suggests that the most appropriate way to incorporate these tax

influences is by amending equations 3 and 5 as follows:

5

Flemming argues that the most appropriate tax to reduce in the event of an
eoil price increase is that of NI. An increase in the price of oil will

increase domestic prices and appreciate e, and overall push up Pc. Workers

will be aware of the rise in Pc, and will attempt to offset this by a rise

in nominal wages. Industry is affected on the supply side by two sources

arising from the oil price increase:

(a) the oil price increase itself will increase its costs (as well as
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adversely affecting the terms of trade between intermediate and finished

goods) ,
Cb) the rise in nominal wages will also increase its costs, and this will

affect the real product wage.

Both of these influences resul t in a squeeze on profits, which could be
overcome by industry increasing the domestic price level. This would

obviously trigger off further increases in nominal wages. One way in which

the effects of the rise in oil prices could be offset, would be to reduce

Nle• This reduction would help to offset the squeeze on industry profits,

constraining the passing on of higher domestic prices and also constraining

the rise in nominal wages.

The other alterna tive would be to reduce y, this would help to overcome the

wage push component since the rise in Pc would be reduced. However it

would not help to relieve the squeeze on profits.

We notice form equation 5 that reductions in Nre or V would boost aggregate

demand, by making the Government's budget stance more expansionary. Any

boost to profits from a reduction in Nle would possibly stimulate private

sector investment, an effect which has not been incorporated explicitly in

our model but would be captured to some extent by the extra demand arising

from the larger budget defici t.

Using equations 1,2d,4,s',6,7, and setting De and Dv to zero, we can derive

the following steady state equilibrium condi tiona Cassuming also ¢ =0)



y = {:jv a [~ J Nle * <0 s- <0

[B -
a [~ ] Nlee = -t1v de 0 de ecrv< ONI <0

w = [~~ Jv + [~J Nle dw >0, dwdv dNle >0

p = - [ ~JV - [~ J NI" dp <0, s- <0dv
where
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A = [04(D2+(1-a)D1) + D1(ol+o2) ]

B = [(1-kD1S)(ol+o2-a64)+(Dl+D2)(1-ko4) ]

C = [(Ol+02)~1+04(~2+(1-a)Dl) ]

0 = [( 6 1+:5L +64 ( 1-a )) (1-k;;1S )+D 2 (1-<54 k ) ]

E = [(Ol+<52)(1+kDl(1-e)) + D2+Dl(1-a) J
These results suggest that a reduction in taxation (Nle or V) will lead to
an increase in non oil output. Notice that the increase in non oil output
will be larger the larger the value for 8. Hence they would be most

effective in a situation where there was a significant degree of real wage

rigidity.

An increase in the price of oil as noted previously will reduce non oil

output, and this decline will be greater in the 8=1 case. Our previous

analysis suggests that this decline could be offset by a cut in either Nr

or Y. To analyse the success of this strategy we have simulated both

cases. However given that the adjustment processes involved for either are

essentially the same. only the magni tudes being larger in the V AT case,
Figure 4.9 shows the simulation results for a decrease in Nle only.

We can make the following observations in this case.

(a) .R!il product wages (w-p) - this declines on impact. and then declines
further throughout the remainder of the adjustment process. This decline

would obviously give a boost to output supply.
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(b) real exchange rate (e-p) - this de pr-ecLa tes on im pact. deprecia ting
throughout the remainder of the adjustment process. This would obviously
give a boost to output demand.

(c) Nominal interest rate .lrl. - rises on impact and then gradually declines

back to its initial level

(d) Non Qll output ill- rises on impact. rising further throughout the

remainder of the adjustment process. The reasons for this are on the

supply side the decline in the real product wage. and on the demand side

the depreciation of the real exchange rate and boost to demand from a more

expansionary fiscal policy.

(e) Domestic price ill- rises on impact. rising further throughout the

remainder of the adjustment process.

(f) Nominal exchange rate ill- depreciates on impact. depreciating by a

further small amount during the remainder of the adjustment process.

(g) Nominal wages ill - remains constant on impact. then declining

throughout the remainder of the adjustment process.

If we now turn to the cumulative effects upon non oil output and
ecompetitiveness following a reduction in either NI or Y we can obtain the

following.

e
Cn.!lat1H 'Uecto lm2Il mil .2i.l outPUt :.n .m:.I reduction

eA 1J reduction in NI will produce a cumulative gain in non oil output

after 20 periods of 5.648J. A similar recduction in Y will produce a

cumulative gain in output over the same priod of 7.06%. Both of these

results suggest that tax changes are very effective in stimulating non oil
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output.

Cuaulatiye errects .2!l co.petitiveness z, ne RI: V reduction

eA 1% reduction in NI will produce a cumulative competitiveness gain over

20 periods of 4.892%, while for a similar reduction in V under the same
conditions produces a 6.112% gain in competitiveness.

These results were obtained by fitting a polynomial to the data (15th

degree) and integrating over 20 periods.

Ofrsetting All oil price inCrease H reduc1Dgne =. 81W11atioD

Here we now simulate a case where there has been an increase in the price
of oil (0.5) which is then offset by a reduction specifically of NIe

(either by 0.05, or 0.') in order to reduce the effects upon non oil

output. This discussion is centred around the simulation results obtained

for this case. Three simulations have been carried out, and these are:

1. an increase in the price of oil (by 0.5),

2. an increase in the price of oil (0.5) offset by a reduction in NIe

(0.05) •
2. an increase in the price of oil (0.5) offset by a reduction in NIe

(0.1).

The results of these simulations have been condensed to their effects upon

non oU output, competi tiveness, the real product wage only. The effects
upon these are contained in Figures 4.10, 4.11, 4.12. We notice that for a

given increase in the price of oil, the bigger the reduction in NIe the

smaller will be the loss of compe ti tiveness and non oil output, and in
addition the larger will be the reduction in the real product wage. These

Simulation results confirm our previous analysis. Appropriate fiscal

policy of this type, would be very useful if the maintenance of non oil

output and competitiveness was given a high priority.
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~ SQMMlRY AID CONCLUSIONS
The major points from this chapter are as follows:

1. Economies with more flexible real wages perform better in terms of

output/unemployment and inflation than economies with more rigid real

wages, following a real supply shock such as an oil price increase.

Evidence from the OECD suggests this and our Bruno-Sachs type model arrived

at similar conclusions. The UK appears to have the highest degree of real
wage rigidity of all the major OECD economies.

2. Such factors as wage indexation. minimum wages, employment protection,

labour immobility have been advanced as creating rigidities in the labour
market which can prevent the degree of real wage flexibility which may be

required in the event of a supply shock. Countries prone to this (Europe

and UK) have suffered the steepest rise in structural unemployment.

This chapter concentrated on labour marke t rigidi ties arising from wage

indexation in particular. We also analysed the effects of different wage

adjustment processes, and concluded that in the case of an oil price

increase the decline in non oil output would be less in the cases where

nominal wages adjusted more to output/unemployment than to prices, and to

where there was no wage indexation (nominal wage rigidity).

We concluded that the UK economy comes closer to the case where 8=1, which

is the least desirable si tua tion given a supply side shock. In addi tion

the decline in non oil output would be less but rise in domestic prices

more the greater the weight of foreign prices in the consumer price level

(Pc) •

In section 4.3 we simulated the model constructed in section 4.2 for the
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wage adjustment process given in case 3. This section provided a useful

insight into the actual adjustment (for the parameter values chosen) of the
variables of interest. The cumula tive loss of non oil output and
competitiveness for two cases in particular (oil price increase. monetary

contraction) were discussed.

Finally in section 4.4 we analysed an appropriate fiscal response to an oil

price increase, particularly for a country experiencing substantial real

wage rigidi ty. This involved cut ting ei ther Nr or V, with a cut of Nle

being more desirable. Such a policy would influence not only prices but
also the fiscal stance. by making it more expansionary assuming Government

expenditure was unaltered. Both these options could constrain the decline

in non oil output, however we did notice that domestic prices would rise.

Hence domestic price inflation is likely to be higher, the price paid for
higher non oil output and lower unemployment.

This fiscal strategy could also include cuts in income taxes an option not

considered previously. This would also have a beneficial effect upon

constraining wage growth and domestic prices. However it would not have a
major effect upon company profits unless also accompanied by cuts in

company profit taxes. Once again if Government expenditure was held

constant this would imply a more expansionary fiscal stance.

The fiscal options recommended here given an oil price increase, suggest

that the Thatcher Government was entirely wrong in 1979 in increasing value

added tax in the face of OPEC 2. This resul ted in a significant rise in

consumer prices, and wage explosion at that time.
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CBAPDB S.

BCQIOOC RBCOURI.II.ID Jll =- .IBIBm lQI ~.m RAIDED APPROACH

There have been a number of significant developments within the UK over the
last few years, and this paper attempts to identify some of these. In

addi tion the paper argues that the Government's present economic policy,

one major plank of which is based upon improving the supply side of the
economy, is not in itself sufficient to sustain economic growth and to

reduce unemployment. These supply side improvements which the government

advocates will be insufficient without a stimulation of demand.

This paper proceeds as follows. In Section 1 a brief survey of the UK is

conducted and it identifies in particular developments in GDP, industrial

and manufacturing output, competitiveness, infla tion, interest rates and

unemployment over the period 1970-84. Additionally a comparison of

developments in industrial production, inflation and unemployment for the

UK and other OECD economies is made.

Section 2 discusses the distinction between demand and supply side
policies. It also draws upon recent evidence in regard to the split of

nominal income growth between output growth and prices, for various

economies during recent growth periods. The experience of the UK in

particular is of interest here. This emphasises the need, given a demand

expansion, for the bulk of the effect to go into increasing output rather

than prices. Supply side policies can be useful in determining this

dividing Ii ne.

Section 3 Is specifically devoted to an analysis of demand side policies.
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The stance of UK fiscal policy over the last few years is discussed. as
well as the implications for this of North Sea oil revenues. Both of these
suggest the need for a more expansionary fiscal stance.

Section 4 discusses the aims of supply side policies. and why the

Government has laid such emphasis on these for a recovery of the UK

economy. Two reasons in particular are emphasised. the need to improve the

UK's investment performance and the existence of labour market rigidities.

Section 5 draws upon the discussions in Sections 2. 3 and 4. and advocates
certain policies which the Government could pursue in order to improve

economic growth. but more importantly to reduce unemployment.

Section 6 presents our summary and conclusions.

~ THE UK ECONOMY1910-811 =-.! BRIEF SURVEY

The major developments which have taken place in the UK, and of most

interest here, are contained in Figures 5.1-5.4. These we wish to discuss

briefly in order to set the scene for the remainder of this paper.

Figure 5.1 identifies developments in the Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

using the Expenditure, Income, and Output methods for the UK during the

period 1970-84. For the years 1970-73 GDP rose as is indicated by all

three methods. however there was a period of stagnation during 1973-75. An

important influence here would have been the oil price shock (OPEC 1). with

the price of oil per barrel in dollars virtually quadrupling overnight.

The period 1975-79 saw GDP rise steadily if not spectacularly, however

during 1979-81 all three measures indicate a decline in GDP and a deep

recession occurring within the UK economy. Since 1981 GDP has recovered

using all three measures and by 1984 they were all above their level in
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1979. The increase in real output and expenditure has been approximately
the same, while the recovery in real income has been significantly greater.

Figure 5.2 shows developments in the UK's industrial and manufacturing
1output, as well as international competitiveness (see also Figure 5.5).

The most interesting developments apart from the period 1972-75 was that of

1979-81. We noted from Figure 5.1 the decline in real output during this

period, and this is reflected in a decline in both industrial and

manufacturing output (10% and 14.4J respectively). Since 1981 a recovery

in both has taken place. however the recovery in manufacturing output has

been much less strong. In addition we also note from Figure 5.2 a dramatic

loss of international competitiveness, with the loss amounting to some

33.2% for the period 1979-81.

It has been suggested that this loss in competitiveness goes a long way to

explaining the dramatic decline in manufacturing output in the UK with its

consequences of loss of markets overseas, reduced profitability, and

increased import penetration. Some 66% (in 1983) of the UK's visible

exports are in the form of finished/semi finished manufactured goods.

Hence, any loss of international competitiveness is likely to hit this

sector particularly severely.

Figure 5.3 analyses developments in the UK retail price inflation and

interest rates for the period 1970-84. Retail price inflation peaked in

1975, it then fell until 1978 but then started to rise again. For the

period 1979-80, inflation rose steadily, reasons for this included the rise

1. The competi tiveness measure adopted here is tha t of the IMF's ReI tive

Normalised Unit Labour Costs index (a rise represents a loss of

international competitiveness).
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in VAT and the Clegg Commission public sector pay awards. Since 1980 there
has been a steady fall in the rate of inflation with a slight rise
occurring during 1983-84. In 1985 inflation has started to rise again, one

of the major reasons for this has been the rise in the mortgage rate.

In regard to developments in the interest rate, it peaked in 1979 at some

17% and until 1984 has been coming down gradually. Developments during

January 1985 pushed base rates up again to 14% but this has since fallen.

However, what is of interest here are developments in the real interest

rate (the difference between the nominal interest rate and inflation), that

is the real cost of borrowing. During the period 1973-77 real interest

rates were negative and significantly so, 1977/78 to 1979/80 saw positive

real interest rates while 1980-81 saw negative real interest rates again.

Since this time real interest rates have been positive and increasing,

reaching their highest level in 150 years in January 1985 of approximately

8.5%. This obviously imposes a very large burden on the private sector,

particularly those companies which have engaged in extensive borrowing. It

has been estimated that each U rise in nominal interest rates adds £250

million to industry's costs.

It has proved to be extremely difficult to reduce nominal interest rates in

the UK for a number of reasons:

a) high US rates have inhibited further falls,

b) in order to achieve the Government's own monetary targets, this

may require changes in the interest rate (upwards in the case of

a monetary overshoot),

c) the recent strength of the dollar and weakness of sterling has

resulted in increases in the interest rate in order to stabilise

sterling.
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Inflation and interest rates have been at the centre of the Government's

economic strategy as a means of achieving faster economic growth in the UK.

The need to reduce both of these is seen as being central to crea ting the

right economic conditions in which the private sector could flourish.

Figure 5.4 analyses developments in the level of unemployment for the

period 1970-84. Many academics and non academics regard developments in

this area as giving rise to cause for concern. Unemployment reached 1.3

million (excluding school leavers) in 1977 its highest throughout the

1970's. however since 1979 there has been a substantial increase in the

numbers of unemployed. During the period 1979-81 the rise in unemployment

was 1.192.500 wi th a rise of 859.000 occurring in 1980-81 alone. Over the

period 1979-84 the increase amounted to some 1.9 million and the upward

trend was still continuing. A large part of this rise in unemployment is

due to the demise of the manufacturing sector. This becomes more apparent

from an analysis of Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 identifies the major industries which have lost jobs and those

industries which have gained jobs for the periods 1974-83 and 1979-83. If

we look a t the j ob losses we notice that over 2! million jobs have been

lost in manufacturing over the period 1974-83. and for the shorter time

period 1979-83 some 1.65 million jobs were lost alone. The construction

sector also lost! million jobs. the bulk of this loss occurring during

1979-83.

Other major job losses were in Public Administration. National Defence and

Social Security. Transport and Coal. Unemployment rose by some 1.749

million during the period 1979-83 and a large part of this was due to the

job losses in the manufacturing and construction industries. which together

over this same time period lost some 1.9 million jobs.
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Ilm IS 5. 1 JOB GAIISlI.lVWF5 .n mQSDX

J.Il-CWFI 1974-83 1979-83 ! OF TOTAL
WORIING PQP 12 ~

(aerox)
Manufacturing 2.266.000 1.649.000 21
Construction 254.000 236.000 3.7
Publi. Administration.

"National Defence.
Social Security 80.000 121 .000 6
Transport 145.000 151 .000 3.3
Coal 61.000 45.000 1

g&D~
Distribution. hotels and 2

catering; repairs 257.000 (44.000) 15.7
Banking. Finance. Insurance.
Business services and
leasing 344.000 210.000 6.9 ...
Other services 245.000 38.000 4.5 .
Education. Health 448.000 76.000 12.5
Oil. Gas extraction 21 .000 1 .000 0.2

, (12.000)Communication 10,000 1.6

2. Figures in brackets represent job losses.

SOURCE: eso National Income and Expenditure Accounts (Blue Book)
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On the job gains side an interesting case is that of Distribution, Hotels
and Catering; repairs in which over the period 1974-83 gained k million

jobs, but which during 1979-83 lost 44,QOO. Banking, Finance, Insurance,

Business services and leasing gained 344,000 over 1974-83. Other gains

included those in the Other Services category. Education/Health. Oil/Gas

extraction, and Communication. In the latter case there were job losses as

a whole over the period 1974-83, but job gains during 1979-83. In addition

we can note that the major growth areas for jobs have been in self

employment and in part time jobs for females (see Figure 5.6).

The general conclusions which can be derived from the previous discussion

is that the major job losses in the UK have been in manufacturing and

construction, and the major job gains have been in the service sector.

This trend is also reflected in the investment changes during 1979-83.
During this period real manufacturing investment fell by 42% (at 1980

prices) while real investment in business services and leasing rose by 31%.

SOME INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS
Here we merely wish to put the performance of the UK into context. and to

do so we compare it with those taking place overseas. The contrast in

developments for the UK and overseas is concentrated upon industrial

production, unemployment. and inflation.

The first case is that of developments in industrial production (see Figure

5.7). The UK comes out of this comparison particularly badly. as it is

bottom of our sample of countries and is also well below the OECD level.

The OECD performance is included here as an indication of the average

performance of all the industrial countries in the OECD., and not just

those in the sample.
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In the case of unemployment (see Figure 5.8), again the UK performance is

relatively poor. In 1984 the UK level of unemployment stood at 5.1% above

the OEeD figure and only Belgium and the Netherlands, from our sample, had

higher levels of unemployment.

Finally for inflation (Figure 5.9), we notice a measure of success.

However, countries such as Japan, Netherlands, W. Germany and the USA from

our sample are all doing noticeably better. The UK consumer price

inflation rate stood at some 0.7% below the OECD level in 1984.

Before concluding this survey we merely mention that in Figures 5.1-5.4 we
identify two important exogenous developments. These are North Sea oil

production from about 1976 when oil was bei ng produced in significant

quantities. From about 1979/80 we then had the additional influence of the
Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS). We have not identified specifically

OPEC 1 and OPEC 2, but in the latter case this inflUence occurs at the same

time as the MTFS and North Sea oil effects ie. 1979/80.

SUMMARY ..QI: ~ SECTION

The major deve:ilpmentsin the UK which we have identified in this section,

particularly for the time period 1979-84, are:

1. industrial and manufacturing output has declined, and this has
contributed to a large number of job losses,

2. international competitiveness was lost during the early 1980's but has

been recovering since.

3. the output of services has increased, and this has led to an expansion

of jobs,
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4. inflation has declined significantly,

5. nominal interest rates have remained high, but what is of more concern

is the high level of real interest rates,

6. unemployment has risen significantly during this period,

7. the major areas of job gains have been amongst the self employed and

part time female employees,

8. the UK's performance in terms of industrial production, inflation, and
unemployment in comparison to other countries has been poor,

9. despite the recovery of output in the UK since 1981, this has not been
sufficiently strong to reduce unemployment.

Three exogenous developments go a long way to explaining the above

developments, and these are:

(a) the Medium Term Financial Strategy,

(b) North Sea oil revenues,

(c) Oil price increases (OPEC 2 in particular)

5.2 •DFJWiI) AIm SUPPLY .mI POLICIES =-.A GENERAL DISCUSSION

It is particularly in regard to developments in output, unemployment, and

inflation that this section is devoted. Many economists and politicians

view the increase in unemployment over the past few years as giving rise to

cause for concern. Many also argue that this rise has been predominantly

due to the Government's own economic policy ie. a tight monetary and fiscal

policy. The Government, however, regards demand management policies as
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being of no use, and have instead argued that unemployment will only fall
and output expand if supply side policies are implemented. Before going

any further we need to be more specific as to what is meant by demand and

supply side policies.

(a) De.and side policies - the use of fiscal and monetary policy to demand

manage the economy, the objective of which is usually seen as maintaining

output and employment at as high a level as possible bearing in mind the

rate of inflation.

(b) Supply side policies- involves improving the output supply capabilities
of the economy usually by means of:

1. Improving efficiency/productivity
2. Reducing labour market rigidities:

( L)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vU)

minimum wage legislation

employment protection schemes

welfare benefits

providing work incentives through switching taxes - direct

to indirect

retraining of labour

improved labour mobility

implementing trade union legislation

The Government has placed overriding emphasis on supply side policies
believing that if interest rates and inflation can be reduced, these

effects w ill take care of demand. If the economy is opera ting under any

constraints, these are on the supply side and not demand side. Because of

such labour market rigidities it is argued that British industry is unable
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to respond quickly and efficiently to the demands of customers. Such
structural rigidities therefore require direct action, which conventional
macroeconomic policy cannot solve. In this paper however, we argue that it

is wrong to place such total emphasis upon supply side policies to the
detriment of demand side policies. A combination of the two would be a

more desirable situatio~

Before discussing demand and supply side policies in the UK in more detail,

we wish to discuss firstly the possible consequences for output and prices

of a recovery in the UK economy. To do so we utilise recent evidence from

the OECD.

The effectivenes of a demand expansion would ultimately depend, upon how

much of the expansion in nominal demand was distributed between an increase
in real output and in higher prices. For an injection of demand to be of

major benefit in reducing unemployment, it is obviously necessary for the

bulk of its effect to be in increasing output rather than prices. The use

of supply side policies in conjunction with a demand stimulation could help

in making the division between these two more favourable for output.

Recent evidence suggests that in regard to this the US and Japan have done

remarkably well, while OECD EUrope has done very poorly. We also discuss

the situation for the UK.

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 identify two time periods of interest, that of 1975-

77 and 1982-84. The first time period identified was one in which the

industrialised economies went through a growth period after OPEC 1. The

second time period again represents a period of growth for the

industrialised economies after OPEC 2. Hence these two time periods were

ones in which the industrialised economies experienced a significant growth

in output. We now wish to analyse how the increase in nominal GNP for the
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US, Japan, DECOEurope, and the UK was distributed between an increase in

real GNP and how much in the form of higher prices.

If we analyse the period 1975-77 first we can make the following

observations. The US economy grew by 10.46% in real terms during this

period, while in nominal terms the growth rate was 23.52%. Hence 44% of

nominal income growth was in real terms, the remainder was as a result of

higher prices.

In Japan the situation was very similar. Nominal GNPgrew by 24.68% and

real GNP by 10.88%. Once again as in the US real GNP growth amounted to

44% of the growth of nominal GNP.

In the case of DECOEurope the situation was radically different. The

recovery during 1975-77 resulted in an expansion of nominal GNP of 32.77%,

but an expansion of only 7.21% in real GNP. The latter figure was only 22%

of the former. Cl early the recovery in Europe after OPEC 1 resul ted in a

relatively large increase in prices and smaller expansion of real output.

In the UK the situation was even worse than that in Europe. The UK's

nominal growth amounted to 37.26%, but real growth amounted to a paltry

4.84S. The expansion in real output amounted to only 13% of nominal GNP

growth. Clearly in the UK the bulk of the expansion in nominal growth was

as a result of higher prices.

In summary after OPEC 1 nominal GNP grew by significantly less in the US

and Japan in comparison to that in Europe and the UK, however their real

growth of GNP was much higher. Europe and the UK dissipated a larger

proportion of any additional demand in the form of higher prices.
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The second period of interest, 1982-84, saw a recovery in the
industrialised economies after OPEC 2. In the US nominal GNP grew by

19.33J and real GNP by 10.75%, the latter figure being 56% of the former

figure. This represents a significant improvement over the previous period

of expansio~ The recovery in demand resulted in a larger increase in real

output in comparison to prices.

In Japan the situation was even more impressive. The expansion in demand

resulted in an expansion of nominal GNP by 10.55%, but real GNP grew by

9.38% or 89% of the expansion in nominal GNP. Clearly in Japan the

additional demand resulted predominantly in higher real output (and

employment) rather than in higher prices.

significant success story.

Japan represents a very

In OECD Europe again, however, the story was very different. Nominal GNP

grew by some 20.23%, but real GNP grew by only 3.83% or 19% of nominal GNP

growth. The major conclusion again here is that Europe has dissipated most

of any extra demand in higher prices. To further stress the significance

of these developments, nominal GNP grew by about 20% in Europe and the US

during 1982-84 but real output grew by 2.8 times more in the US.

Finally in the case of the UK we can make the following points. Nominal

GNP grew by 15.7% while real GNP grew by 5.57% or 35% of nominal GNP
growth. This suggests that a large part of any extra demand was dissipated

in higher prices, and this was significantly poorer than the performance

achieved in the US and Japan. However, it was better than the performance

achieved in Europe as a whole, and significantly better than the

performance after OPEC 1. In comparing the two time periods for the UK we

notice a similar real growth increase of between 5-5.5% (appr-ox), however

the increase in prices was significantly less during the period 1982-84.
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Comparing the time periods 1975-77 and 1982-84 we notice that the price
output split has significantly improved for the UK, some arguing (eg. OECD)

that this is due to the supply side policies adopted in the UK since 1979.

The additional demand generated during the recovery since 1982 has resulted

in approximately the same real growth as during 1975-77 but the effect upon

prices has been reduced noticeably.

We also noticed that OECD Europe and the UK still have a relatively poor

performance in comparison to the US and Japa~ One argument for this being

so is that labour market rigidities are still more predominant in Europe

and the UK, and hence the emphasis by Governments in these countries upon

supply side policies.

At the same time the more favourable price output split in the UK does
suggest that if this can be maintained, or indeed improved, a demand

injection by the Government could help to increase real growth and reduce

unemployment. During the period 1982-84 the recovery of demand, whilst

leading to an increase in real output growth, has not been anywhere near

strong enough to reduce the level of unemployment. Hence to reduce

unemployment more demand may need to be generated by the Government through

a less tight monetary and fiscal policy, in conjunction with these supply

side policies to ensure that the price output split of an increase in

nominal demand remains relatively favourable. To rely purely upon supply

side policies alone is not sufficient, for although the price output split

may be improved the real growth of output generated will be insufficient to

lead to a significant reduction in unemployment. We return to a more

detailed discussion of demand and supply side policies below •

.5.l PUUD mm POLICIES

In this section we discuss reasons why there is scope for the UK Government
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to be operating a more expansionary fiscal policy, and this is done under
the following headings:

1. Keynesian analysis and inflation adjustment
2. North sea oil revenues

1. musIAJI PWSIS m. INfUTIOIf A.lUSl'MEIT

Here we wish to analyse the stance of UK fiscal policy in comparison to the

other major OECD economies. In doing so there are a number of measures

which can be used to make such a comparison. It could be done on the basis

of the general Government deficit, or adjustments to this for cyclical

factors could be made. A final possibility is to make adjustments to the

general Government deficit for inflatio~ Adjustments for inflation are a

more recent phenomenon, and it turns out in practice to be the more

important one. Table 5.2 shows crudely how the different adjustments

compare.

The first column shows the Government's fiscal deficit as a share of GDP.

In the second column the inflation adjustment is calculated by taking the
product of the outstanding national debt and the inflation rate, also

expressed as a percentage of GDP. The third col umn shows the infla tion

adjusted deficit. The fourth column shows the cyclical adjustment. This

calculation is taken from the OECD estimates of the divergence of economic

growth from trend on Government finance. In this calculation, the OECD

analyse the tax and social security system to estimate the changes in net

Government expenditure which arises from a change in economic growth. This

measure is taken from 1979 as a base for zero cyclical adjustment. The

fifth column shows the development of output.

The mai n feature of Tabl e 5.2 is that on an infla tion adjusted basis, UK
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Table 5.2
Fiscal policy and output in major OECD countries

General Inflation InIIJIIOn- Cvcucal GOP
government adjustment adlusted adjustment 1979 100
deficit defiCit 1979 & 0

(1) + (2)
(1 ) (2) (3) (4) (s)

France 1979 -0.7 1 1 0.4 0 100
80 +0,2 1.4 1,6 + 13 iort
81 -18 1 3 -05 +0,3 1013
82 -2,5 1.2 -1.2 -0.2 103.3
83 -3,4 1.0 -2.2 -0.5 1043
84 -3,5 0.8 -27 +0,2 IDS

Germany 1979 -2.7 0.6 -21 0 lOO
80 - 3 1 08 -2.2 -0.2 1018
81 -3.8 0.9 -2,9 -ID 1018
82 -34 0,7 -27 -2.1 100.8
83 -3,3 05 -28 -28 1018
84 -22 02 -20 -27 104

Italy 1979 -95 9.3 -0.2 0 100
80 -80 134 +5.4 +1.0 103.9
81 -119 11.2 -07 -24 1041
82 -12.7 10.5 -2.2 -2.3 1037
83 -11 8 9.2 -2.6 -0.1 102.5
84 -13.5 76 -5.9 -0.9 105.5

Japan 1979 -48 08 -4.0 0 lOO
80 -4.5 18 -2.7 +0.1 104.9
81 -40 11 -2.9 1091
82 -34 06 -2.8 -01 1I 2,1
83 -3.3 04 -29 -05 1I 5,1
84 -22 07 -15 +0.1 118

United 1979 -32 7.5 4.2 0 100
Kingdom 80 -38 101 6.3 1 1 97.8

81 -31 67 46 4,0 967
82 -24 48 24 54 986
83 -33 2.6 -0.9 43 1019
84 -31 1,4 -1.7 42 104

United 1979 0.6 3 :1 38 0 100
States 80 -1,2 3.8 26 -13 988

81 -09 2.9 20 -1 9 1028
82 -38 1 7 -21 -35 1005
63 -4.1 09 -32 -32 104.1
84 -3.2 1.2 -20 -18 108

Not" Columna (1) to (4) are .xpressed as a percentage of GOP. and column (5) IS
3n Index based on 1979 .. 100.
Soule,' Meuberger (l985~based on:

Public Expenditure Whit. Piper 1979. Cmnd 7439, HMSO; Public Expenditure
White Paper 1985. Cmnd ~28. HMSO; Central St3t1stical Office. The Uniltd
Kmgdom NIlionil Accounts (Blue Book) 1984; Centrll Statistical Office. Annuel
Abs,,,ct of St.t,II'CI 1984; IM F. Intemationel Finenci., Stlt/Slics, December 1984;
United Nations Monthly Sul/,un oISt.Vllics. S.ptember 1984; and OECD.
Economic Outlook, December 1984,
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economic policy has been far more restrictive than any of the other major
OECD economies since 1979. A large inflation adjustment will occur if a

country has high levels of national debt. since inflation will reduce its

debts more. Since the UK started with such a large national debt. the

addi tion of an infla tion adjustment shows UK fiscal policy to be
deflationary whilst that of Japan. with a small but growing national debt,

was expansionary. The effects of this are illustrated in the final column.

The UK has had the biggest decline in output of the seven major OECD

countries since 1979. Japan wi th possibly the most expansionary fiscal

policy, has had the highest increase in output. The US started the period

wi th a very contractionary policy and finished with an expansionary one.

This corresponds to the initial fall in output up to 1982 followed by a

strong ri se.

A similar analysis over a longer period illustrates the same kind of

development. While conventionally measured fiscal policy does not explain

much of the difference in growth rates between different countries over

different postwar decades, inflation adjusted deficits which do take

account of the initial debt position do.

If it is accepted tha t an infla tion adjusted defi ci tis the appropria te

criteria for assessing the stance of fiscal policy then this has important

implications. A higher rate of infla tion requires a larger conventional

deficit in order to maintain the same fiscal stance. This may appear

paradoxical. The conventional response to an inflationary shock (such as

an oil price increase) is to try to contract fiscal policy. This may be

the correct reaction if reducing infla tion is the main object of policy.

If, however, output and employment are also of concern, then the correct

response is to try to tackle the inflationary pressure in the same way, for

example, by reducing indirect taxes (or labour employment taxes) and by
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increasing the fiscal deficit.

The opposi te approach was adopted by the present Government in the 1979

Budget. A conventional Keynesian analysis would have regarded the

reduction in income tax and increase in VAT as broadly neutral. The

Government believed tha tit was a supply side measure which would give

people a greater incentive to work. It in fact increased inflationary

pressure and thereby deflated demand.

On this basis the impact of a worldwide inflationary impulse. like an oil

price shock. will be different in different countries. It will deflate

most severely those with the largest amount of outstanding national debt as

well as those wi th the greatest responsiveness of domestic prices to oil.
To offset this such countries. including the UK. should pursue policies

which are specifically designed to offset the impact on domestic prices as

well as expanding public borrowing more than other countries.

To conclude. UK fiscal policy since 1979 has been tight even on the

conventional basis of the general Government deficit as well as on a
cyclically adjusted basis. However. fiscal policy in the UK has been the

tightest since 1979 of all the major DEeD economies on an inflation

adjusted basis. This suggests that there is room. and indeed it is

desirable. to have a more expansionary fiscal policy to increase output and

reduce unemployment. Indeed. this would have a beneficial impact on

inflation if the expansionary fiscal policy was due to a cut in indirect

taxes or labour taxes.

2. RORtH .m JUL BUOUIS

The revenues to the Government from the North Sea are very large. Two

positions taken in regard to this are apparent - Forsyth and Kay (1980) and
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the Bank of England (,980), As has been argued elsewhere (see Chapter 2),

the Bank of England view is the more realistic position for the UK to take

in regard to the oil revenues. This structural view argues the need for

the industrial/manufacturing base of the economy to be maintained. This

need not happen if market forces dominate, and hence this may require more

active intervention by the Government to stimulate investment at home. Tax

cuts and/or public investment in the infrastructure are suggested here,

both of which require a more expansionary fiscal stance.

Both these arguements suggest a need for a more expansionary fiscal policy.
Advocates of such an approach believe that due to the large degree of spare

capacity available in the manufacturing sector in the UK, any demand

expansion would be mainly reflected in higher output rather than prices.

In addition as Figure 5.12 suggests, there does not appear to be a

significant shortage of skilled labour in the manufacturing sector.

'" .........__ .--...

U supPLY .mm POLICIES

This section discusses why the Government has laid such emphasis on supply

side policies. The ultimate objective of these is to improve the economy's

ability to supply output, and demand is not in itself seen as a problem.

The intention of policy is to improve the flexibility and efficiency of the

economy, and hence to enhance the split of nominal income as between prices

and output. Proponents of such policies argue that their benefits are

coming through in that the split between output and prices during 1982-84
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is significantly better than that of 1975-77. Nominal income growth has
been reduced and the split between prices and output has been more

favourable than many expected.

Here we analyse the performance of UK output supply by looking at:

a) the Uk's productivity and investment performance

b) labour market rigidities

hl.Dl!..!t PRopoctIJITI MIl lUES'l'MERT PEBt'ORHAlCE

Since 1980 the grow th of producti vi ty in the UK has been qui te rapid, and

especially so in manufacturing (see Figure 5.13). However, these gains

have been largely as a resul t of labour shedding, which has been

particularly prevalent in manufacturing, rather than from an output
improvement. There will be a need to maintain this productivity growth as

output continues to grow, and economic policy has been directed towards

improving efficiency.

The UK has had a lower investment share (ratio of total investment to Gnp)

than most of her competitors, however these ratios are for overall gross

fixed capital formation for the whole economy. Excluding residential

investment, the UK investment share has been similar to that in the seven

major economies wi th the exception of Japan (see Table 5.3>. It appears

then that one of the main problems for the UK is the inefficient use of

capital or poor quality of investment. For example in the manufacturing

sector, where US output per employee is three times that in the UK, the US

invests less per unit of output. Hence the US productivity advantage is

the product both of lower manning levels and better (more productive)

machines.
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Other indicators of inefficient capital usage in the UK, by comparison with
other economies, is found from incremental capital output ratios (leOR's).
They suggest that a higher rate of net investment is required to generate

addi tional output in the UK, than in comparison say to Germany or North

America (Table 5.4). The same pi ot.ur-eof inefficient use of the capital

stock is revealed by looking at output per unit of capital stock (Table

5.5). This comparison is subject to important qualifications however

concerning the statistics. in particular the capital stock figures and the

exchange ra tes used for conversion to a common currency, but the

differences between countries seem large enough to be regarded as

significant.

One final piece of evidence in regard to the quality of investment is

provided by the ra te of return on fixed capital (see Figure 5.14). This

has been significantly lower in the UK than in the other major industrial

countries, especially in manufacturing. Latest figures indicate a strong

recovery in pre tax real rates of return in the UK since 1981, but this is

a recovery from extremely depressed levels during the deep recessio~

Until recently, the UK had a tax system which discriminated excessively

between different types of investment and forms of financing. It also

effectively subsidised investments and to a greater extent than in most

other countries. hence encouraging the extreme use of capital and

discriminating against labour. While this system may have encouraged

additional investment. it has not lead to a better investment performance

in the UK than in competitor countries. Indeed the quality of investment
may have been lowered because of the subsidy element.

In the March 1984 Budget, the Government recognised some of these problems

and introduced a series of measures which radically changed the system of
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company taxa t1on. The aims of the measures taken were to reduce the tax
burden on companies in order to provide greater incentives to business, and

to reduce the discrimination between capital and labour, between different

kinds of investment, and between different types of finance. These

measures it was hoped would discourage uneconomic investment and hence make
investment more productive. This, it was hoped, would produce a higher

rate of return for the economy and, together with the abolition of the

National Insurance Surcharge, encourage employment.

ill. I,IROOB HARm RIGIDITIES

It has been suggested by some economists (OECD) that the rigidities of the

labour market in Europe and the UK have been a major impediment to the

solution of unemployment. The present Government sees the failure of real

wages to adjust sufficiently to deteriorating employment conditions, as the

most important reason why more jobs have not been created during the last 5

years.

"The evidence suggests that, in Bri t.a t n, a 1 per cent change in average

level of real earnings will, in time, make a difference of between 0.5 per

cent and 1 per cent to the level of employment - that will mean in all

probability between 150,000 and 200,000 jobs" (Nigel Lawson, Hansard, 30

October 1984).
Between 1979 and 1984 real wages (defined as co m pe nsa t t on per employee

divided by the output deflators) have risen by 8%, and real wages adjusted

for productivity growth have fallen very slightly. During this same time

period, the total of employees in employment has fallen by 8% and the

unemployment rate risen from 5% to 12S of the labour force. The resilience

of real wages, given the deepest recession in the post war period, is

regarded by some people as surprising. Cost and price developments are

contained in Figure 5, is,
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Table 5.6 ChlDlP' iD money IDd real earaiap IDd employmenr-
male manual and non-manual worlr.ers. between 1975. 1979 and
1983

MIDDel Noa- AU
mlDual

IDdex 1979 (1975- 100)
Average eumngs 166 166 166
Employment 98 105 100
Real earnings (usmg output price 104 104 104

detUtor)
Real eamings (using TPI) 107 107 107

ID•• 1913 (1979-100)
Average earnings 162 174 171
Employment 92 112 100
Real earnings (using output price 110 119 117

deftator)
Real earnings (using TPI) 106 114 112

SDNrrts ~rui"OltS: All earnings calculations ralr.en from information in ~i ..
table 4; they are based mainly on bourly eamings.
Employment changes calculated using the manual and
non-manual weigbts in tbe 1975. 1979 and 1983 Ntw
£"'''''Is Swrwy. The output price deftator is tbe total 6nal
expenditure deBator at factor COlt. TPI is tbe tu: and price
index.
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The Government believes that the answer lies largely in the industrial

relations system and monopoly power of trade unions. As a result the

Government has enacted trade union legisla tion to reduce the bargaining

power of the unions, bringing in legislation aimed at, for example,

restrictive practices and the closed shop. The balance of power has been

movedaway from the trade unions towards management.

Recent evidence from Nickell and Metcalf (1985) has opended these

asSertions up to debate. They argue that the above is too simple a story.

Table 5.6 contains informa tion which they present. It reveals that manual

and non manual men got similar increases in nominal and real pay between

1975 and 1979. Between 1979 and 1983 the real wages of non manuals rose by

19J (in terms of output prices) compared to only 10J for the manual group.

The latter group are more heavily unionised. Hence they conclude that

there are many forces at work in the labour market, aside from unions which

influence pay. They further argue that employment has risen significantly

in the non manual sector relative to the manual sector, indicating that

market forces are not dormant. They suggest that it was not a cheapening

of non manual labour which led to the rise in non manual employment, but

rather a rise in demand which produced both the rise in employment and in

non manual pay.

They also make the following observation:

"The picture over the last decade...... is one of considerable varia tion in

wage increases across different groups in the workforce, with those who

have done worst also being the most hard hit by rising unemployment. The

notion of "pricing into jobs" would appear to be much more complicated than

it is widely represented to be". (Nickell and Metcalf, Midland Bank Review,

p.11 ) •
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Other evidence in this regard is found in the case of Japan, which has had
a very high growth rate of wages but has also achieved a very high growth

rate of employment. West Germany has had falling real wages but has

achieved a low growth of jobs. Within the UK regions, those with the

slower growth of wages have suffered the most rapidly increasing

unemployment. Within the US there was a fall in real wages accompanied by

a rise in unemployment in the early 1980's, and this was only reversed when

macro economic policy was reversed.

Figures contained in Tables 5.hndS.8 can be regarded as a rough guide to the

degree of mismatch between job availability and those desdr-Lng jobs. The
South East offers by far the largest proportion of vacancies, but also has

the largest share of the unemployed.

There is also a considerable discrepancy between the skills of those

becoming unemployed, as represented by the redundancy figures, and those

required in available jobs (TableS!). The outstanding jobs are

predominatly in the service sectors. Those jobs outstanding in the

manufacturing sector are for skilled labour.

The number of highly qualified people rose by 42% between 1971 and 1981,

but still accounted for only 11J of the population. Shortages of skilled

labour reported to the CBI, have been rising steadily since the end of 1982

(see Figure 5'.12) ,although they have not reached the level of earlier years.

Insufficient and inadequate training has often been cited in international

comparative studies, as a prime reason for the poor economic performance of

the UK.

i:..5.a. POLICIES .lQll ECOIOOC GROIfIB

This paper has emphasised the need to adopt a two handed approach to
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economic growth. Reliance upon supply side policies alone, we have argued
here, will not be sufficient to generate enough growth in the UK econmy to

reduce unemployment significantly. Hence the Government needs to adopt a

more expansionary fiscal policy stance, and as we discussed in Section 3

this is a justifiable position.

In the remainder of this section we merely wish to suggest ways in which

economic growth in the UK economy can be sustained and expanded, to reduce

the level of unemployment. We look firstly at demand side policies, and

then supply side policies.

DWRD ~ POLICIES

As has been argued previously, UK fiscal policy has, on an inflation

adjusted basis, been the tightest of the major DECD economies. This alone

suggests a need for a more expansionary fiscal stance. In addition the

large North sea oil revenues which the Government is receiving, could be

highly deflationary if they are used merely to cut the PSBR. These

revenues could ei ther be spent directly by the Government or channelled

into private hands, both with the objective of encouraging investment

particularly that which has the greatest effect on employment. Turning to

specific measures in regard to fiscal policy the following can be

suggested:
(i) investment in the infrastructure,

(ii) reductions in taxation

ill IJfUSl'MElIT .Dl.IBI IIf'RASIRQCTUU

It is desirable to expand capacity utilisation within the private sector,

specifically manufacturing capacity. However, due to the current mismatch

between capital and labour in the UK and Europe in general, further usage

of existing capital may not produce a significant increase in employment.
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What would be required is new capacity in the manufacturing sector,
particularly that which has a high jobs content. In addition, investment

by the public sector in the infrastructure is also likely to achieve this.

Emphasis in this investment again can be given to job content•

.wl RIDtlCTI0 • .II tAm

To make the stance of fiscal policy more expansionary cuts in taxation

could take place, both indirect and direct. Cuts in direct taxation would

have the advantage of creating incentives for businesses and individuals,

and also help restrain wage growth. Other taxes such as the National

Insurance Surcharge (NIS) on employers, which increase the costs of

employing labour should be reduced (note that the NIS was abolished in

October 1984) if not abolished. Reductions in indirect taxes, such as VAT,

should be made to restrain consumer price increases helping to constrain

wage growth. Both these tax options are very useful in the case of an oil

price increase.

Finally it is essential, in order to stimulate the growth of jobs in

particular, for the tax system not to subsidise the use of capital and tax

the use of labour. This will create a mismatch between the use of capital

and labour, leading to labour shedding and capital deepenin~ This was the

situation up until fairly recently in the UK. Most other European

countries are also attempting to remedy this situation.

Before concluding this discussion of demand side policies, it should be

emphasised that these are also likely to improve the supply of output.

This is most obvious in the case of tax reductions, both on income and

those which help to reduce labour costs. Hence those fiscal policies which

have the greatest effect upon the supply side should be given emphasis.

Investment in the infrastructure can also be regarded as having a
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beneficial effect upon the supply of output, with the additional benefit of

providing jobs fairly rapidly.

Finally it would be desirable for any fiscal expansion to occur along with

expansion in other economies. Europe for example, which is suffering from
high unemployment and sluggish growth, appears to need a coordination of

monetary and fiscal policy. The objective of achieving growth in the UK

would be more difficult if other European countries persist in following

strongly deflationary policies.

supPLY .mm MEASURES

There is a need on th e supply side for wages to be more flexible,

particularly given an external inflationary shock such as an oil price

increase. If there is real wage rigidity, that is wages respond more to

prices than to developments in output and employment, then unemployment is

likely to increase. However, as we noted above the notion of "pricing into

jobs" is not so simple. There are many factors which combine to determine

the real wage, and to argue that the real wage is "too high" tells us

nothing about what could and should be done to bring about the desired

shift.

It would also be desirable for there to be increased labour mobility both

occupationally and geographically. The major impediments to these are, for
example, in the first case that of occupational pensions tied to firms, and

in the la tter case inflexibili ties in the housing market. Both of these

are presently under scrutiny by the Government.

It is also necessary for more funds to be channelled into the retraining of

labour. We noted above that there is a significant mismatch between the

labour force coming onto the market (due to redundancies) and the available
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jobs. More effort needs to be channelled in this direction. International
comparative studies have often ,Suggested that this is a prime reason for

the poor economic performance of the UK.

Finally, there is the need to maintain improved productivity and encourage

the efficient use of available capital stoc~ The recent tax changes will

help in this regard, however as the OECD note "the solution to these

problems may well require more fundamental changes in attitudes and

economic behaviour".

5JL SUMMARY JIn CONCLUSIONS
This paper has argued that there is a role for both demand and supply side

policies in the economic recovery of the UK. The present Government has

given overriding importance to the role of supply side policies, believing

that the demand side will take care of itself once inflation and interest

rates have been reduced. The major problem is seen as being in regard to

the supply of output, and policies have been directed towards improving

efficiency and productivity in the UK as well as reducing labour market

rigidities. Such labour market rigidities, it is argued, have led to the

inflexi bil ity of wages and real wages have been kept "too high" causing

people to have priced themselves out of a job.

Supply side policies are predominantly aimed at improving the flexibility

and efficiency of the economy and to enhance the spli t of nominal income

between prices and output, and this certainly has occurred (see Figure

5.12). However, the split of labour incomes between the numbers employed

and the average wage which has grown more rapidly than desired, has been

relatively unfavourable. The out turn of these splits as between prices and

output and between wages and employment, is something that the Government

claims lies largely in the hands of the private sector and in the reaction
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of agents in the various markets concerned. These reactions, it is argued,
can be influenced by improving the behaviour of markets through measures

aimed at reducing intervention, regulation. and monopoly positions.

This view also argues that a sizeable proportion of the unemployed is a by

product of the interaction between the disinflationary process and the

inflexiblli ty of prices and wages. This contributes to a less favourable

relationship between unemployment and inflation than if wages and prices

adjusted more rapidly.

Demand management policies on their own are viewed by the Government as

being insufficient to make a major contribution to reductions in

unemployment over the medium term. Only supply side poliCies can,

especially those which reduce rigidities in the labour market. Some supply
side measures tend to increase productivity rather than employment in the

short term, in the medium term they may bring benefits from higher real

incomes and hence higher output and employment. These gains in employment

will be greater the slower the growth in wages. Improvements in

competi tiveness, whether resulting from slower growth in labour costs or

faster growth in productivity. may be necessary if a sustained non

inflationary recovery is to be achieved and external balance is to be

maintained as North Sea oil production declines. This emphasises the

central importance of the supply side.

This paper has argued. however. that these supply side policies in themself

are insufficient. This is not to say that they are undesirable, but that

at the end of the day without the demand for this additional supply being

there such measures could prove to be insufficient. Unless the MTFS

objectives of reduced inflation and interest rates is enough in itself to

bring about a recovery of demand. then there will be a role for a
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stimulation of demand by monetary or fiscal means. The UK economy has seen
a recovery from the depths of the recession in 1981, however this recovery

has not been sufficiently strong to reduce unemployment.

We argued above that UK fiscal policy adjusted for inflation was the

tightest of all the major OEeD economies, and that this has exerted severe

deflationary pressure on the economy. An expansion of demand was advocated

on this basis, but also on the grounds that the UK has significant revenues

from North Sea oil. The Bank of England view advocates a need to invest a

large part of there revenues in the UK, particularly directed towards

maintaining the industrial base.

Policy proposals advanced included more public investment in the

infrastructure, with most emphasis placed on those projects with the

greatest job content. An expansion of manufacturing capacity is also

suggested. Fuller util1sa tion of existing capacity may not produce many

extra jobs, due to the mismatch between capital and labour. This situation

was brought about because capital was effectively subsidised and labour

employment taxed. Action has now been taken on this front by recent tax

changes, and any extra capacity would hopefully create more jobs. Tax

cuts, both direct and indirect, would be useful in the provision of

incentives and for reducing labour costs and thereby for constraining price

increases. These demand side measures would lead to a more expansionary

fiscal stance as well as contributing to an improvement on the supply side.
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CHAPTER 6.

STABILISATION POLICY
I NTROOUCTI ON

Market economies are characterised by irregular fluctuations in economic

activity as measured, for exampl e, by aggregate output and employment. A

vital issue in this regard is the relationship between these business

cycles and the Government's monetary and fiscal policies. Specifically,

have such monetary and fiscal policies in the past increased or reduced the

effects of business cycles, and what are the future prospects for their use

in improving the cycl ical performance of the econany.

In the 1960's there was a significant degree of optimism within the

economics profession, that answers to these questions were readily

available. This derived mainly from the belief that Keynesian economics

(both theoreti cal and empi ri cal ) had r esol vec issues concerni ng the rol e of

monetary and fiscal actions in the determination of aggregate demand for

output and 1 abour. However, dev el opments in the 1970's showed that

business cycles had not been mastered. Two events in particular pointed to

this:

1. the inability of model s of the economy to predi ct busi ness cycl e

developments. and

2. Governments were unabl e to mit1 gate the effects of the busi ness cycl e.
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The idea of fine tuning the economy associated with the optimism of the

1960's, came under scrutiny in the face of recession and inflation in the

1970's. In the UK this culminated in 1979 with the election of a

Conservative Government actively hostile to the ideas of fine tuning and

Keynesian economics, and the adoption instead of fixed (open loop) money

suppl y rul es. The bel i ef bei ng th at fixed rul es produce better resul ts

than contingent (closed loop) money supply rules. It is towards issues

such as this that this chapter is devoted.

This chapter proceeds as follows. In section 1 we discuss the policy

effectiveness/ineffectiveness debate, and the development of the view that

fi xed rul es are better than conti ngent rul es. Thi s came about as a resul t

of the general bel ief in the Natural Rate Hypothesis, and the adoption of

Muth (1961) rational expectations within market clearing models. We also

discuss the counter arguments to these views as a result of, for example,

wage and price sluggishness (non market clearing models).

In secti on 2 we di scuss ; n more detail the debate over conti ngent versus

fixed rules, and in doing so we analyse various models mentioned in section

1 and the assumptions behind them. This section concl udes that model s

which contain wage or price sluggishness (non market clearing), represents

the most important criticism of the view that fixed rules are superior to

contingent rules. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to empirical

findings on the importance of wage and price sl uggi shness particul arly for

the UK.

Section 3 analyses recent empirical work into the pol icy

effect ive ness/ i neffect iveness de ba teo In part1 cul a r we di scu ss recent
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empirical work conducted by Barro (1981), Attfield, Demery and Duck (1981),

Alogoskoufis and Pissarides (983), and Clark and Summers (1979). The work

of Al ogoskouf 1sand Pi ssa ri des is of pa rt i cul a r interest, in th at they

attempt to test for the existence of price sluggishness in the UK. Using

our own data we conduct a similar empirical analysis which also suggests

that price sluggishness is important in the UK. If this is the case there

is a role for a contingent monetary rule to playa significant

stabilisation role in the short run.

Fi nal ly, secti on 4 presents our summary and concl usi ons.

Before concl udi ng thi s i ntroducti on I merely wi sh to mention that fi gure

6.1 contai ns a summary of the maj or issues as I see it, and the areas to

which this chapter is directed.

~ IHE INEFFECTIVENESS/EFFECTIVENESS DE MONETARY ~ fISCAL FOlICY DEBATE

The economic developments during the 1970's, in conjunction with basic

innovations in economic analysis, prompted a fundamental reconsideration of

accepted ideas about the economic behaviour which was responsible for

business eycl es, and cast doubts on previously establ ished ways of viewing

the effects of Government behaviour on the economy. At thi 5 time three

changes in thinking about the rel ation between Government and business

cycles could be identified:

(a) the development and general acceptance of the natural rate hypothesis,

which relates cyclical fluctuations in aggregate employment to

inaccuracy in inflationary expectations,
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fliURf. 6....1 .sUMMARYQ.f MAIQR r ssuas lit IHf fQll.cy
EFFECTIvENESS/INEFFECTIvENESSDEBATE

(a) Natural Rate Hypothesi s (Ph el ps (1967), Fri edman (1968»

and
(b) Rati ona 1 expecta ti ons (Muth (1961».

IlArIIetclearIng "dJlh~ --------------

~Neutrality Nonneutra1ity

NQn market clearing models

Price/wage slyggishness
hyoothesis

disturbances, (unanticiapated disturbances,

1nfO,\on) /inccmPlete t nf ormatt on)

Surprise supply function

(Lucas <1972,1975,1976), Sargent and Wallace <1975,1976»

1
Ineffectiveness ~ ant1c1pated monetarvl
f1scal policy (empirical ev1dence)

hypothesis
(a rrt t ct pated

full

Buiter <1980a)
Fi scher (1977)

Phe1 ps & Tay lor
(1977)

Taylor (1978)

1
Effect1veness ~ Monetaryl
f1scal policy (emp1r1cal ev1dence)

Barro (1981) - US
Attfield, Demery, Duck (1981)-UK

A1ogoskoufi s and Pi ssari des (1983)
Cl a rk and Summers (1979)

Reasons ~ anticipated monetary/f1scal policy ~ ~ effective ~ in
IOrket clearing models

(a) Fi scal and monetary pol icy have effects upon 1abour supp1 y and demand,
sav1ng and investment behaviour, and portfolio composition. These
alone suggest that the policy neutrality a s s umpt t o n f e invalidated

Bui ter <1980a)

(b) Pol icy effectivenes th rough revisions in forecasts of future
instrument values, Turnovsky (1980).

(c) Differenti a1 i nformati on between pub1 ic and private sectors (But tar

<1980c) •
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(b) the idea of rational expectations,

(c) questioning of the abil ity of the pol itical process to produce good

economic policies.

We concentrate here upon (a) and (b).

(a) lb§ natural ~ hypothes1s

Before the formul ation of the natural rate hypothesis, it was accepted

that a stable Phillips curve existed. At lower levels of unemployment

higher rates of infl ation resul ted, and it impl icitly assumed that the

terms of this trade off was independent of both past and current

monetary and fiscal pol icy. Therefore the Government coul d actively

use monetary and fiscal pol icies to keep output high and unemployment

low as much as desired, but had to accept the rate of inflation to go

wi th thi s.

The natural rate hypothesi s contradi cted these conventi onal beli efs by

asserting that a fixed relation exists, not between economic

aggregates and the rate of inflation, but between these aggregates and

the difference between the actual rate of i nfl ati on and expectati ons

about the rate of infl ation. The natural rate hypothesi s more

specif1 cal ly asserts that, given the mi croeconom i c structure of the

economy, the behaviour of private economic agents - businessmen,

workers, and consumers - that is based on correct expectations about

the rate of infl ation generates unique 1evel s of aggregate output,

amployment and unemployment denoted as "natural" level s. Level s of

aggregate output and employment above, equal to, or below thei r
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natural level s are associated with rates of infl ation higher than,

equal to, or less than inflation rates that have already come to be

generally expected.

The natural rate hypothesis does not imply that monetary and fiscal

poli cy does not affect the level of aggregate demand for output and

labour, nor does it deny that aggregate demand affects the actual

level s of output and employment. However it does imply 1 imitations on

what Government pol icy can accom pl ish. Many factors, i ncl udi ng fiscal

policy actions such as changes 1n 1ncome tax rates and unemployment

benefits, can cause the natural level s to change over time. But the

natural rate hypothesi 5 impl i es that monetary and fi scal pol i et es have

to affect the difference between actual and expected infl ation rates

to make actual level s of output and employment change rel ative to

their natural level. The experience of actual rates of inflation

being higher or lower than expected will tend to increase or decrease

i nf 1 a t ion a rye xpe c tat ion s, The nat u r all ev e1 s 0 f out put and

employment are the only level s consi stent with a constant rate of

i nf 1 at ion. Level s 0 f out put and employ mentab 0vet hen a tu r all ev e1

involve steady increases in both the expected and actual inflation

rates, below th e na tur al level i mpl y redu cti ons in th e expected and

actual rates. The natural rate hypothesi s impl ies that no tenabl e

monetary or fiscal pol icy can permanently keep output above and

unemployment below thei r natural level s,

The natural rate hypothesis and its t mpl ications are robust

propositions, as they can be derived under a variety of assumptions

about the determination of economic aggregates. Some model s that
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imply the natural rate hypothesis assume that market cl earing

conditions are satisfied, and these model s relate dffferences betwen

the actual and natural 1evel s of the aggregates to dffferences between

actual and expectatf ons of actual f nfl ati on (Phel ps (1967), Frf edman

(1968». An alternative model of output and employment that also

implfes the natural rate hypothesfs allows that wage or price

stickiness or both can cause markets to fail to clear. This model

relates differences between the actual and natural level s of the

aggregates to di fferences between actual i nfl ati on and expectati ons of

what the rate of inflation would be if markets were to clear <Barra

and Grossman (1976)).

These examples indicate that the natural rate hypothesis and its

impl ications do not depend on particul ar assumptions about market

clearing. However these assumptions become critical when we consider

the idea of rational expectations.

(b) RatiQnal expectations

The nat ur a1 rat e hypo the sis ass 0cia t e s v a ria t ion s ; n e con 0mic

aggregates rel atfve to thei r natural 1evel s- w; th expectatf onal errors

invol vfng differences between actual and expected rates of infl ation.

The idea of rational expectations takes this one fundamental step

further by proposf ng a general theoreti cal approach to the study of

expectations. The resulting analysis suggests that monetary and

fiscal pol icies may not be able to produce systematic expectati?nal

errors, and thi 5 impl ies that the ab il ity of the Government to improve

the aggregate performance of the economy is even more limited than was
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inferred from the natural rate hypothesis. The idea of rational

expectati ons suggests that it may not be feasi bl e to desi gn monetary

and fiscal policies that can actively stabllise aggregate output and

amp' oyment re' ative to thei r natural 1eve' s. More generally, the idea

of rational expectations suggests a new set of questions about the

causes of busi ness eycl es and thei r rel ati on to Government behaviour.

Two propositions about Government behaviour and business cycles have

become associated with the idea of rational expectations in market

clearing models.

(1)Neutrality bypothesi s - th e ti me pattern of differences between actual

and natural 1 evel s of aggregate output and employment, whi ch forms the mai n

component of business cycles, is independent of monetary and fiscal actions

that i nvol ve sy stemati c respon ses to busi ness eycl e developments (Sargent

and Wallace 1975,1976). According to this proposition, systematic

(anticipated) monetary actions affect only nominal variables such as the

level of prices and the rate of ;nfl ation.

(i 1>Nonneutrality bypothesi s - the pattern of bust ness cycl es depen ds ina

significant wayan an important subset of monetary and fiscal actions.

Only those acti ons whi ch take economi c agents by s urpri se (unanti et pated)

will have an effect upon the natural levels, systematic action will not

unl ess ita' ters the microeconomi c structure of the economy.

These ideas have al so 1ed to th e concept of the surpri se aggregate suppl y

function (Lucas <1972,1975,1976), Sargent and Wallace <1975,1976», which

is al so di scussed in the follow i ng secti on. The surpri se suppl y functi on
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evolved from the bel i ef that only pri ce or wage surpri ses (as a resul t for

exampl e of unantici pated monetary or fiscal pol tct es) cause the economy to

diverge from the exogenous natural rate of unemployment or 1evel of output.

This in combination with the ideas of rational expectations, that the

Government coul d not introduce sy stema ti c s urpri ses into the economy when

the deterministic part of Government behaviour is included in the

information set conditioning private forecasts, implies that deterministic

(anticipated) pol iey rules cannot affect the real side of the economy.

Buiter Cl980a) has discussed the plausibility of the surprise supply

function, and he concludes that both the theoretical and empirical evidence

suggests overwhel mingly that anticipated and unanticipated changes in

monetary and fiscal pol icy will have real effects both short run and long

run. He suggests that anticipated monetary and fiscal policy wl1l have

real effects even in market cl eari ng model s due to the fact that they will

exert infl uences upon 1 abour supply and demand, saving and investment

behaviour, and influence portfol io composition. These alone ensure that

the policy neutrality assumption is invalidated.

Also within market clearing models, anticipated monetary and fiscal

policies can exert real infl uences through revisions in forecasts of future

instrument values Turnovsky (1980), and differential information between

the publi c and private sectors Bui ter <l980c). Both of these are di scussed

in more detail in the following section.

Finally in this section we need to mention those model s which assume price

and wage sluggishness (non market clearing models) such as Buiter (1980a),

Fischer (1977), Phel ps and Taylor (1977), and Taylor (1978). Even if we
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dismiss the criticisms made above in regard to the ineffectiveness of

anticipated monetary and fiscal policies, non market clearing models also

imply that anticipated monetary and fiscal policies will have real effects.

In such model s contingent monetary (and fiscal) policy rul es have an

important role to play in the short run in regard to the stabilisation of

output and employment. The Fischer (1977) and Buiter (1980a) models are

dt scussed in the f ol l owing secti on.

The recognition that monetary and fiscal policy allows the Government to

infl uence the real economy. impl ies the exi stence of scope for both

beneficial and deterimental policy behaviour. A Government which

determines the behaviour of its instruments by the simplest possible fixed

rul e, is not guaranteed to bri n9 about the best of all possi bl e worl ds in

thi s situati on.
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6.2 The Superiority of Contingent Rules Over Fixed Rules

Four reasons have been advanced as to why fixed rules are

better than contingent rules, and these are:

1) Friedman's long and variable lags argument,
2) the trade-off between flexibility and simplicity,
3) only unanticipated stabilization policy has real effects,

4) the time inconsistency of optimal plans (Kydland and

Prescott (1977».

We shall be particularly concerned with argument number (3)

here. The arguments for (3) can be found from the works of

Lucas (1972b), and Sargent and Wallace (1976). Only by fooling

the rest of the economy, or by doing something which takes the

rest of the economy by surprise can the stabilization authority

have real effects. To see why this is so, we look at Sargent

and Wallace's (1976) model for a closed economy, which consists

of the following equations:

1) y (l(Pt - Et_1Pt) + Ut s=
t

Pt + kYt
m2) Mt = - Art + Ut

3) Yt - y(rt - Et-1(Pt+1 - Pt) ) Utd= +

where

Yt = output

Pt = domestic price level

Mt = domestic money supply

rt = domestic interest rate
Et_1 = expectations held at time period t-l
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All of these equations are in log fron, except for the rate of interest
s m drt' Ut' Ut ,Ut represent shocks to the system,

4) Mt = Mt-l (money supply rule)

Using equations (1) - (3) above we can obtain an expression for Pt'
However solving firstly for rt from (2) we obtain:

r = -M + P + kY + U Qt t _£ _t _t_
A A A A

From (3) and substituting in the above equation for rt we can obtain

I':y< -
- [A+ \kl [pY = C1 P -

v k -I Urn [ Y' It t t t +
A + v k _I

z Pt+l -P + j A l u dt-1 t : A + v k i t

Equating this with equation (1) we can obtain the following equation

P = [t -a-(-A-+-yk.l-)--

+Ia(HY~) + yJ
therefore

t ,] \
C1t - U rn \y t + YA El· P I

I a (A +yk) a (Hyk) t- . t+1 _ P i

I
+ y +

\ t.

U d r a (A+Yk) +y -I Et-1Pt I lt +1 - I A+Yk U sa(A+yk) I t! a(A+Yk) + Y !

- , \
:;'\ - £t-l Mt

I-

I I
i a(A+Yk) + Y I

I~

urn
t+ Y

[
A + y k

CL( A+yk) + Y

Since the money supply is determined in the Sargent-Wallace (S-W) model
by a deterministic linear feedback rule which l'S ~~own at t1M E M

~l -, t = l~'lt- t,

it is then apparent that the distribution of Pt - Et-1P
t

and hence Y
t

is independent of eRe feedback rule determining M ,
t
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From this simple model we obtain the New Classical proposition

that only unanticipated shocks can have real effects, and

whatever the money supply rule (ie Frieman's x percent) is

irrelevant. Hence any money supply target is acceptable for

stabilizing output. This conclusion has been arrived at due to

the three postulates of New Classical economics, and these are:

1) rational expectations exist,

2) the surprise aggregate supply schedule is adopted,
3) there is instantaneous market clearing.

Equation (1) in our above model is known as the surprise supply

function, and is derived as follows. Imagine that all workers

participate in a bargain to determine the nominal wage contract

for a single period at a time. At t~e beginning of each period,
workers and fir~s agree a nominal wage for the period. Since

firms and workers care about real wages, this requires that they

form expectations about the price level which will prevail over

the duration of the nominal ~age contract. If prices are

higher than expected, firms can obtain labour at a lower

real wage than had been anticipated when the nominal wage was

negotiated. Firms will temporarily expand output and take on

extra labour to take advantage of the temporarily low real

wages. At the end of the period, there is an opportunity to
renegotiate the nominal wage contract.

If the underlying real factors which determine the market

power of workers and firms remain constant over time, the

expected real wage determined by the negotiating will remain

constant over successive periods. Thus, at the end of the
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period the effects of any unforeseen change in prices may be
absorbed into the nominal wage, explaining why a particular

shock has only temporary effects on the real wage. Hence this

analysis suggests an equation such as equation (1) above:

where Yt and Pt are the logs of real output and the price level

at time t, and ut
S is a serially uncorrelated random

disturbance with ~ean 3ero, and Et_1Pt is the rational

expectation of P~ conditional on information available at the

end of the pre~ic~s ceriod, when the nominal wage bargain for

period t was deter~ined. Since Et_1Ut
S is zero, the above

equation implies ~hat actual output will equal the natural rate
Yt when all ex~ec~3tions are fulfille~ (ie when Ut

S = 0 and

Pt = Et-1Pt) •

It can also be noted from our above model, that monetary policy

would not be neutral if it was allowed to contain some random

component, such that the money supply rule was given by:

where Vt was some randomly distributed shock to the money

supply. This would be equivalent to adding more noise into the

system, but would net appear a sensible option for the

monetary authorities to pursue if they wished to stabilize

output. It is t~is view about the irrelevance of the money

supply target (or rule) which we now wish to investigate. This

is an important issue,since present Government policy is to

reduce the monetary growth rate. If the Sargent-Wallace view
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is believed this would have little effect upon output as we
have seen above, but have beneficial effects for the price

level and hence inflation.

In particular we look in the following, at three situations
where monetary policy can still be effective at influencing

output even within a rational expectations model. These

are classified under the following headings,

(a) the existence of nominal long term wage contracts,

Fischer (1977), and price stickiness Suiter (1980a),

(b) policy effectiveness through revisions in forecasts of

future instrument values, Buiter (19BOa), Turnovsky (1980),

Weiss (1980) and Buiter and Eaton (1980),

(c) the monetary authorities have different information to
that of private agents.

a) Fischer (1977) Model

Fischer's paper is concerned with the role of monetary policy,

and argues that activist monetary policy can affect the

behaviour of real output irrespective of the existence of

rational expectations. A rational expectations model with

overlapping labour contracts is constructed, with each labou~

contract being made for two periods. These contracts injec~

an element of short run wage stickiness into the model. Si~::

the monetary stock is changed by the monetary authority more

frequently than labour contracts are renegotiated, and give:

the assumed form of the labour contracts, monetary policy h3_

the ability to affect the short run behaviour of output, tho.::

it has no effect on long run output behaviour.
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The Model With One Period Contracts

I2) Y _ M P _ U m
t - t - t t

where Ut
S and ut

m are random shocks to the system, and are
generated as follows:

I I

Solving fo~ Pt from (1) and (2)

hence

hence

Assume that the monetary rule is set on the basis of
disturbances which have occurred up to and including period

~ s mMt = E a.Ut· + b.Ut .
i =1 1 -1 1-1

From this it can be seen that Mt = Et_1Mt•

Therefore,
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_lE (U sUm) .i.(U sUm)= I t-1 t + t - ~ t + t

= t l' lUt:l + '2Ut~1 - 'lUt:l + et + '2Ut~1 + "tJ

= -r(e: t + n t)

The disturbances in the above equation are current shocks that
can be predicted by neither the monetary authority nor the
public, and this cannot be offset by monetary policy.

Substituting the above equation into Yt = (Pt - Et_1Pt) + utS,
it is clear that the parameters ai and bi above have no effect
on the behaviour of output. As Sargent and Wallace note,however,
the monetary rule does affect the behaviour of the price level.
The explanation for the irrelevance of the money supply rule
for the behaviour of output in this model is simple, money is
neutral and the economic agents know each period what next
period's money supply will be. In their wage setting they aim
only to obtain a specified real wage, and the nominal wage is
accordingly adjusted to reflect the expected price level.

The Model With Two Period Nonindexed Labour Contracts
2 sYt = t r (Pt - Et_iP ) + Uti=1 t

- Pt - UtmYt = Mt
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therefore

Pt - tEt_1Pt - tEt_2Pt + UtS = Mt - Pt - ut
m

and

Let the money supply rule again be determined by:

CD s
M = I: a.Ut·t . 1 ~ -~1=

+ ! b. ut
m•i=l ~ -~

hence

Since Pt = iEt_1Pt + tEt_2Pt - t(Ut
S

+ Ut
m) + fMt

therefore = t [tEt_1Mt + +Et_2Mt - +Et_2(Ut
S

+ Ut
m
) - tEt_1

s m)] J.~I (s -.(Ut + Ut + 4 _ Et_/'\ - Et_2 Ut + Ut) -

J.(U 5 U m) lM~ t + t + ~"t

2M tE M J.(U sUm) tE (U sUm)hence Pt = ~'lt + t-2 t - ~ t + t - t-2 t + t -

therefore 'it = Mt - ~t_2Mt + t(Ut
S + Ut

m) + 1/6Et_1(Ut
S + Ut

m)

+ tE t- 2(UtS + U tm )

The difference between the actual money stock in period t and
that stock as predicted two periods earlier, arises from the
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reactions of the monetary authority to the disturbances
t-1

and Mt_1 occurring in the interim. It is precisely these

disturbances that cannot influence the nominal wage for the

second period of wage contracts entered into at t-2. It is
clear that the parameters ai and bi of the money supply rule
for i ~ 2, have no effect on the behaviour of output and

for all purposes can be set equal to zero.

The essential reason why the variance of output is a function

of the parameters a, and b1, is that between the time the two

year contract is drawn up and the last year of operation of that

contract there is time for the monetary authority to react to

the new infor~ation about the recent economic disturbances.

Given the negoti3ted second period nominal wage, the way the

monetary authori:y reacts to distur~3nces will affect the real

wage for the second period of the contract and thus output.

The argument of fischer's paper about active monetary policy,

turns on the revealed preference of economic agents for long

term contracts. The long term contract discussed in fischer's

paper, are labour contracts which generally provide a

stabilizing role for monetary policy even when that policy

is fully anticipated. Monetary policy loses its effectiveness

only if long-ter~ contracts are indexed in an elaborate way

that duplicates the effects of single period contracts.

The effectiveness of monetary policy does not require anyone

to be fooled. In the second model with two period contracts

monetary policy is f~lly anticipated, but because it is based

on information which becomes available after the labour contract
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is made, it can affect output. If the monetary authority wants

to stabilize output it can do so. In the second model its

optimal policy from the viewpoint of output stabilization is to

accommodate real disturbances that tend to increase the price

level, and counteract nominal disturbances that tend to increase

the price level. Stabilization of output in the face of real

disturbances implies a less stable real wage than would obtain

with a one period contract, while output stabilization in the

face of nominal disturbances implies a real wage as stable as

that obtained with one period contracts.

Price Sluggishness - An Alternative Approach (Suiter (195Ca))

An alternative approach showing the effectiveness of monetary

policy in a rational expectations model, is to assume price
rather than wage stickiness.

The model now consists of the following equations:

" (Yt - .~\)1) Pt • = Cl + Et_1P t

" =S(Pt• Pt-l)2) Pt - Pt-1 - 0 ~ 6 ~ 1

" y (Mt - Pt) d3) At = + Et

"4) 'it = At

" s5 ) 'it = y + Et

d swhere Et and Et are random demand and supply disturbances.

If prices are perfectly flexible 8 = 1. We solve the mode:

firstly by obtaining an expression for Pt' which is
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M +
t

E d _
t

-y -

+ I B Et_1pt +
I 1 +Say
t-.

[
1 - Sl Pt--I

1 +Say
I

Solving for Et_1Pt we obtain after some manipulation

Substituting this expression for Et_1Pt into that for Pt' we
can obtain again after some manipulation

"6) Say l
l+Say

M -
t [

2 JB ay
<hBay-B) (1+Bay)

E 1M +t- t
E d
t

2 I
Sa + aB I Y -
l+Bay <I+Bay) (1+Bay-B) .

+ r B(1- B)
_ (1+Bay) (1+Bay-B)

+ 1- B
1+Bay

Solving now for Yt,

M P EdYt = y t - y t + t

Therefore

7) Y = [ y ] Mt + I' B
2
ay

2 lE IM + [ 1 -I
t l+Say L<l+Ba')'-S) (1+Bay)_; t- t l+Bay_

.r aBy J Y + r Bay] Et
S

- r YO-Sll Pt-1
(1+ Say-B) _1+Say L l+BaY-B J

" E d
t
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If the policies pursued by the authorities are known exactly

by the private sector Et_1Mt = Mt. Therefore the above

simplifies to:

"8) yO-B)
l+8ay-6

M _ 1
t I hBay

L

E d +
t

r aBy
I l+Say-e
I

+ Bay I E 5 - I YO-B) I Pt-1heay I t I 1+Say-e .

If B = 1 the above simplifies even further to,

" 11 d r J+1 s9 ) Yt = Y + 1 Et ay EI
+ ay I 1 + ay ! t

I-

If the policies pursued by the authorities have a stochastic

component,Et_1Mt = Mt + Vt• Here Vt is a forecast error
independent of the private information set ~ t-1. If we

assume that the private sector information set ~ t is identical
to the public sector information set W t' the private fore-
cast error Vt does not constitute a channel through which the

authorities can exercise systematic influence on private

sector behaviour. If the authorities are aware of their own

systematic policy behaviour, that is the deterministic part of

the policy rule belongs to ~t' it also belongs to ~ t. The

authorities are able to influence the probability distribution

of real output by randomising their behaviour, thereby

introducing additional noise into the system.

They are ill advised to do so however. Random policy

behaviour will never be consistent with minimising the variance

of real output around its full information value. Thus/if the
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public sector has no informational advantage over the private

sector, the above equations are sufficiently geneeal foe the

analysis of the scope for systematic stabilization policy.

When the Walrasian equilibeium condition (e = 1) is imposed,
uwe see from (9) that real output is not affected by

deterministic monetary policy. This,however,is on the

assumption that Y is independent of such policies. However

the effects of fully anticipated monetary (and fiscal) policy

on capacity output in market clearing models, leads to the

conclusion that Y will be affected by anticipated (and

unanticipated) fiscal and monetary policies because of the

effects of such policies on labour supply, portfolio

allocation, and capital formation.

"Equation (8) shows that even without making Y dependent on the

parameters of monetary policy, real output can be influenced

by known activist policy rules if S < 1. Inertia in the

adjustment of actual price to equilibrium price,provides scope

for fully anticipated changes in Mt to render Yt systematically
-different from Y.

b) Policy Effectiveness Through Revisions in Forecasts of
Future Instrument Values

The model which we discuss now is that of Turnovsky (1980).

In it we find that even with flexible prices, it is still

possible for monetary policy to be effective in stabilizing

output through revisions in forecasts of future instrument

values.
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The model we use is as follows, again in log form:

II,
k Yt - , [ EtP t.1

m1) M - Pt = - P + Utt t
2) Yt a (Pt - Et-1Pt) Ut s

= +

where u
t
m and Ut

S are random disturbances in money demand and
output supply.

Combining (1) and (2) above we obtain the following equation

for Pt:

P =t

-,
1 \1 +

"t
l+A+l<ii

L

1 un
t

Therefore

(M - EM) -
t t-l t

k U 5
t

U m
t

This equation differs from the analogous equation in Sargent
and Wallace's model, in that it includes the term
(EtPt+1 - Et_1Pt+1: ~hich describes the revision in the fore-
cast of the price level for time t+l undertaken on the basis
of new information acquired at time t. With the conditional
expectations of prices in the Sargent and Wallace model all
being formed at t:'~,et-l, this term does not appear. Moreover
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as we showed above, with the money supply determined by a

linear deterministic feedback rule which is known at t-l,

Mt = Et_1Mt• In which case for the S-W model:

~ + X +\ a -I""1-+~Xr-:+_1T.:k--C&--
U m
t

Hence (Pt - Et_1Pt) and therefore Yt are independent of the

feedback rule determining Mt.

Returning to our previous equation, we must try to ascertain

(EtPt+1 - Et-1Pt+1). By using our above price equation for

(Pt - Et_1Pt) we can obtain the following for j ~ 1.

EtPt+j - Et_1P t+j = 1 A'j EtMt+j - Et_1Mt+ j l1 + I-
l+ x E P - Et_1Pt+ j+l I1 + x t t+ j +1

Let us assume that we have a deterministic linear money

feedback rule, which can be written as follows:

Since Mt only responds to past values of the disturbances wr.:=~

belong to t-l, Mt - Et_1Mt = O. However, in the equation acc.'e

EtMt+j - Et_1Mt+j = pjl Ut
S + .J&j2 ut

m for j ..1. Assurni r:
stability

\

= 1
1+>.

\
\.

\rto ,1~A l)1j + i,l UtS + ~ + i, 2 t;t~

Therefore

k u s
t

1+,\+ka
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This shows that the price forecast error and therefore real
output, is a function of the parameters of the monetary feed-
back rule l.Iij where i = 1, 2 •••••• , j = 1, 2 •.•••••••
As Turnovsky has shown, feedback policy can therefore be used
to completely eliminate the forecast error, or to completely

,
eliminate the variance of real output.

Setting pj,l = }U I 2 = 0 for all j > 1 we obtain,

Pt - Et_1P t I
A JU,I - k Jus= O+ka+A) (1+A) I+kc+A t

+ A )U,2 - (1+k~+XfJ
Urn

(l+ka+A) (1+A) t

Choosing )11,1 = k(l+A)
X

and )ll,2 =

we obtain Pt - Et_1Pt = O. Alternatively we could choose fU,l
and J.ll.2 to set Yt = O.

Therefore

l (1+k::A) (1+A) }UtI + (I-A) -J
(l+ka+A)

u s
t

Set lA-I )11,1= - [ (1+A) J-(1+~a+A) (1+A) 1+ka+X
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and

to stabilize output.

c) Differential Information Between Private and Public Sectors

Sluggishness in the adjustment of prices, can as we have seen

be a sufficient reason for anticipated monetary changes to

have real effects. Differential information between the

private sector and the monetary authorities can be another

reason for effective monetary policy, even if the price level

is market clearing. It is not necessary for the public

sector to have uniformly superior information, all that is

required is that different agents have differential access to

(and ability to process and accumulate) different kinds of

information. Let ~ t be the information set of the monetary

authority in period t, Mt will be some function Tt of ~ t.

For simpliciity Tt is taken to be linear, Mt = Tt ~ t.

"Consider the equilibrium version of equation (7), where B =1,

Assume now that the information set which private agents have

at t-1 is given by ~ t-1, we can now write the above as

(assuming Mt = Tt ~ t),

'it = I' vl (T 1jI - E4I T 1jI )---'-- t e-t t tl+ay t
_ -1

- -, ;-

+ y + ,_.L lEd + : ~ J'
Ll+ay J t i l+ay

E S
t
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The response of real output to monetary policy in the
equilibrium model depends on the monetary policy rule Tt' on
the monetary authority's information set ljI t, and on the
private sector's information set ~ t-l as well as on the
structural parameters a and y In period t-l the
private sector must forecast the value of the money supply in
period t. To do so it must know, or predict, both the policy
rule Tt and the public sector's information set ~ t. If the
policy rule for the next period is known, and if the public
and private sector information set are identical ljI t = ~ t,
the problem is easily solved. The real effect of monetary
policy will be an increasing function of Tt ~ t - E ~ t_1Tt 4» t •
Tt ~t - E ~ t_1Tt$ t is independent of ~ t-l· The conditional
distribution function of Yt given ~ t-l is, therefore,
independent of the policy function Tt as long as this function
is known and the information set of the private sector and
the monetary authorities coincide.

If the policy rule is known, but if the private information
set and the public information set are not identical (and if
the latter is not a strict subset of the former) Tt [. t -

E • t-l • t J will not be independen t of. t-l (or • t-l)'
The conditional distribution function of Yt will, therefore, not
be independent of the known policy rule Tt. If the policy
rule Tt is not known to the private sector, the conditional
distribution function of Yt is, of course, not independent of
Tt even if the public and private information sets ljI t and ¢ t

are otherwise the same. Important and unsettled issues arise
when informational asymmetries occur. Can the public sector
communicate its privileged information to the private sector?
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If so, are there lags and/or filtering problems as public
sector information is disseminated? Is it better to reveal
privileged information (assuming this is possible) than to
use the informational advantage to influence real private
sector behaviour?

The above argument suggests,that the Government can use its
informational advantage over the private sector to reduce the
fluctuations of output around its natural rate. The success
of such a policY,depends crucially on the ability to make
quick and accurate inferences about the precise nature of
current shocks. Friedman's caveat that such a policy may be
counterproductive if inferences are incorrect, remains relevant.
Also, the above ar~ument does not imply that the Government can
hold output at ~ level other than the natural rate indefinitely.
If the Government attempts to generate a sequence of positive
private sector forecasting errors, individuals should quickly
recognise the basis of the policy and incorporate this
information in Et_1Pt. Individuals quickly learn that the
average level of Mt is higher than they were previously

-expecting, and reassess their view of M if the money supply
rule is given by Mt = M + E t' such that the unforecastable
component once more has a conditional expectation of zero at
t-l when expectations are formed.

In summary we conclude that anticipated monetary policy does
have real effects, and that the Government can intervene to
stabilize output even if this monetary policy is known at t-l.
In the Fischer model with multi period wage contracts or price
setting in advance of the period in which the price will apply,
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this causes the information set available at the time of the
current money supply decision to be richer than the information
set available at the time that the current wage or price was
decided on. Public and private agents have the same information
sets at any point in time, but only the public agent is free
to change its controls in response to new information, while
the private agent is contractually committed by the past.
Public and private agents do not have the same opportunity sets.
It may not be feasible for private economic agents to react
to a fully anticipated change in public sector policy, in such
a way as to undo all real effects of this change.

Secondly, if the current price level depended upon expectations
of the price level at t+l at time t, this also leads to
monetary rules being effective at stabilizing output. In the
Turnovsky model the term EtPt+1 - Et-1Pt+1 appears when we
calculated Pt - Et_1Pt• Hence the term EtPt+l - Et_1Pt+1
showed the revision in the forecast of the price level for ti~e
t+l undertaken on the basis of new information acquired durir~
time t. Therefore monetary policy in this model was effectiv~
even with flexible prices.

Thirdly, the fact that the public and private sectors could
have differential information can also make monetary policy
effective, and this includes the case where the public sector
has superior information to that of the private sector. We
conclude, therefore, as we have assumed in previous chapters,
that monetary policy is effective and that anticipated monet~~:
changes do have real effects.
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In the remainder of this chapter we concentrate. in particular. upon the
assumption of. and testing for. wage/price sluggishness and non market
clearing. This probably offers the most fruitful line of approach in
analysing and empirically confirming. that contingent monetary and fiscal
policy has a stabilisation role to play in the short run. In market
clearing models wages and prices are flexible. and contingent monetary and
fiscal policy is useless. However. in non market clearing models with
sluggish wages/prices. contingent monetary and fiscal policy is effective.
It is towards this issue that we now turn. By analysing available
empirical evidence. we hope to identify which of these assumptions about
wage and price adjustment is most appropriate for the UK. This w1l1 then
shed some light on the appropriate role for monetary and fiscal policy in
the UK.

6.3 WIRIeR UIDUCI.QI DI POLIcy IfFBCIIJIIMSI IIRFlCfIYP1S!5 DEBATE

This section presents recent empirical evidence regarding the effectiveness
of contingent monetary and fiscal policy rules (but more particularly
monetary) for the stabilisation of output and employment. The eVidence
presented here includes that of Barro (1981) and Attfield. Demery and Duck
(1981) who believe in the continual market clearing view. and that of
Alogoskoufis and Pissarides (1983). and Clark and Summers (1979) who take a
non market clearing view. In addition. we present our own empirical
evidence to see which of these views is the more appropriate in the case of
the UK. As we shall see our own empirical evidence suggests that the non
market clearing view is the correct one. hence there is an important
stabilisation role in the short run for both anticipated monetary and
fiscal policy. We present firstly evidence from the USA and the UK.
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lending support to the market clearing view.

(a) Co.petitiye Bguilibriu. Ratiogal Bxpectatiopa (CEBB)wodel approach

(OOpt1m!lJ_rut cleariwd

Studies conducted in the USA by Barro (1977.1981) and in the UK (Attfield.

Demery and Duck (ADD henceforth) (1981» claim empirical support for the
CERE approach. This approach suggests that output and employment, for

example, are only affected by unanticipated monetary growth. whereas the

price level is influenced by both anticipated and unanticipated changes in

the money supply. In addition it is sssnrnerl tha t expectations of the

monetary grow th rate are Muth-ra tiona!. Both the Bar-r-e(1981) and ADD

(1982) models were estimated using efficient procedures. and tests of the

over identifying restrictions they claim were generally favourable to each

model's specifica tions •

.IU Barro .APSl JIm pel APProAChes

Both of these approaches proceed along the following lines. Firstly the

rate of growth of the money stock is assumed to be determined in a
systematic way, which economic agents are capable of discovering and of

exploiting to obtain predictions about monetary growth. For example,

assume that the rate of growth of the money stock is determined over the

period by the folbwing process

+ a x + u
n n 6.1

where Dm - log of the actual proportionate rate of growth of the money

stock.
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x log of a variable which determines the rate of growth of the
i

money stock.

u a zero mean, serially uncorrelated normal variate.

a -ao n
If economic agents form their expectations about monetary growth Muth-

coefficients.

rationally, ie. in accordance with the actual process generating that
growth, then the anticipated value for monetary growth (Dma ) will be given
by 6.2 and the error will be given by 6.3.

Dmr .z u 6.3

where Dmr - the unanticipated rate of monetary growth.

The next stage is to specify an output or unemployment (or both, see Barro

(1981» equation. Here we analyse the case where only an output equation

is specified (see ADD (1981». An output equation for the CERE model can

be written as follows:-

6.4

where y - log of actual output

yn_ log of normal output

Dmr
t

.
-1

unanticipated rate of monetary growth in time period t-i

a - Bo n
coefficients (positive)

_ zero mean, serially uncorrelated normal variate.

The next step is to obtain a monetary growth process for the period of

interest, as given by equation 6.1. Once this has been obtained, the
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residuals from this equation can be used as a series for unanticipated

money. This series can then be used in fitting an ordinary least squares

(OLS) regression for equation 6.4. Both Barra and ADD conclude for their

analysis, that the unanticipated monetary growth series obtained enters
their output (and unemployment) equa tions satisfactorily. The inclusion

instead of antiCipated money in these equations, did not enter the output

(and unemployment) equations satisfactorily. Hence they both conclude that

these results are favourable to their models.

In the Barra (1977) model the OLS results suggest that nominal shocks

persist for a long period of time. In his unemployment and output

equations, unanticipated monetary growth influences these with lags of up

to two years. These lags are reduced to one year in his output and

unemployment equations for his 1981 model. These lags are even longer in
his price equation, which we discuss below. In ADD's (1981) model, their

OLS estimates suggest that unanticipated monetary growth influences output

wi th lags of up to 3 years.

At this point we wish to make two observations in regard to the CERE
approach, and the results obtained to date. These are in regard to the

problem of observational equivalence, and the need for joint estimation.

(i) Frob! 7 9L ob"national eauivalence
There is a problem of distinguishing the Barra and ADD type of models from

another more Keynesian model in which, for example, the error term in the
output equation determines monetary growth whilst anticipated as well as

unanticipated monetary growth affects output. This is known as the problem

of observational equivalence (see Sargent (1976b) and McCallum (1979». To
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demonstrate this further we can make use of the following highly simplified

model.

Yt ,. B Dm + Et-l t 6.5

uDmt = Yl Dmt_1 +
t 6.6

Et and uthave zero mean and no serial correlation.

Equation 6.6 describes a simple money supply rule. Equation 6.5 describes

a model in which, by hypothesis, past money supply growth affects current

output, whether or not that money growth was unanticipated. Hence the

model is constructed to allow an effect for systematic monetary policy.

From equation 6.6

Dm 1t-
uYl Dmt_2 + t-l

u u
Dm 3)t-l +Yl ( t-2 + Yl t-

u u 2 (u -3
t-l +Yl t-2 +Yl t + Yl Dmt-4)

u u 2 u 3
= +Yl + Yl + Yl

u
t-l t-2 t-3 t-4 ........

Hence the model given by equations 6.5 and 6.6, constructed to allow a role

for anticipatable stabilisation policy, can always be expressed in the form
2

Yt - BUt_1 + BYl Ut_2 + BYl U + C't-3 •..'<-t 6.7

in which it appears that only past unanticipated money growth matters. The

Barro and ADD procedure therefore, it can be argued, does not shed much
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light on the efficacy of stabilisation policy, for it is always possible to

interpret their output equations as versions of equation 6.7 derived from a

model in which policy is effective. Adding additional variables

o imerely duplicates the information already available, and should not bemt-
expected to contribute any additional explanatory power.

A more promising approach is that suggested by Sargent (1976a). Looking at
equation 6.7, systematic and therefore anticipatable monetary policy is

reflected in the parameter Ylwhich determines the rational expectation

t-l Dmtegiven information on Dmt_l. Equation 6.7 differs from the
equivalent natural rate specification, in asserting that the coefficients

on monetary surprises ut_1 depend systematically on the stabilisation

policy in force. If 6.7 does describe the world in which we live it offers
an example of the Lucas problem, since a change in the nature of the

systematic policy rule will alter the coefficients on past monetary

surprises. In contrast the natural ra te specifica tion 6.4 predicts that

coefficients will be invariant with respect to poliCY changes, since

coefficients describe only the inevitable structural lags in a dynamic

economy. If it is possible to obtain a data sample in which different

subperiods have clearly distinct policy rules, we may be able to test

whether the coefficients depend on policy or not.

ADD make the point that for their model and the Keynesian model to be

observationally equivalent, not only must the current error term in the

output equation influence monetary growth but every error term back to

period t-n.
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(ii) JOiDt esti.atioD (.axi.u. likelihood .ethode) rather ~ single

Ilt1.tioD (OLS)

The Barro and ADDOLS resul ts mentioned previously. were generally

favourable to their model (bearing in mind the discussion in regard to

observational equivalence). However the estimates presented while

consistent. are not asymptotically efficient. This is because although each

equation's errors are assumed to be contemporaneously uncorrelated. the

single equation method does not impose constraints on the coefficients of

the model acr-ces equations. This can be demonstrated by using ADD'smodel

(see also Leiderman (1980») which can be written as

6.8

65 t + 66 VP + El
t

6.9

where B - the real value of the borrowing requirement

S - the real current account balance of payments

t - time trend

vp- variability of the inflation rate

where u and E1have zero mean and are serially uncorrelated. An efficient
t
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procedure is to estimate equations 6.8 and 6.10 simultaneously.

incorporating the cross equation restrictions implied by the model. The

problem however is thatSl cannot be identified from the reduced form

coefficients. One way in which efficient estimates of the structural

coefficients can be obtained is to treat SlUt + EfVt in equation 6.10 as

a random error and then apply non linear FIML to the restricted version.

ADD adopt this procedure. in obtaining their joint estimates of the money

growth equation and output.

With these observations in mind. we now wish to briefly mention the price

equations obtained by Barro and ADD. Barro jOintly estimates his price.

output. unemployment and money growth equations. His price equation

estimate is (imposing a coefficient of one on m ). where the variables are
t

in logs.

Pt - - 4.28 + mt - 0.68 u 1.70 u 1- 1.88 u
t-2 1.42 ut t- t-3

(0.18) (0.20) (0.26) (0.29) (0.25)

0.64 ut_4 - 0.32 u 5 0.0164t + O.079G + 5.0 rt- t t
(0.18) (0.16) (0.0029) (0.020) (1.21)

s.e= 0.0134

OW = 1.6

where G - log of Government expenditure Pt - log of price level
t - time trend
r - nominal interest rate

m - log of nominal money stock
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Hence in Barro's (1981) price equation. unanticipated money growth
influences prices with lags up to 5 years.

ADD also jOintly estimate their price. output and money growth equations.

However the estimate for their price equation was less favourable to their
hypothesis. and it had a number of problems. Hence we report here their

OLS estimate only. which is

Pt = - 3.42 + 0.876 m 0.0115 u 0.0144 u 0.0088 u 2t t t-1 t-
(1. 38) (0.093) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

- 0.0046 u 3 + 0.0073t 0.0074 VP 0.0037 rt- t t
(0.003) (0.005) (0.031) (0.008)

- 0.570 (mt_1 - P,t-1)+ E

(0.182)

In this price equation unanticipated money influences prices with lags of

up to 3 years.

One of the major conclusions which can be obtained from both these CERE

models, and the empirical output and price equations derived from them. is
that nominal shocks persist for a long period of time. However the

existence of such lags is neither necessary nor sufficient for the negation

of the neutrality proposition of rational expectations models. Lucas

(1975), Sargent (1979) and Blinder and Fischer (1981) have provided

explanations for the existence of lags in the supply equation, and

demonstrated their consistency with the neutrality proposition. ADD's work
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discussed previously also indicates that lagged adjustments in the demand
for money are consistent with neutrali ty. In both these cases the

combination of lagged adjustments with perfectly flexible market clearing

prices, yields the neutrality propositions of the CERE models.

However. Keynesian type models with sluggish price adjustment also imply
lags in output (and price) equations, as we mentioned when discussing the
problem of observational equivalence. Hence final equations with Keynesian

type lags look very similar to the CERE equations. but their implications

for the effectiveness of policy will be very different. In non market

clearing models (sluggish price adjustment) supply is not equal to demand.

hence some other rule must be found to determine output and employment.

Anticipated monetary policy may be able to influence real economic
variables, if the employment and output rules are not specifically designed

to offset the effects of anticipated policy. A strong test of the

neutrality proposition should be able to differentiate between different

sources of lags. due to:

(i) lags in the supply function combined with continuous market

clearing (Barro),

(ii) lags arising from partial adjustments in the monetary sector,

combined with continuous market clearing (ADD),

(iii) lags due in addition to sluggish price adjustment, non market
clearing (Keynesian),

and be able to identifY them empirically.

(b) .. irical. Hid.pc. J.A support12l ~ .DIm -".t cl'arins: na
The test which we now use in order to distinguish between these different

seueces of lags, is that first used by Alogoskoufis and Pissarides (1983)
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CA-P henceforth). In order to perform this test it is necessary to derive
equations which can distinguish between these sources of lags. and this is
what is performed now. Firstly we derive price equations which can test
for the existence of lagged adjustments in the supply function. the
monetary sector. and sluggish price adjustment.

Periyi.tiop!1l.la equatiON.m _ ut1·tecl

1 • lquilibrig .1IWl .lID .ill iU supply tuPotioD

Conventional CERE models consist of a money equation. an output equation.
and continuous market clearing. In this version the only lags are in the
supply function. The model in log form is

dmt - Pt = ex+ex1Y - ex2rt + v 6.11o t t

s k .UYt 8
0
+81 It + 82 Yt-1 + l: 83 i. +w 6.12i=O t-i t

where u .-t-~
unanticipated disturbances in the supply of money

I
t

technological progress
v w

tt ,
demand and supply disturbances

A price equation can be derived by solving for yd from 6.11 and setting
t

sthis equal to Yt 6.12. This results in the following

- (X1B2 Y - v - (Xl Wt-1 t t 6.13

This corresponds to the price equation esti mated by Bar-r-eC 1981) for the
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USA and given above. It has a unit coefficient on m
t
and negative

coefficient on unanticipated money. Barro did admit some weaknesses in his

estimation but the results overall were favourable. The coefficient on the

total money supply was insignificantly different from unity (see above),

and unanticipated money had lags of up to 5 years with a total coefficient

5

cq [83. = 6.63
i=o ~

2.JaBBed ad :blIt-nt ill ~ WOn.tan UCW (ADD)

ADDin their empirical analysis for the UK, argued that some of the lags

which exist are due to lagged adjustments in the monetary sector (and this

is particularly the case when using a broad monetary aggregate, such as £M3).

Assume that equation 6.11 gives the long run demand for money, and that
o 0this can be denoted by ffit -Pt' The actual demand for money can be given by

the following partial adjustment equation

6. LL

Adjustmen t within the monetary sector is complete if \J =1, and it never

takes place if \.l: O.

The derivation of the market clearing price when equation 6.14 is valid, is

found by substituting 6.11 into 6.14 and then to equate output supply from

6.12 wi th output demand derived from this new money equa tion. The price

equation which can then be derived is given by

k
P = - \.l(a +a1B ) + ffi -\.lal L B3~ U f-\.lalBl TtOO t f-o ~ t- t 6. lS
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Equation 6.15 has all the features of 6.13, except that it contains lagged

real money balances as an independent variable. Equation 6.15 nests

equa tion 6.13, which can be obtained by setting u = 1. Equation 6.15

corresponds to the price equation fitted by ADDand discussed above. Their

OLSestimate of the coefficient on mt is insignificantly different from

unity, and unanticipated money affects prices with lags of up to 3 years
3

Their estimate of \.! was found to be 0.43. As

mentioned above, however, their maximum likelihood joint estimates were

less favourable to their hypothesis underlying the price equatio~

3. Sl!JSSi.h price ad lustweDt llm! .rlctt clear' Pg prices)

Justification for the sluggishness of prices is usually based on the costs

of changing prices in either labour or commodity markets, or the existence

in either of these markets of long term (possibly overlapping) contracts.

In order to derive a price equation assuming sluggish price adjustment,

three possible approaches can be identified (see A-P (1983» and these are:

a) Partial adjustment in the price level,

b) Partial adjustment in the rate of inflation,

c) Adding an "error correction" mechanism (Davidson, Hendry, srba,

Yeo (1978)

Using the first approach we can write out a price equation as follows

6.16

where pI is the market clearing level of prices. If there are lags in the
1supply function only, p is given by equation 6.13. If there is partial

adjustment in the monetary sector p1 is given by equation 6.15. Full price

adjustment within the period occurs when ~ = 1.
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Equation 6.16 is essentially an empirical approximation, designed to

capture any underlying influences that cause sluggishness in the movement

of the aggregate price level. It merely describes the movement of the

aggregate price level, and not the behaviour of any particular economic

agent. The equilibrium price level in the right hand side of equation

6.16 for th is reason is the actual equilibrium price, and not th e

equilibrium price expected by economic agents. It is because of this
feature of the equation, that anticipated monetary policy can be effective

in the short run for stabilisation purposes when ~ < 1.

However one criticism of equation 6.16 is that it has the unsatisfactory

property that if the equilibrium price level is rising, the actual price

level is always below the equilibrium level. Hence the remaining two

approaches could be worth considering.

The partial adjustment in the rate of inflation approach, suggests the

following equation

which can then be rearranged to give

6.17

The main difference between equations 6.17 and 6.16 is that the former

includes a second lag in prices. This can be used to test 6.17 against

6.16.
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The final possibility is to adopt an error correction mechanism in the

price equation, which can then be written as

This can be tested against equation 6.16, by testing for the statistical

significance of the change in equilibrium prices in the price equation.

A-P adopt equation 6.16 in obtaining a price equation, given sluggish price

adjustment. In our own results presented below, we also adopt this price
adjustment equatio~ A price equation can now be obtained by substituting

equation 6.15 into 6.16, and by rearranging this so as to have a unit

coefficient on total money we then have
k

p =-~~(a +UlS ) + rn - ~~al E S3.Ut 1· - ~~UlSlTt
too t i=o ~ -

- q,~ (v +al W )
t t

6.18

Equation 6.18 is different from 6.15 in that it includes an extra term not

in 6.15,rn
t

- Pt-l which has a negative coefficient in the equation. If Ij>H,

output is no longer given by the equat r ty between demand and supply. In

general for this case, an output equation cannot be written unless we also

specify the rule determining output when demand is not equal to supply.

We can make the following comments regarding equation 6.18. Firstly it

nests both equations 6.13 and 6.15. since 6.15 can be obtained by imposing

the restriction q, '"" 1 and 6.13 by imposing the two restrictions Ij>=~=1.
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Secondly, the most interesting difference occurs between equations 6.15 and

6.18. If there is a full adjustment in the monetary sector but sluggish

price adjustment(Il=1, ¢> < 1) the term mt_1 - Pt-1 drops out of equation

6.18, but the term m P 1 remai na, Since the money supply is highly
t- t-

trended, there is likely to be a high correlation between these terms.

Therefore inclusion of eithermt_1-pt_1 ormt-pt_1 in the right hand side of

the price equation is likely to give a good fit if there is either partial

adjustment in the monetary sector. or sluggish price adjustment. It will

not be able to tell us if the maintained hypothesis is wrong. The only way

to differentiate between these two hypotheses is to try and identify the

coefficients of both mt-1-pt-1 and mt-Pt-1 and not test for the significance

of either variable in isolation. We now analyse the results presented by

A-P to test these partial adjustment machanisms, and then our own results.

A:l .Itn Result'
As in the Barro and ADDapproach. the first step is the generation of a

series for unanticipated money. We report firstly A_pts money growth

equation using OLS. Later we report their joint estimates using maximum

likelihood methods.

MopeJ growtb equatioD ~ rtlUlta)

Om - -0.029 + 0.49 Dm 1t t-

(0.018) (0.15)

+ 0.73D (Yt-l + Pt-1)+ 1.22 (bt_1 -mt_l)

(0.24) (0.36)

6.19- 0.55 0 (bt_l - mt_l)

(0.29)

se •
0.71

0.036
1.14h -

Sample 1950-80
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The equation shows some persistence and some accommodation of the rate of

growth of the money supply to the rate of growth of nominal GNP. This is

consistent wi th the view that the money supply in the UK has been

accommodating during this period. The balance of payments current account

(b) exerts an influence on the money supply process, with a surplus leading

to an expansion in the money supply. Influence from the budget deficit

(PSBR)to the money supply was not found (unlike ADD). The inclusion of a

time trend and additional lags of the independent variables, as well as the

level of nominal income, were found to be insignificant. The regression is

also free of autocorrelation, as indicated by Durbin's h statistic. USing

the residuals from 6.19 a series for unanticipated money can be obtained,

which can then be used to estimate the price equation.

A-P's results are reproduced in Table 6.1. Using these results A-P make

the following comment s, firstly in regard to the unrestricted equa tion

estimate in column 1. This suggests that there are significant lags either

in the adjustment of prices or in the demand for money, or in both.

Omitting lagged prices and lagged adjustment in the monetary sector, raises

the standard error of the regression significantly. In our own r es ul,ts

reported below we classify this as the Barro case which, unlike A-P, we

report for comparison purposes.

Column 2 reports what we can call the ADDresul t a, as it corresponds to

their price equation. The coefficient on money is insignificantly

different from unity, and unanticipated money influences prices with a

nega tive coefficient. The interest rate lagged is significant, and the

estimate of (~) is 0.18.
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However, A- P argue that the restriction cp = 1 cannot be accepted by the

data, for the following reasons:

(a) it amounts to omitting the lagged price level from the right hand side

of the equation, which has a t ratio of 6.26 exceeding its critical
value at both the 5 and 1% levels of significance in column 1.

(b) the equation cannot reject first order serial correlation, hence there
may be dynamic misspecifications present,

(c) the estimate of ~ is very low, and not significantly different from

zero. The point estimate suggests that it takes 12 years for actual

money holdings to move within 10% of the desired demand for money,

(d) the long run interest elasticity of the demand for money, - 0.52, is

very high.

Turning now to column 3, A-P argue that the da ta does sa tisfy the

restriction ~ = Ifor the following reasons:

(a) the omitted variable, lagged real money balances, has a t ratio of

less than one,

(b) Durbin's h statistic rejects first order serial correlation,

(c) the equation satisfies the constraint that the sum of the coefficients
on money and lagged prices should equal unity.
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Imposing this last restriction results in the following

Pt-Pt-1 2.15+0.21(m -p ) - 0.26u 0.54u 0.097u 2t t-l t t-l t-

(0.35) (0.034) (0.13) (0.14) (0.12)
r - 0.00077+0.74 1 Trendt-

(0.33) (0.0015)

R2 = 0.895, s.e. = 0.020, h 0.75

This implies that adjustment to the desired value of the demand for money

is completed within a year, but only 21J of the gap between the equilibrium

and actual price level is closed within the year. Hence it takes the price

level about 10 years to move within 10J of its equilibrium value, following

a once and for all change in the latter.

The total elasticity by which unanticipated changes in money influences

prices is
2

al,L 83
1
,

1=0
- 0.897

The individual effects exhibit the familiar triangular shape first

identified by Barro, with the first lag having the strongest influence. If

the income elasticity of the demand for money al is close to unity,

unanticipated changes in money influence the supply of output by

approximately an elasticity of the same order of magnitude. The estimated

price equation also implies an interest elasticity of the demand for money

equal to - 0.23.
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1.Qm ,.irical re8Ults 195__84 (uaiD8 annual data)

We now wish to report our own empirical ree ul,ts following along similar

lines to that of A-P, but in addition we report results for the Barro type

price equation. The first step involves generating a series for

unanticipated money, thereby involving fitting a money growth equation to

UK data. After much trial and error the best fit obtained was as follows:

Dmt - 0.017 + 0.473Dmt_l + 0.602 D (Yt-l + pt-l) + 0.687 (bt_l-mt_l) 6.21
(0.018) (0.126) (0.200) (0.222)

It = 0.646

s.e. = 0.041

DW = 2.04
Sample 1954-84

The variables are all in logs except for (b-m), which is the ratio of the

current balance on balance of payments to the money supply. Numerous other

variables were tried such as nominal income (y )t-l the nominal interest

rate rt-l and the PSBR, as well as additional lags on the independent

variables in the regression without success. We also note that the Durbin-

Watson test is invalidated where there is a lagged dependent variable in

the regression, requiring a calculation of Durbin's h statistiC. However,

the size of the Dv statistic prevented this, but its closeness to 2

hopefully suggests no first order serial correlation in the regression.

1. Data and soures are contained in the appendix.
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utilising this money growth equation we can use the residuals from it as a

series for unanticipa ted money (see the appendix to this chapter). This

series can then be used in obtaining our estimates for the price equation,

which are contained in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. The results reported in Table

6.2 used Bank Rate for the interest rate series, while Table 6.3 used the

Treasury Bill rate. The series for Bank Rate gave the better results,

hence we concentrate in the following discussion more upon the r es ul,ts

obtained by using it.

In columns 1 - 5 of Table 6.2 we report results for the unrestricted price

equation (equation 6.18), the ADDprice equation (equation 6.15), the

Keynesian price equation (equation 6.18 with fl =1), and two Bar-r-e type

price equations (equation 6.13)in one of which we impose a unit coefficient

on total money.

In column 1 we report the unrestricted equation (with t ratios in brackets)

and it does suggest that there are lags either in the adjustment of prices

or in the demand for money, or in both. One or two comments should be made

in regard to this equation

(i) the coefficient on Ut is of the wrong sign (but it is

insignificant)

(ii) the DV statistic is in the inconclusive zone, however given that

the regression includes a lagged dependent variable this is

invalida ted anyway. Durbin's h sta ti stic cannot be calculated

due to the large variance associated wi th the lagged dependent

variable.
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TABLE 6.2
UK Price equations (Bank Rate), 1954-84 (OLS)

Independent Unrestricted ADD A-P Barra Barra
Variables (4) = 1) (~ = 1) (cp = ~=1) (CP=~=l)

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
mt 0.0589 0.8728 0.1830 0.5627 1

(0.19 ) (l0.51) (2.40) (7.0)
Yt-l 0.6978 0.4578 0.7062 -1.1680 0.7218

(1.61) (0.95) (1.66) (2.28) (1.29)
P -1 0.9675 0.8297
t (2.68) (6.43)

rt-l 0.0087 0.0107 0.0087 0.0202 0.0084
(2.21) (2.48) (2.27) (3.59) (1.09)

Ut 0.0331 -0.9409 -0.1198 -0.4015 -0.4833
(0.08) (3.86) (0.62) (1.28) (1.04)

U -1 -0.4544 -1.1305 -0.5508 -1.1261 -1.2534t (1.44) (5.25) (2.66) (3.64) (2.74)
U -2 -0.2142 -0.5282 -0.2488 -0.9141 -1.0430t (0.87) (2.14) (1.09) (2.72) (2.10)
(m -1-p -1) 0.1325 -0.6737
t t (0.41) (5.05)

Trend -194.3 -69.4 -189.9 444.5 -330.6
(1.36) (0.45) (1.36) (2.70) (2.70)

Constant -4.089 -2.828 -4.041 2.200 -9.175
(2.18) (1.37) (2.20) (0.85) (4.06)

se 0.03511 0.03975 0.03444 0.05714 0.08460
2 0.S98 0.998 0.998 0.905 u.79GR

SS (res idua 1s) 0.0259 0.0348 0.0261 0.0751 0.17178
F 1457.9 1229.4375 1640.1 679.5 15.74
OW 1.54 1.81 1.61 1.11 0.52
h 1.57
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TABLE 6.3

UK Price eguations (Treasur~ Bill}, 1954-84 (OLS}
Independent Unrestricted ADD A-P Barro Barro
Variables (<I>= 1) (~ = 1) (<I>=~=l) (<I>=~=l)

1. 2. 3. 4. 5

mt 0.0519 0.'844 0.1750 0.5674 1
(0.16) (10.61) (2.27) (6.80)

Y -1 0.7597 0.5280 0.7678 -1.1262 0.7327t (1.75) (1.10) (1.81) (2.13 ) (1.3)
Pt-1 0.9871 0.8504

(2.70) (6.62)
r -1 0.008041 0.0101 0.0081 0.0192 0.0071t (2.03) (2.28) (2.09) (3.25) (0.91)
Ut 0.0672 -0.9226 -0.0842 -0.3372 -0.4738

(0.16) (3.63) (0.42) (1.01) (0.99)
Ut-1 -0.4486 -1. 1403 -0.5443 -1. 145 -1.2594

(1.40) (5.21) (2.59) (3.58) (2.74)
U -2 -0.2063 -0.5266 -0.2409 -0.9318 -1.0350t (0.82) (2.09) (1.04) (2.66) (2.05)
(m -l-p -1) 0.1314 -0.6952t t (0.40) (5.21)
Trend -214.3 -90.9 -209.9 432.7 -329.4

(1.50) (0.59) (1.50) (2.54) (2.66)
Constant -4.314 -3.072 -4.265 2.002 -9.213

(2.29) (l.48) (2.31) (0.75) (4.04)

se 0.03564 0.04043 0.03495 0.05912 0.08522
2 0.998 u.g~8 0.998 0.9YSR 79.5

SS (residuals) 0.0267 0.0360 0.0269 0.0804 0.1743
F 1345.7 1229.3 1640 640 15.47
DW 1.44 1.71 1.52 1.02 0.50
h 1.912
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(iii) the coefficient on ID is an estimate of the value for ~
t

The estimates shown in column 2 correspond to the price equation of ADD.

It appears to fit the data reasonably well. until we make the following

observations.

1. The standard error of the regression. sum of squared residuals, and f
statistic have all deteriorated noticeably in comparison to the

results reported in column 1. Hence the fit is in fact worse.

2. it implies omission of the lagged price level from the right hand

side, which in column 1 has a t ratio (2.68) which exceeds its

critical value at the 5% level of significance,

3. the coefficient on total money is significantly different from unity
at both the 1 and 5% levels of significance,

4. the estimate of).J is 0.33, implying a long run interest elasticity of

the demand for money at the sample mean of the interest rate of - 0.26

(0.01075) r /0.33 (r = 8.04%).

These criticisms or comments suggest overall, that the data does not in

fact fit well when the restriction ~ = 1 is imposed.

Column 3 (A-P) shows that the r-estr-Lotion j, = 1 fits the data well, for the

following reasons:

1. the standard error of the regression and the f statistic are better

than those reported in column 1, although the sum of squared residuals
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is slightly worse

2. the omitted variable, real money balances, has a t ratio of less than

1 in column 1,

3. the equation also satisfies reasonably well the constraint that the

sum of the coefficients on total money and lagged prices should equal

unity,

4. the Durbin h statistic for first order autocorrelation is below its

95% critical value (1.96), suggesting there are no dynamic

m1sspecifications.

If we impose the constraint that the sum of the coefficients on m and
t

p are equal to unity, we can obtain the following estimates shown in
t-l
Table 6.4. These resul ts suggest that adjustment to the desired value of

the demand for money is completed within a year, but only 19% (slightly

less than A-P's OLS esti mate of 21%) of the gap between the equilibrium and

actual price level is closed within the year. Alternatively, it takes the

price level just over 10 years to move within 10% of its equilibrium value.

following a once and for all change in the latter.

The total elasticity by which unanticipated changes in money influence

prices is 2

(Xl L 83i'" - 0.945
i=o

We also have the familiar triangular shape, with the first lag having the

strongest influence. If the income elasticity of the demand for money
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TABLE 6.4

UK Price sluggishness (Pt-Pt-1) (OLS)

Independent Bank Rate Treasury Bi11
Variables

('" -p -1) 0.1861 0.1808
t t (2.59) (2.47)

'I -1 0.6529 0.6618
t (2.94) (2.93)

r -1 0.0090 0.0087
t (2.95) (2.77)

Ut -0.1244 -0.0908
(0.66) (0.46)

Ut-1 -0.5606 -0.5640
(2.92) (2.89)

Ut-2 -0.2603 -0.2641
(1. 24) (1.23)

Trend -170.62 -171.37
(3.36) (3.32)

Constant -3.816 -3.814
(3.75) (3.69)

se 0.03370 0.03425
2 0.72 0.71

R
SS (residuals) 0.026116 0.02699
F 8.436 8.057
OW 1.62 1.52
h 1.520 1.911
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alis close to unity, unanticipated changes in money influence the supply
of output by an elasticity of 0.945.

The estimate for ~ of 0.19, implies a not unreasonable estimate of the
interest elasticity of the demand for money of - 0.38, found from (0.009)
r /0.19 (r = 8.04~).

Al so contai ned in Tables 6.2 and 6.3, columns 4 and 5 to be precise, are

estimates for the price equation corresponding to the Barro model. This

estimate is obtained by imposing the restriction that their is no price

sluggishness or lags in the monetary sector. Column 4 presents the results

for this model when q,=11=1 while column 5 presents results for the same

situation but in addition imposes a coefficient of unity on total money.

In column 4 the standard error of the regresSion rises noticeably, as does

the sum of squared residuals. The f statistic and R2also decline, and the

DV statistic comes within the inconclusive zone. The total elasticity with

which unanticipated money influences prices is
2

(Xl z 83. =-2.44i=O 1

Assuming that the income elasticity of the demand for money al is close to

unity, unanticipated changes in money influence the supply of output by an

elasticity of 2.44. Data for the UK suggests rejection of this equation.

Finally in column 5 we impose a coefficient of unity on total money in the
Barro model. Doing so increases substantially the standard error of the

regression and the sum of squared residuals. R2falls as does the f
statistic. The DV statistic suggests that positive first order
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autocorrelation cannot be rejected. The total elasticity with which
unanticipated money influences prices is

2

al L 83, =-2.78
i=o 1

Assuming alis equal to one, unanticipated chan~es in money influence the
supply of output by an elasticity of 2.78.

From our own OLS results we confirm the conclusions obtained by A-P. Lags

in the adjustment of prices produce better esti mates of a price equation

using UK data, than equations which assume flexible market clearing prices

with lags in either the supply function or the monetary sectOr'.

The resul ts reported above in Tables 6.1,6.2,6.3 and 6.4 whilst consistent

are not efficient because they ignore the cross equation restrictions, and

any covariances which are implied by the model. A-PIs model, and our own

by implication, cannot be re-estimated taking into account all the cross

equation restrictions, because when there is sluggish price adjustment the

output equation is not observable. Hence it is not possible to re-estimate

the model by full information maximum - likelihood to check whether

unanticipa ted changes in money influence prices via the supply function,

and not directly. However the money rule and price equation are observable

and can be estimated directly. These joint estimates are more efficient

than the OLS estimates.

Given the complexity invloved in obtaining these joint estimates and the

necessary accessibility to a sophisticated computer program, I resort here

to reporting the resul ts obtained by A-P. This does not seem an
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unreasonable stance, since ultimately what is of interest is obtaining the
speed with which prices adjust to equilibrium. The OLS results above

suggested that for A-P this was 21% each year, while our own results
suggestd 19%. Hence we would anticipate that joint estimates for our own

model would be very similar to that of A-P.

The joint estimates of the two equations (money growth and price level)
which A-P obtain, with the cross equation restrictions imposed, were as

follows:

0.005+0.55Dm 1+0.45D (y .+p )+l.OO(b -m )
t- t-l t-l t-l t-l

(0.018) (0.13) (0.15) (0.21)

-0.36D (bt_l-mt_1) + Et
(0.30)

0.039, h = 0.66s. e. =

p -p = - 2.60+0.25(mt-pt_l) - 0.35u -0.69u -0.24ut t-l t t-l t-2
(0.37) (0.036) (0.15) (0.19) (0.16)

+ 0.66r 1 - 0.00026 Trend + nt
t-

(0.45) (0.0020)

s.e. 0.018, h 1.21

The cross equation restrictions imposed by the model are satisfied at the

95% level of significance. The likelihood ra tio test for the nine

restrictions implied by the three unanticipated money terms in the price
2

equation, distributed as X is 8.65. The critical value at the 95% level is

16.92, so the restrictions cannot be rejected.
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The joint estimates are similar to A-P's OLS estimates, but with some

differences. The money equation shows more persistence and less

accommodation to changes in nominal GNP. In the price equation

unanticipated changes in money now have a greater effect, with total

coefficient of 1.28. The triangular shape of the coefficient's pattern is

still present. The interest rate has a slightly smaller effect, with

implied interest elasticity of the demand for money at sample means equal

to - 0.17.

The estimates also imply a slightly faster adjustment of prices towards

equilibrium, with a quarter of the gap between actual and equilibrium

prices closing every yea~ The faster adjustment implies that it takes the

price level about 8 years to move within lOS of its equilibrium level,

following a once and for all change, instead of the OLS estimates (A-P's

and our own) of about 10 years. We anticipate tha t if our own equa tions

had been estimated jointly, they would have given a similar time period of

adjustment for prices.

!!p!rica! erldeAO' .ns. tbe operation 9L labour .rketa J.Il1lut Jl§A JYIl JII

The final piece of empirical evidence, in regard to the market clearing

versus non market clearing view, which we discuss in this chapter is that

presented by Clark and Summers (1979) (C-S henceforth). Their empirical

analysis is based upon employment and unemployment data for the USA. They

analyse developments in the labour market in the USA and attempt to see if

these developments can be explained by existing theoretical models of

unemployment (Search and Contract), which are essentially based upon market

clearing principles. C-S conclude that while same of the unemployment can,

a large part cannot. This they argue suggests a need for a re-examination
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of these theoretical models and policy recommendations, which feature a

dynamic portrayal of unemployment. The major points which we wish to cover

briefly here, are summarised in Figure 6.2

The central point of C-S's paper is that most unemployment in the USA, even

in tight labour markets, is characterised by relatively few people who are

out of work a large part of the time due to being either unable or

unwilling to locate employment. They find that "normal turnover", broadly

defined, can account for only a small part of measured unemployment.

Theoretical models and policy recommendations which feature a dynamic

portrayal of unemployment seem therefore to be deficient, and must be re-

examined.

The two major theoretical paradigms which lead to a dynamic protrayal of

unemployment are Search and Contract theory. In essence both of these

regard unemployment as being an optimal response to economic conditions,
and are in an important sense theories of voluntary unemployment. Since

they both take a market clearing view of the labour market, they do not

recognise equilibrium involuntary unemployment and are inconsistent with

repeated long spells of joblessness. Their plausibility then depends upon

which characterisation of unemployment is correct.

PPlicy attitudes ~ UReeploJIBnt dyp"'C8

The study of unemployment dynamics has important policy implications.

Emphasis on dynamics tends to reduce the welfare significance of

unemployment. The implication is that the burden is widely shared and that

few individuals suffer greatly. Furthermore, turnover is also sometimes

seen as socially productive in facilitating an efficient matching of
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FIGURE 6.2

A dynamic portrayal of unemployment - theories, assumptions and criticisms

Two theoretical paradigms
~1. Search theory Stigler (1961) 2. Contract theory Aziaridis (1975)

Ba ily (1974)
Persons choose to be unemployed
in order to seek better job
opportunities.

Persons enter into implicit or explicit
understandings with employers, under which
temporary layoffs are the optimal response
to variations in demand.

Assumptions of 1 and 2
(a) Both take a market clearing view (they exclude the possibility of the labour

market failing to clear over sustained periods),
(b) unemployment is understood as an optimal response to economic conditions,
(c) they do not recognise equilibrium involuntary unemployment,
(d) they are in an important sense, theories of voluntary unemployment.
Criticisms of 1 and 2
(a) They are inconsistent with repeated long spells of joblessness, and are

unable to explain a large part of measured unemployment,
(b) both theoretical views fail to explain why a few people are out of work

for much of the year (as C-S find),
(c) both models may explain a great deal of the observed labour market behaviour

and may fit the experience of many workers, however it is not plausible
that an efficient response, either to the uncertainty of what jobs may
be found or to variations in demand, could lead to arrangements in which
persons repeatedly spend a large part of the year involuntarily without
jobs.

(d) other explanations of extensive long term unemployment are required.
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persons to jobs. On this basis it has frequently been argued that reducing

unemployment below some "natural" rate would be a step away from economic

efficiency (Friedman (1968». Observed high turnover rates and brief

unemployment duration have led many economists to suggest that the most

appropria te measures to remedy unemployment should be focused on

facil ita ting rapid job search and increased job holding, ra ther than on

increasing the number of available jobs. Perhaps the most important point

is that the turnover view has been used to discredit notions of "hard-core"

unemployment. The emphasis for employment and training policy would then

be placed upon improving the operation of labour markets (supply side

policies), rather than on employment prospects of specific individuals.

C-S's empirical evidence finds that only a small part of all unemployment

is experienced by persons who find a job after a brief spell. In the light

of their finding that most unemployment in the USAis attributable to

people wi th long periods of joblessness, they argue tha t this requires a

re-evaluation of the significance of the Search and Contract theories and

their policy implications.

C-S found, for exampl e, that the average unemployed person in 1974 spent

one month outside the labour force, though still wanting a job. The 2.4

per cent of the labour force in 1974 who experienced more than six months

of unemployment, accounted for over 41 per cent of all the unemployment.

Their data also suggests that the primary effect of a decline in aggregate

demand is a sharp increase in the incidence of long term unemployment.

As unemployment rose, the incidence of short term unemployment increased

only modestly, while longer term unemployment rose noticeably. The C-S

resul ts suggest that the dominant theoretical market clearing views of
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unemployment fail to explain what is actually happening in the labour

markets in the USA.

If the Search and Contract theories cannot explain extensive long term

unemployment, alternative explanations must be found. These could include:

(a) Minimun wages causing rigid nominal wages

Cb) Welfare benefits
(c) High reservation wages

Cd) Stochastic demand shocks

C-S analyse each of these, and make the following observations. In regard

to minimum wages, C-S found concentrated unemployment among adult males

almost non of whom worked for near the minimum wage when employed. They

argued that the statutory level was too low to affect most people, and that

reductions in the minimum wage was unlikely to have a direct effect on most

of the long term unemployed.

The high reservation wage argument suggests that the unemployed are so

because they want to be out of work. The major problem with this approach

is that it cannot explain substantial and persistent regional differences

in extensive unemployment. Why should the proportion of persons whose

reservation wages are close to their market wages, differ substantially

across regions?

An economy which is characterised by wage or price sluggishness can be

expected to experience extensive involuntary unemployment at every point in

time, where a negative demand shock occurs.

Before discussing the role which welfare benefits have in explaining long
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term unemployment, we wish now to mention some relevant labour market

developments in the UK, specifically the duration of unemployment. The

relevant information is contained in Table 6.5. It shows that over half

(56.8S) of the unemployed (both male and female) have been out of work for

over six months, and 39.4J have been unemployed for over a year. The

number of long term unemployed has been rising more rapidly than total

unemployment. The duration of unemployment increases with age, and in many

groups women are more likely to be unemployed than men. The figures

however understate the extent of female long term unemployment, as many

married women cease to sign on after a year because they have exhausted

their unemployment benefi ts and are not entitled to supplementary

allowances. Finally amongst unemployed males, some 25% have been

unemployed for more than two years.

The Search and Contract theories offer little explanation of these

developments in long run unemployment. Advocates of the continual market

clearing view must resort to a non disequilibrium approach to explaining

such developments. The most widely advanced include minimum wage

legisla tion and wel fare benefits resul ting in labour market rigidi ties,

which reduce the efficient operation of market forces. We concentrate here

upon the view that welfare benefits can be used as an explanation for the

increase in long term unemployment in the UK. C-S in their analysis were

sceptical about its explanatory power for the USA.

In analysing thi s view we utili se a recent report by Piachaud (1984) for

the OECD,into the poverty created by long term unemployment in the UKand

other industrialised economies: His analysis concluded that unemployment

causes real poverty, especially if it lasts over six months. As we



Table 6,5
UNEMPLOYMENT BY AGE AND DURATION

Dunition of unempfoYIMnt '.... 1
0-21 Total (- 100%1

Pw_t8111 Up to 21 up to 52 0-12 thou.....

M..les ..ged: under 25 51.6 17.4 31.0 791.9
25-54 35 14.9 50.2 1225.7
55 ..nd over 30.9 18.8 50.3 298.5

AII ..ges 40.1 16.3 43.6 2316.0

Fem..les aged: und.r 25 57.5 18.2 24.2 494.3
25-54 46.4 22.6 31.0 462.0
55.nd over 23.5 14.3 62.1 68.6

All ages 50.2 20.0 29.8 1024.9

Source: o.t»rr",.nt of Employ",.ntG_tt, 1t.,1. 2.51. Tot.ls do not sum due to rounding .
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FIGURE 6,3
SOURCE: Unpublished OECD report (1984),

Economist (1984)
(*% of gross working income covered by unemployment benefit and changes
in income tax and social security dues)

...... iI,'HI .... rlltjos'
'"..... 011-l1li ...... 1
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mentioned above the number of people out of work in Britain for over a year

has been rising steeply, amounting to some 1.3 million in 1984. As the

OEeD study shows, these are the jobless most prone to real hardship. The

study admittedly is incomplete, partly because of the difficulties of

comparing welfare benefits in different countries. In addition it does not

particularly single out the UK. However, it does show that the often used

example of the unemployed family man, previously on very low wages, who
gets nearly as much on the dole as in work, is only one in twenty of those

out of work. Most of the unemployed get poorer very quickly (see Figure

6.3). These results, whilst tentative, do tend to suggest that the welfare

benefits argument does not go a long way in explaining the majority of the

rise in the long term unemployed in the UK.

U 3'mr" ..m. conclualoD8

This chapter has analysed, in some detail, the debate over policy

effectiveness/ineffectiveness. We analysed developments in the view that

contingent (anticipated) monetary and fiscal policies were ineffective, and

that Governments were advised instead to follow fixed and simple monetary

and fiscal policy rules (Section 1).

Section 2 analysed simple economic models and their underlying assumptions,

which could be used to justify either the policy

effectiveness/ineffectiveness view. The main conclusion here was that the

assumption of wage/price sluggishness presented the most potent criticism

of the market clearing, policy ineffectiveness view.

Section 3 discussed in some considerable detail the empirical evidence

available in regard to the policy effectiveness/ineffectiveness debate.
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We analysed empirical evidence from Barro (1981), ADD (1981) and A-P (1983)

as well as presenting our own empirical results, and concluded that for UK

data the assumption of price sluggishness resulted in a better fit for the

price equations estimated. If these resul ts are accepted, this implies

that contingent monetary and fiscal policy rules have an important role to

play in the short run for the stabilisation of output and employment.

Hence we reject the assumption of perfectly flexible continuous market

clearing prices, and the policy conclusions of models based upon this

assumption.

In Section 3 we also presented some empirical evidence in regard to the

operation of labour markets in the USA (C-S) and the UK. As in the case of

evidence for the price equation in the UK, the data for unemployment

suggests rejection of the continual market clearing view. Search and
contract theory, which are based on the market clearing view and the

dynamic portrayal of unemployment, provide little explanation of actual

developments in the labour market (both in the USA and UK), which is

characterised by an increase in the duration of unemployment (Table 6.5)

and hence rise in hard-core unemployment. The abili ty of current
unemployment theories, which emphasise the importance of high turnover of

the unemployed population, to explain only a small portion of total

joblessness has important implications for Government policy. Those

policies which are based upon the market clearing view, emphasising the

need to improve the operation of labour markets to reduce unemployment,

such as facilitating rapid job search. retraining. abolishing minimum wage

legisla tion. tightening welfare benefits. and implementing trade union

legislation. will clearly not be sufficient to reduce unemployment

significantly.
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What economic policies are required to be implemented by the Government.

especially to have an influence upon the hard-core unemployed in a non

market clearing economy. are measures to generate job opportunities. As
has been mentioned in a previous chapter (chapter 5) a more expansionary

fiscal stance is required. and as part of this package increased public

sector investment in the infrastructure. Those investments with the

greatest job content would have the greatest impact on the unemployment

figures. Those policies aimed predominantly at improving turnover will

clearly be insufficient.
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CBAP'l'ER 7

A QUDTITATIVE ISSESSMDT OF 1IIE ECONOMIC EFFECtS OF NORTH SEA on AND

TIGHT IIJOY

In this chapter we return again to analysing the economic effects of North

Sea oil production, oil price increases, and tight money. However we are

particularly concerned here with the contribution which each of these has

made, to the structural changes which have been taking place in the UK

economy. To do so we attempt to quantitatively assess these likely

developments, and assign to them the contribution due to oil and money. A

vital step in this procedure is to construct a simple macroeconomic model
of the UK economy, which attempts to capture some of the main channels of

influence through which oil and money affect the rest of the economy. The

quantitative results obtained in this chapter, have been derived from

simulating this model.

The plan of this chapter is as follows. In the first section we construct

a simple Bruno-Sachs type model, similar to the one discussed in chapter 4,

and discuss its basic underlying assumptions. It includes one major

extension to the models discussed in earlier chapters, in tha tit

incorporates developments in the current account and how this affects the

rest of the economy. As we noted in chapter 2, the Forsyth and Kay

argument suggests that one of the major influences of North Sea oil

production is felt upon the current account.

In section 2 we parameterise the model, doing so by drawing upon existing

empirical work in this area as well as information contained in UK
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macroeconomic forecasting models, as well as some of our own results
derived earlier.

Section 3 combines the analysis of sections 1 and 2. Here we attempt to

quantitatively assess the adjustment processes arising from the three
shocks of interest. This quantitative analysis is conducted by simulating

the model using the Buiter-Austin {1982} discrete time simulation program.

The desired ultimate objective being to obtain the "Thatcher" effect upon

the UK economy deriving from the tight monetary stance, and the "Oil"

effect deriving from North Sea oil production and oil price increases.

1&1 Theoretical framework
The model developed here, consists of the following sectors which are

discussed in more detail below - goods, money, wage-price, and exchange
rate - current account. We turn firstly to a discussion of the goods

sector.

Goods sector
In the following model we assume that there are three goods available to

the economy, a domestically produced non oil final good which can be either

consumed domestically or exported, a foreign produced non oil final good

which can be imported and is imperfectly substitutable in consumption with

the domestic final good, and finally a domestically produced intermediate

good (oil) which is consumed domestically and also exported. The price of

the intermediate input and foreign final good are determined on world

markets, and hence can be assumed to be exogenous.

For simplicity we do not explicitly model the production of oil, nor

attempt to explain how much of this is consumed domestically and how much

is left over to be exported. We merely assume that the production of oil
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is exogenously determined, and that its future production, along with a

knowledge of future 011 prices, can be used to obtain the infinite term

annuity value (permanent income) deriving from this production. In

addition we also assume that a certain fixed proportion of this value (in

foreign currency) is exported annually. The highly simplified nature of

this assumption is readily acknowledged.
In analysing the non oil goods sector, we split this into two components.

Firstly an output demand equation is derived, and then an output supply

equation.

Output de-M

Here we concentrate upon those factors determining the demand for the

domestically produced non oil good. which can be written as follows
d d ) yd yd ydy = y (G,T,WT 1 > 0, 2 > 0, 3 > 0

The demand for non oil output (Y) depends positively upon Government

expendi ture (G), the non 011 trade balance (T), and total private sector

weal th (WT). The non 011 trade balance requires further expansion. We can

write it as being a function of the following variables.

T = T (~, y, Y*) T1 > 0, T2 < 0, T3 > 0

The trade balance depends positively on the real exchange rate, assuming

that the Harshall- Lerner conditions are satisfied, and foreign output, but

negatively upon domestic output. We have asumed for simplicity here, that

export and import demand are functions only of output (domestic and

foreign) and the real exchange rate.

A discussion of the wealth variable in the non oil output demand equation

is discussed in greater depth below.
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OutPUt supply

The domestic production of the final good (Y) is assumed to be a function

of labour input (L), input of the tradeable intermediate good (0), and
exogenously fixed capital stock (K). Hence we can write the following

yS = yS (L,O,K)
Appealing to standard duality results, under cost minimisation, and
obtaining a marginal cost (MC) schedule, or alternatively assuming that the

firm operates under conditions of perfect competition P=MC, we can obtain a

general output supply schedule of the form

E P*Oil
p

K), Y~ < 0, Y~ < 0, Y~ > °
This expresses changes in non oil output supplied as a negative function of

Wchanges in the real product wage (p)' and the relative price of the

intermedia te input. Where E is the nominal exchange ra te and p. oil the
price of oil in dollars. Hence a real shock such as an increase in the

relative price of oil, is likely to reduce the incentive to supply the

domestic non oil good.

As noted above, we assume in the following that the capital stock is held

constant. However it should be borne in mind that this may be an

unreasonable assumption. An oil discovery, oil price increase or a

monetary con traction are likely to affect the profi tablli ty of the

manufacturing sector (due to exchange rate and other developments), hence

reducing the capital stock in usage and thereby influencing the supply of

non 011 output.

MopeY sector

The demand for money function can be written as follows
Mdp- = M (Y,r,WT) Ml > 0, M2 < 0, M3 > °

The demand for money is assumed to be an increasing function of domestic
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non oil output and total private sector wealth. and a decreasing function

of the rate of interest (r).

Although the targets originally outlined in the Government's HTFS were set

in terms of broad money (sterling H3), the demand for Hl has proved to be

more stable. The narrower aggregates have also mirrored the recession and

the slowdown in inflation much more closely than has broad money. We use

the narrow definition of the money supply for our model below.

Vage/priee sector
Following our analysis and evidence presented in chapter 4. we assume that

workers are concerned wi th maintaining their real wages (ie. real

consumption wage as distinct from real product wage). Hence workers are

concerned with developments in the consumer price level (Pc). and any

change in this will result in a change in nominal wages. with a lag. so as

to reestablish the targetted real wage level.

As for the price level itself, we must distinguish between the domestic

output price level (the price level of the domestically produced final non

oil output) and that of the consumer price level. The latter is assumed to

be a weighted average of the domestic output price level and the foreign

non oil final good price level. A change in the exchange rate. for a given

domestic output price level. will obviously change Pc and hence the nominal

wage level. This latter effect will alter the real product wage. and hence

the supply of domestic non oil output.

IIghep" aY :.gurreot account
We assume that the exchange rate is perfectly flexible, and in addition

that there is perfect mobility and foresight in the foreign exchange
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market. Hence the expected rate of depreciation must equal the interest
rate differential between the domestic interest rate and the exogenously

given foreign interest rate (r-), therefore

De = r - r- (covered interest arbitrage)

The current account balance (CA) can be written as follows

CA = T + r- F + oil trade balance

Domestic holdings of foreign debt (F) change according to the current
account balance, which is the sum of three components

(a) the non oil trade balance (T)

(b) the debt service account (r-F)

(c) the net oil trade balance

The non oil trade balance has been discussed already above. The debt

service account represents payments from overseas, to domestic residents
who hold foreign debt. The accumulation or decumulation of foreign assets

results from developments in the current account. A current account

surplus, for example, will lead to an increase of F and an increase in

payments to domestic residents. The final component of the current account

is the balance on oil trade. This is clearly given great importance by

Forsyth and Kay in their analysis of the economic effects of North Sea oil.

We can observe from our current account equation that a positive oil trade

balance plus a positive debt service account, implies that in the long run,

when the current account is in equilibrium (CA=O), the non oil trade

balance would need to deteriorate considerably.

It is important to emphasise that in our current account equation these

flows will be in foreign currency, leading to the accumula tion or

decumulation of the foreign asset which is also denomina ted in foreign

currency.
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So far we have discussed the various sectors included in our model.

However there are two other issues which we wish to discuss here. These

are in regard to the weal th effects included in the model, and the

variables which will introduce a dynamic adjustment process into the model.

Wealth effects
In the above model. we have included a wealth variable (WT) in both the non

oil final good demand equation and the money demand equation. We shall

argue here that the total wealth of the UK private sector (WT) consists of

two major components:
(a) total financial weal th (FW) - derived from the holding of financial

assets (both domestic and foreign)

(b) total real wealth (RW) - derived from the permanent income

accruing from the oil revenues.

Hence we can write a total private sector wealth equation as follows

WT = FW + RW

These wealth effects identified (see figure 7.1) resulting from

developments in the current account and permanent oil revenues. feed

through into the rest of the economy via increased demand for money and the

domestic final non oil good (consumption or even investment demand). Our

analysis here is very similar to that of Minford (1981). We assume that

any additional wealth is equally distributed between a demand for money and

non oil goods. This assumption is made in order to simplify the analysis

as much as possible.

JlDdel dYDe,101
Before concluding this theoretical analysis of our model, we need to

mention the dynamic forces which have been incorporated within it. These

operate through the exchange rate. nominal wages and the current account

via the accumulation of F. It is assumed that the exchange rate is a jump
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variable capable of adjusting instantaneously, whilst nominal wages (W) and
the current account adjust gradually through time •

.Im! mel

Given our discussion above and the analysis contained in chapter 4, we now

present the model which will be used for simulation purposes below. The
model is presented in log form, where lower case letters represent logs of

that variable.

7.1 m-pc = k (y+p-pc) - Ar + 81 (e+f-pc) + 82 (e+o+p*oil-pc) LM
d

7.2 Y Ylg + Yz(t+e-p) + Y3(e+f-p) + Y4 (e+o+p*oil-pc) (output demand)

7.3 t = 81 (e-p) -82y+83Y* (non oil trade balance in foreign currency)

7.4 yS =-nl (w-p) -n2 (e+p*oil-p) (output supply)

7.5 pc = up + (i-a) (e+p*) (consumer price index)

7 6 De = r-r* (covered interest arbitrage).
7.7

t
w wo + pc (target nominal wages)

7.8 Df = t + r*f + Y «(j + p*oil) (current account - in foreign currency)
t~ (w -w) (nominal wage adjustment)7.9 Dw

Exogenous variables

Endogenous variables
tpc,y,p,r,e,f,t,w,w

7.2 rarlllter eotf"tes
This section attempts to obtain estimates for the parameters contained in

the above model, so that a simulation analysis can be conducted in the next

section. Here we merely list the estimates wi th the sources from which

they have been obtained.
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Paraaeter Source

k = 1 Bond and Knobl (B-K) (1982) p391

Coghlan (1980) pp 136-139

A O·S B-K P 391
Coghlan pp 136-139
Holden, Peel, Thompson (1982) p.43

81 = 0.01
82 0.1

Yl Y2 = 1

Author's estimates

Y3 0.01

Y4=0.1
Author's estimates

Author's estimate

B-K p391

National Institute model (1977)

Midland Bank Review (1985) p8

B-K p391

et = 0.7 B-K p393

Minford (1979)

y = 0.25 B-K p 364

r* = 0.05 Author's estimate
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The major sources for these parameter estimates were that of Bond and

Knobl (1982), Coghlan (1980), Eolden, Peel, and Thompson (1982), Minford (1979)

National Institute model (1977), Midland Bank Review (1985), as well as

the author's own estimates. As it will be appreciated some of these

parameter values are particularly difficul t to assign, certainly
unambiguously, particularly the wealth effects. Two possible sources, for

assigning these wealth effects, were found from Bond and Knobl and Minford.

However these estimates suggested that the weal th effects were strong,

unrealistically so, and hence were rejected and replaced by the author's

own estimates which were much weaker.

The estimates for k and A appear to be the least contentious, and were

derived from numerous sources of estimates of narrow money demand

equations. The evidence to support these appears to be very strong. The

remainder of the estimates were obtained from the remaining sources

mentioned above.

The basic conclusion which can be derived from these parameter estimates is

that, with a few exceptions, they are difficult to assign unambiguously,

and hence must be regarded as tentative. The wealth effects most so and

further research is required here, since the results obtained from any

simulation will obviously be strongly influenced by the estimates assigned.

However we hope that the remaining estimates are reasonably representative

of their values for the UK economy. With these comments, and reservations,

in mind, we attempt in the next section to simulate the model for various

cases of interest using the parameter estimates outlined in this section.

L.l. Sf.I.tiop IlL 1M gel

In this section we simulate the model for three cases in particular, and
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these are:

1. A monetary contraction
2. A monetary contraction, plus an oil discovery/production effect.

3. A monetary contraction, plus oil discovery, plus oil price increase.

Before analysing the resul ts obtained from each of these simulations, we

discuss firstly the size of these changes which were used. In the case of

the monetary contraction we have assumed a 5' cut in the money supply

spread over 5 periods. This is somewhat arbitrary, but sufficient for our

purposes. In addition each simulation is restricted arbitrarily to 20

periods only.

In the case of the 011 discovery/production effect, the change used was

derived as follows. Looking at Table 7.1 we can make the following

observations.

Table L.1.2il production (aillion tonnes) z, Jl.aL..

1979 77.9

80 80.5

81 89.4

82 103.2

83 114.9

84 120.5

Over the period 1979-84 oil production increased by some 55', and for our

simulation purposes we have assumed an increase of 11% per period spread

over 5 periods. 011 production is then assumed to remain at this level

indefinitely. Further work is requied here to allow for the fact that oil

production must inevitably decline. However because we are particularly

interested in the period 1979-84, we have made this assumption which is
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sufficient for our purposes.

Finally, in the case of an oil price increase, we can make the following

observa tions using Table 7.2. The real price of oil increased by

approximately 65J over the period 1979-84, giving an annual average of 13J

over the past 5 years. For our simulation purposes we assumed a 13J rise

per

Table LZ..QU price increnes (J975=100)

1979 122.0

80 185.2

81

82

83

84

219.4

214.6

202.9

200

period over S periods, with the price of oil remaining stable at that level

indefini tely.

SiBIlation results

In the following we utlimately attempt to identify what we have called the

"Thatcher" and "011" effects, upon the economic variables of interest. A

summary of these results are contained in Figures 7.2-7.9. It is important

to emphasise that economic agents are assumed to be aware of these future

developments. Firstly we discuss the results for case 1.

~.1- a SS reduction in the money supply, spread over S time periods.

The effects of such a policy upon the variables identified were as follows •

.IIal. gcb'"n .mY.

This apprecia tes on impact (it overshoots) by 0.3SS, qui te small, and the
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reasons for this are discussed below. This real appreciation continues for

the first 5 periods, by which time it has appreciated by O.85J. From time

period 5 onwards the real exchange rate depreciates, returning slowly back

to it original level•

.Ism .2U output

This declines on impact by O.47J and declines further until period 5, at

which point it has declined by 1.15J. Thereafter it recovers slowly,

returning to its initial level. However this recovery is a long drawn out

process •

.Ism.ill. trade balanc'

The non oil trade balance moves into deficit, however this is very small

and eventually returns to balance.

eurr.Dt account
Like the non oil trade balance this moves into deficit, but again its

effect is very small.

"'n,l elgb,""na
As we would anticipa te this apprecia tes on impact, by 1.13J, and

appreciates further throughout the remainder of the adjustment process.

Hence it initially undershoots. The bulk of the overall appreciation has

been achieved by period 5, at which pOint it has appreciated by 4.65J. In

the final equilibrium position it will have appreciated by 5J.

powe,tic pric" : 'grlation

The domestic price level falls by O.96J on impact, a large adjustment,

which could be regarded as being somewhat unrealistic. Again by period 5

the bulk of the adjustment, 3.8J, has been achieved. It then falls

further towards its final equilibrium.
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.JIBl product wages
On impact, given that v is assumed to be constant but p has fallen, real

product wages rise by some 0.96%. This upward movement persists initially

due to the fact that nominal wages adjust much slower than domestic prices.

The upward trend continues until period 5, at which point real product
wages have increased by some 2.35%. Thereafter it falls quite slowly back

to its initial level, in line with the recovery in non oil output •

.... pe] vages

Remains constant on impact but then falling slowly until period 5 at a rate

slower than the adjustment of domestic prices, but thereafter adjusting

faster than domestic prices.

~ z. =- MonetarY contraction .§Dl.All.21l discoverY
The following discussion is once again based upon figures 1.2-1.9

.Bal IIchep" .Baa

It appreciates on impact by some 1.14% and continues to do so until period

5, by which time it has appreciated by 4.37%. Periods 6-11 sees a slight

depreciation of the real exchange rate, but thereafter it appreciates

continually. By period 20 it has appreciated by some 4.46% •

.ISm ..ul outpgt
This declines on impact by 0.61% and continually un til time period 4, by

which point it has fallen by 1.14%. During this time period non oil output

has declined by more than in case 1. However by period 5 non oil output

has declined by 1.09%, which is less than in case 1. During the remainder

of the adjustment process non oil output recovers, and by period 14 it has

recovered back to its original level. From period 14 onwards non oil

output lies above its initial level, although by a relatively small amount,
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some 0.26S by period 20 for example •

.ImlRll trade balUlCe

There is clearly a big difference here in comparison to that of case 1.

The non oil trade balance worsens noticeably on impact, and remains in

deficit throughout the remainder of the adjustment process.

CUrrept account

The big developments in the non oil trade balance also occur in the current

account, which goes into considerable surplus. The positive balances on

the debt service and oil trade accounts, offset the negative balances on

the non oil trade account. This obviously suggests a considerable

accumulation of foreign assets and rising demand, from changes in domestic

private sector wealth over and above the weal th effects arising from 011

production.

lJgpiM] HCbenD na
This appreciates on impact by some 2.41 S and continues to do so rapidly

until period 5, at which time it has appreciated by 8.8SS. This

appreciation continues throughout the remainder of the adjustment process,

and by period 20, for example, it has appreciated by 12.03S.

PsWIt1c prioM ~ 'prl.tWA

The domestic price level declines on impact by 1.27S, quite a large

reduction, the bulk of which is attributable to the monetary contraction.

It declines rapidly until pe r Iod 5 at which potnt, domestic prices have

declined by 4.48S, again predominantly due to the monetary contraction.

Thereafter domestic prices decline further, however the influence of the

oil discovery becomes more relevant here. By period 20 domestic prices

have declined by 7.57J.
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.BHl product JlMea

This rises on impact by 1.27J, reaching its peak by time period 4 at which

point it has risen by 2.421. Thereafter real product wages decline, slowly
at first but then Quite rapidly. This corresponds with the recovery in non

oil output from this period onwards. From approximately period 14/15

onward real product wages are less than their original level, and by period

20 are some 0.35J lower.

h1M) JlMes

Nominal wages remain constant on impact but then decline Quite rapidly, and

more so than in case 1. From period 4 onwards the adjustment (downwards)

of nominal wages is greater than that of domestic prices, thereby

contributing to the decline in real product wages and recovery of non oil

output.

~ ~ =- T1ght .one, • .2il di8CO~ery• .AId ~ price increases

This is the case which is of most interest, since we now assume that all

three shocks occur at the same time. Again using figures 7.2-7.9 we can

make the following observations •

.IJAl ucbenn .mt§

This appreciates on impact by 2.19J, almost double that for case 2. By

period 5 the bulk of the appreciation has been completed, at which point

the appreciation amounts to some 9.231. From period 5 onwards the real

exchange rate appreciates further, and by period 20 it has appreciated by

10.471 •

.ISm J2il outPUt

This declines on impact, by 0.931, and continually until period 5, by which

time the decline amounts to 1.951. Thereafter non oil output rises
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continually, and by time period 20 it is 0.43% below its initial level •

.Ism.2il trad' balapce

This declines noticeably on impact and up to period 5. Thereafter the

deficit increases but not quite so drastically.

Cgrrent account

The current account goes into a sizeable surplus from period 1 onwards,

indica ting a subs tan tial accumula tion of foreign assets and effect upon

private sector weal tho The non oil trade deficit is clearly offset by a

surplus on the debt service and oil trade balance accounts.

!m'Ml Ugb'pg, J:&Y

This appreciates considerably on impact by 3.62%, and by time period 5 this

has increased to 13.52S. Thereafter it appreciates further, but more

slowly, and by time period 20 it has appreciated by some 20%.

P2P'.tig prig.. : 'prlatiop
Falls on impact by 1.43S, and by period 5 this fall amounts to 4.29S. The

price level continues to fall further, and the major reason for this is due

to developments in the oil sector. By period 20 domestic prices have

fallen by 9.53%.

JIal Produot --
Rises on impact by 1.43% in line with the fall in domestic prices, and by

period 4 it has reaebed its peak having risen by 2.05%. After period 4 real

product wages start to decline, and by period 10/11 it has returned to its

initial level. Thereafter real product wages decline further, and by

period 20 is 1.33% below its initial level.
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!kw' a) wages

This rem ai ns constan t on impact. but then declining throughout the

remainder of the adjustment process. Up until period 4 the adjustment of

domestic prices is greater than that of domestic wages. hence real product

wages rise. Thereafter the opposite is the case.

Idegt1ty1gc £hi -Thatcher- etteet
Using our simulation results above. we now attempt to identify what we have

called the "Thatcher" effect upon economic developments in the Uk economy

since 1979. To do so we utilise figures 7.1(}-/.12which have been derived

from our simulation results.

Figure 7.lOidentifies the contribution which the tight monetary policy has

made to the change in the real exchange rate. The biggest effect occurs on

impact. some 16J of the initial appreciation of the real exchange rate is

due to money wi th the remainder due to oil. The author regards this as

being surprisingly small. and hence suggests that more work needs to be

done here. However. we do suggest below one major reason why this effect

is relatively small. After this impact effect. money's contribution to

developments in the real exchange rate declines continually as we would

anticipate. We note that the effects of a monetary contraction upon the

real exchange rate. does persist for some considerable time.

Figure 7.11 contains information on the contribution of tight money upon

changes in non oil output. We notice immediately that its impact is

considerable and long lasting. On impact. its contribution to the decline

in non oil output amounts to just over 501. Its contribution to the

decline in non oil output in period 5. when non oil output has reached its

lowest level. amounts to 591. Thereafter money's contribution to the

decline in non oil output declines considerably. but even so by period 20
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it still amounts to 25.61.

Figure 7.12 contains information on the contribution of tight money to

changes in the nominal exchange rate. On impact tight money contributes

361 of the change in the nominal exchange rate, and remains at over 301 up

to period 5. Thereafter it declines to 101 and below, and by period 20 the

whole change in the nominal exchange rate is due to oil.

The major findings from this brief discusssion suggests the followin~ For

the parameter values chosen, our simulation results suggest that the

Thatcher effect is not inconsiderable and particularly so for developments

in non oil output. The effect identified of money upon the real exchange

rate was found to be surprisingly low, amounting to only 16, of the total

effect in case 3 on impact. The major reason for this relatively small

contribution is as follows. Whilst the monetary contraction accounts on
impact for over a third of the total change in the nominal exchange rate,

it accounts on impact for approximately gO, of the total effect upon

domestic prices. Hence the effect upon the real exchange rate is

considerably less than that of oil. If domestic prices in the model

adjusted less quickly, then clearly the effects of tight money upon the

real exchange rate would be considerably greater.

The Thatcher effect also has a significant influence upon the adjustment of

nominal wages. After the impact period, over 50S of the change in nominal

wages up to period 7 is due to tight money. After this pOint its influence

declines significantly, as in the case of changes in domestic prices and

the nominal exchange rate. Towards the latter part of the adjustment

process the oil factor becomes increasingly important.

The contribution of a tight monetary policy on top of the oil developments
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exacerbates the adverse developments in non oil output, real exchange rate,
and real product wages. We also note that the oil factor contributes to a

decline in domestic prices, as Bond and Knobl note in their paper also.
This suggests that the objective of reducing inflation can be achieved

through developments in the oil sector, implying that a less tight monetary

policy can be operated. Although, as the above model suggests, if monetary

policy was too lax this would imply a rapid rise in inflation, due to the

fact that monetary developments do have a large effect upon domestic

prices •

.la!. $me" .AId 90pclusiona

In this chapter, our ultimate aim was to identify the Thatcher factor upon

the UK economy. To do so involved constructing a simple open economy macro

model, which included wealth effects arising from permanent oil revenues

and the accumulation of foreign assets via the current account. The
dynamics of the model were generated via the exchange rate, nominal wages,

and the current account.

The model was then parameterised in section 2, but the most important

analysis was conducted in section 3 in which we simulated the model for

three cases. These were tight money, tight money plus oil production, and

finally tight money plus oil production plus oil price increases.

From these simulations we identified the Thatcher factor particularly upon

developments in the real exchange rate, non 011 output, and the nominal

exchange rate. The conclusions obtained were that it contributes a not

inconsiderable effect upon developments in the real exchange rate, and that

this was likely to be greater in reality since our model suggested a
Thesomewhat unrealistically large initial effect upon domestic prices.

tight money policy had its most noticeable effect upon non oil output. In
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the early stages of the adjustment process, it contributed more than 50J to

the decline in non oil output. Finally in the case of the nominal exchange

ra te, approximately one- third of changes in this up to period 4 is due to
tight money. Its influence declines significantly from then onwards.

The influence of the oil factor upon changes in the real exchange rate,

real product wages, non oil output, nominal exchange rate, domestic prices

and nominal wages, becomes more important towards the latter part of the

adjustment process. In addition the oil developments contribute to a
decline in domestic prices, suggesting that any inflation objective can be

achieved without operating such a tight monetary policy.
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CHAPTER 8

Summary and Conclusions

This final chapter is devoted to bringing together our

findings from earlier chapters, and to critically evaluating

the economic policies which have been pursued in the UK over

the past five or six years. In addition we attempt to identify

policies which the Government could pursue, in order to

sustain economic growth and reduce unemployment.

This chapter proceeds as follows. In section 1 we summarise

the basic findings from the work conducted in this thesis,

and in Section 2, using these findings, we advance an

alternative economic strategy.

8.1 Summary of thesis

Chapter 2 analysed the structural adjustments which have

been taking place in the UK economy, and attempted to identify

the role of North Sea oil and the MTFS in this process. In

the case of the MTFS we made a number of observations. The

empirical foundations for the MTFS appeared to be very weak,

not only in regard to the sterling M3~inflation linkage

but also in regard to the PSBR-+money supply relationship.

It was also argued that its effects have been very deflationary

for the UK economy, through its effects upon the real exchange

rate and real interest rate. The industrial base has been

adversely affected as a result of these developments,

particularly the manufacturing base, and this becomes more

apparent when looking at indicators of financial stress such
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as the number of bankruptcies and liquidations. These

indicators suggest that financial conditions have been tight,

despite the overshooting of the sterling M3 targets.

Developments in sterling M3 have not turned out to be a good

indicator of financial conditions, whilst developments in

the narrower monetary aggregates have reflected the recession

in the UK much better.

Targets for sterling M3 and the PSBR have proved difficult to

achieve, and attempts to do so have proved to be even more

deflationary. Despite the apparent success of the MTFS in

reducing inflation, which we argued was not the case as this

was due predominantly to the recession and not the MTFS,

unemployment has continued to rise. The Government has

argued that as inflation falls, output and employment would

rise. This however does not appear to have happened.

Turning to the structural effects arising from North Sea oil,

we identified two schools of thought in particular

Forsyth and Kay, and Bank of England. Forsyth and Kay argued

that North Sea oil would lead to an inevitable decline in

the industrial/manufacturing base of the UK economy,

predominantly as a result of a change in the real exchange

rate. The Bank of England took a different view, arguing

that North Sea oil production in combination with the oil

price rises of the 1970's made the UK no better off than in

1970 when it imported cheap oil. The structural adjustments

suggested by Forsyth and Kay were therefore neither inevitable

nor desirable.
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A major beneficiary of the oil revenues has been the Government,

and obviously the final equilibrium and the adjustment process

resulting from oil production will depend upon the policy

attitude taken by the Government to these revenues. The oil

revenues could be channelled into the economy in a variety of

ways, either directly or indirectly. Such direct methods

would include:
(a) cuts in income taxes to stimulate consumption,

(b) investment incentives to stimulate investment,

(c) increased public expenditure.

Alternatively the revenues could be channelled into the

economy indirectly via:
(d) lower interest rates through a reduced PSBR,

(e) investing the revenues abroad, thereby generating

future income for the UK economy.

No explicit reference has been made by the Government to any

specific use of oil revenues, and any reallocation of resources

was to be left primarily to market forces. As we argued the

Government's position comes closest to that taken by Forsyth

and Kay, however this position was considered to be inappropriate

as it suggested that the UK would be a permanent net oil

exporter and also ignored the difficulties which the UK will

face when the oil runs out. Hence the Forsyth-Kay viewpoint

should be properly viewed as a special case of the Bank of

Englands.

The previous discussion has important implications for policy.

It suggests that for the UK there is no justification for the

large structural changes suggested by Forsyth and Kay, as the
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oil revenues should be properly viewed as maintaining the UK's

welfare, given the oil price increases of the 1970's, rather

than leading to a significant improvement. The Bank of

England view is therefore regarded as most appropriate for

the UK, and hence the need to maintain the industrial/

manufacturing base of the economy.

Chapter 3 was concerned with discussing various theoretical

models, which have been developed to analyse the dynamic

adjustment processes involved following an oil discovery

and a monetary contraction. These models are based upon

Dornbusch type principals, in which a lariable such as the

exchange rate is capable of discontinuous jumps whilst other

variables, such as the price level, adjust gradually through

time. The models discussed suggested that in the general case,

an oil discovery would lead to a situation where non oil

output would fall below its full employment level. Hence

an oil discovery does create a macro problem, requiring an

appropriate policy response. Only in the extreme cases where

(as in the E-V model) the demand from oil revenues for non

oil output arises immediately (no spending lag) or where

prices (wages) were perfectly flexible, would there be no

problems over developments in non-oil output and employment.

The theoretical models discussed were regarded as a useful

complement to the structural analysis of Chapter 2, in that

the dynamic processes of adjustment can be observed rather

than merely conducting a static analysis of comparing one

equilibrium position with another. Once again, as in Chapter 2,
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the major conclusion derived here is that no policy response

to an oil discovery is the wrong stance to take. In addition,

if a monetary contraction is undertaken at the same time this

is likely to exacerbate these difficulties.

Chapter 4 attempted to analyse the likely economic effects of

an oil price increase upon an economy possessing oil resources.

In addltion, we attempted to analyse these economic effects

assuming real wage rigidity and its likely effect upon

structural unemployment. ~vidence from the OECD was used,

which suggested that there is a signlficant degree of short

run real wage rigidity in the UK. ThlS situation was found

to be undesirable in regard to the maintenance of non oil

output and employment given an oil price increase. The

evidence from the OECD and our own model provided evidence

for this view, after we had analysed various wage adjustment

processes ranging from nominal and real wage rigidlty, to

nominal and real wage flexibility.

~ince the UK economy is characterised by short run real wage

rigidity, we then analysed the optimal flscal policy response

given this fOllowing an oil price increase. Here we argued tne

need to reduce any payroll taxes NIe or to reduce VAT.

~imulations for these cases were conducted, and they suggested

that non oil output would fall by less if these measures were

carried out.

Chapter 5 was concerned with policies for economic growth,

and concluded that a two handed approach for the UK was

required. That is both demand and supply side policies

and tha~ reliance purely upon the latter, which the

Government has adopted, will not be sufficient. We
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discussed in some depth the reasons for the Government's

advocacy of supply side policies, due for example to labour

market rigidities, and the need to improve UK productivity.

The need also for demand side expansion was advanced, this being

necessary due to the extremely tight budgetary stance of the

UK Government over the past few years as well as North Sea

oil revenues. In addition it was suggested that some demand

side policies, such as income tax cuts and public investment

in the infrastructure, would contribute to an improvement of

the supply side of the economy.

Chapter 6 was concerned with the role of monetary and fiscal

policy, for stabilisation purposes. This chapter, the author

suggests, is probably the most crucial one of the whole thesis.

It is concerned in essence with analysing the market clearing

versus non market clearing views of the economy. The

evolution of the policy effectiveness/ineffectiveness debate

during the 1970's was discussed, and this suggested why the

ineffectiveness view came to dominate and was reflected in

the UK by the introduction of the MTFS. This view was

critically discussed, and we concluded that the existence of

price/wage sluggishness would invalidate its policy

prescriptions. Hence contingent monetary and fiscal policy

rules could still produce better results than fixed

rules.

The empirical evidence on the effectiveness of anticipated

monetary policy was analysed in some depth. The CERE models

of Barro and ADD, which are based on market clearing

principals, suggested that contingent monetary policy had no
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real effects and the Government could not use this to stabilise

output and employment. The empirical evidence presented by

A-P, and our own, suggested that there is price sluggishness

in the UK, and that models based upon the assumptions of

market clearing were not appropriate for the UK. Hence also

their policy prescriptions. Therefore contingent monetary

and fiscal policy has a very important role to play in the

short run, for the stabilisation of output and employment.

Additional empirical evidence from Clark and Summers, for the

USA, was also presented. It suggested that models used for

explaining unemployment based on market clearing principals,

such as Search and Contract theory, were incapable of explaining

a large portion of unemployment in the USA. Such a dynamic

approach to explaining unemployment was incapable of explaining

involuntary "hard-core" unemployment. This suggests a need

for a different policy response to the question of unemployment,

and the need to improve the job prospects of individuals.

In the UK the duration of unemployment has been increasing

significantly over the past few years. Market clearing models

of unemployment are incapable of explaining such a development,

since it does not appear rational or efficient for individuals

to spend such lengths of time voluntarily searching for a job,

or engaging in employment contracts which involve such prolonged

periods of unemployment.

These arguments suggest, certainly in the case of the UK, that

models and policies based upon the assumption of market clearing

are inappropriate. The UK economy is characterised by sluggish

wage and price adjustment and involuntary unemployment.
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Anticipated monetary and fiscal policy has an important role

to play in the short run for the stabilisation of output

and employment, as well as influencing these in the long run.

Much of the analysis conducted in earlier chapters assumed

this to be the case.

Chapter 7 attempted to quantify what we called the "Thatcher"

factor upon developments in such important variables as the

real and nominal exchange rate and non oil output, using a

simple macro model which we hoped would be representative of

the UK economy. This macro model represented an extension

to previous models used in this thesis, in that the important

role of the current account was incorporated. Wealth effects

arising from developments in the current account and oil

revenues were also incorporated.

The model was then parameterised and simulated assuming

firstly a 5% monetary contraction, secondly a 5% monetary

contraction plus a 55% increase in oil production, and

finally the second case plus a 65% increase in the price

of oil. In each of these cases, these developments were

spread over five time periods.

Our basic conclusion from these simulations was that the

Thatcher factor was not inconsiderable, although for reasons

which we did explain, its effect upon the real exchange rate

was found to be relatively small. However, its influence

upon non oil output and the nominal exchange rate was

substantial. These results confirm that monetary policy

does exert real effects, which are long lasting. A tight

monetary policy pursued on top of oil production and oil
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price increases, will exacerbate the effects upon the real

exchange rate and non oil output and therefore obviously

unemployment.

The oil factor does tend to reduce domestic prices, suggesting

that a lower inflation objective can be achieved without

applying such a tight monetary policy. However the monetary

factor does make a significant early contribution to the

reduction of inflation, whilst later on in the adjustment

process it is influenced much more significantly by the oil

factor.

8.2 Conclusions
Before concluding this chapter we wish to briefly reiterate

the major findings of this thesis, which we classify under

three headings:

Ca) Alternative economic policies

Cb) Empirical evidence on the stabilisation policy debate

Cc) The Thatcher factor.

(a) Alternative economic policies

This thesis has argued the need for a change in direction

of economic policy. The major measures required to reduce

unemployment and increase economic growth are:

(i) More public investment in the infrastructure,

particularly that which is labour intensive. Such

a measure would make a strong contribution to the

reduction of hard core unemployment.

(ii) Cuts in income taxes would be beneficial and help

to reduce wage push.
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(iii) Cuts in payroll taxes or VAT are very useful given

an increase in oil prices, particularly where there

is strong short run real wage rigidity.

(iv) A more relaxed monetary and fiscal policy, which

should be more responsive to developments in output
and employment.

(v) The continuation of improvements on the supply side,

such as in the price/output split of nominal GNP

and productivity in manufacturing.

(vi) Greater real wage flexibility given a real shock,

such as an oil price increase. This can be achieved

by reducing any indexation mechanisms, and thereby

improving the employment/earnings tradeoff.

(b) Empirical evidence on the stabilisation policy debate

One major conclusion from this thesis is that monetary and

fiscal policy both have an important short run stabilisation

role. Hence the basis of the MTFS is rejected as being

inappropriate to the UK economy. The empirical evidence in

support of this assertion is regarded as being very strong,

and here we presented the work of A-P, C-S (applied to the UK)

and our own. This suggests that the market clearing models

are inappropriate for the UK, and hence also their policy

recommendations.

A more active role for monetary and fiscal policy is

advocated, particularly as a result of developments in the
oil sector.
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(c) The Thatcher Factor

The final important conclusion from this chapter, is the

exacerbating influence of a tight monetary policy on top

of the developments in North Sea oil. We arrived at the

conclusion, for the model simulated, that on impact the

Thatcher factor was responsible for 16% of the appreciation

of the real exchange rate, over 50% of the reduction in non
1oil output, over 33 13% of the appreciation of the nominal

exchange rate, and finally over 90% of the reduction in

domestic prices. Whilst the Thatcher factor contributes

noticeably to a reduction in domestic prices and hence

inflation, it has contributed to the difficulties of the

manufacturing sector in terms of lost competitiveness and

this is reflected in the decline of non oil output. While

the effects of this are likely to decline significantly

over time, the damage done early on is significant.
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In chapter 4 section 2 we identified numerous wage adjustment situations,
and the implications arising from these given an oil price increase. The
wage adjustment process of interest here is that where nominal wages adjust
with a lag. Here we expand upon the short run dynamics of this model.

Short run dynamics of the lagged nominal wage model (case 3)

De
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 6
DATA

rt rb M U(Residuals) Y P B
YEAR
1950 2.00 7640 52.1 11.9 + 307
51 2.50 7805 53.0 13.0 - 369
52 4.00 7809 52.7 14.0 + 163

53 3.50 3.50 8067 0.985 54.9 14.5 + 145
54 3.00 3.00 8416 0.960 57.1 14.7 + 117
55 4.11 4.50 8450 0.974 59.0 15.2 - 155
56 4.92 5.50 8338 0.985 59.6 16.2 + 208
57 6.48 7.00 8541 0.984 60.7 16.8 + 233
58 3.17 4.00 8797 1.611 60.6 17.5 + 360
59 3.72 4.00 9338 0.962 63.4 17.7 + 172
60 4.40 5.00 9520 1.010 66.8 18.0 - 228
61 5.48 6.00 9782 1.005 68.0 18.5 + 47
62 3.77 4.50 10093 1.027 69.0 19.2 + 155
63 3.76 4.00 10790 0.997 71.2 19.6 + 125
64 6.74 7.00 11360 1.036 75.6 20.3 - 358
65 5.60 6.00 12280 0.968 77.7 21.4 - 30
66 6.64 7.00 12700 1.059 79.0 22.3 + 130
67 7.63 8.00 14010 1.024 80.4 23.0 - 269
68 6.89 7.00 15030 0.964 83.9 23.9 - 244
69 7.80 8.00 15290 1.027 85.5 25.2 + 505
70 6.93 7.00 16620 1.024 87.0 27.1 + 823
71 4.46 5.00 19010 1.091 88.3 29.6 +1124
72 8.48 9.00 24100 1.074 91.0 32.1 + 223
73 12.82 13.00 30630 0.953 96.4 34.4 - 979
74 11.30 11.50 33950 1.020 94.8 39.5 -3278
75 10.93 11.25 35980 0.964 92.0 52.0 -1523
76 13.98 14.25 39460 0.986 93.9 59.4 - 846
77 6.39 7.00 43200 1.031 96.5 66.7 + 53
78 11.91 12.50 49890 0.969 99.9 74.6 +1162
79 16.49 17.00 56490 1.045 103.0 84.2 - 525
80 13.58 14.00 67070 1.036 100.0 100.0 +3477
81 15.39 14.50 83650 0.899 98.3 110.6 +6929
82 9.96 10.25 91460 0.988 100.3 117.9 +4934
83 9.04 9.00 101170 0.996 103.4 124.8 +2543
84 9.33 9.62 111450 105.8 130.2 + 51
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DATA SOURCES

rt - Treasury Bill rate. Sources, Economic Trends Annual Supplement 1984,
and various other issues of Economic Trends.

rb - Bank Rate. Source, International Financial Statistics, Annual
Supplement 1984.

M - Nominal Money Stock (£M3). This series was constructed from various
issues of Economic Trends, National Institute Economic Review, and Bank
of England Quarterly Bulletin.

U - own estimate of the unanticipated rate of growth of the money stock
stock (not in logs).

Y - Gross domestic product at factor cost (1980=100) based on output data
Sources Economic Trends Annual Supplement 1984, and National Institute
Economic Review May 1985.

P - GOP deflator (1980=100). Source Economic Trends Annual Supplement
1984.

B - Current account balance. Sources, Economic Trends Annual Supplement
1984, and National Institute Economic Review May 1985.
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